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Action In Binghampton
.League Launches Boycott Against Laundry
IF YOU
HAVE NOT
.REGISTERED
•
DO SO
NOWI
Have To Redouble
Registration Efforts
' if the goal of 60,000 registered
Negro voters is to be reached,
733 persons a day will have to
sign up daily from July 1 to the
I
dime date, July 18, according 
. C. Patton, director of the
on Partisan Registration Cam-
paign.
An average of 126 persons a day
have registered, he said, and if
there is no increase, only 52,019
Will have become eligible in time
to vote in the Summer election.
' On June 1, there were 47,819 reg-
istered Negro voters. On June 18
there were 49,463, an increase of
1,644. Registration for Negroes is
4,000 more than it was last year,
while registration for the whites
has been increased by 9,000.
Last week the Shelby County
Election Commission voted to fa-
cilitate registration by holding sup-
plemental registrations at 12 dif-
ferent locations, making it unnec-
essary for persons to go to the
court house to qualify.
Dates and places where the
County Board of Registrars will
register prospective voters are:
July 7 to 3, Millington at the
City Hall; Woodstock at Craw.
ford's Grocery store; Stewart-
ville at the Lodge Hall; and at
a place to be selected in Ming-
ton.
July 9 and 10, Raleigh, at
Bruse Drug Store; Brunswick, at
the C. D. Shelton Warehouse;
and Cordova at the W. It. An.
derson store.
July LI to 14, Collierville, at
the Fire Station; and German-
town at the Fire Station.
July 15 and 16, Whitehaven, at
the high school cafeteria; and
at a place to be selected in Caple-
ville.
July 15, for one day only in
Levi, Wards 1 and 2, registration
will be held at the Ford Road
school.
For working persons, registra-
tion officials will be at the Coun-
ty Courthouse from 8:30 a. m.
until 9:00 p. m to insure them
time to register.
Supplemental registration sites
were opened for the benefit of
farming people, many of whom
would not be able to make the
trip into Memphis.
13th Ward
Seeks Park,
Playground
Members of the 13th Ward Civic
club are asking that a park and
playground be built in the area
comprising three precincts, and
have suggested that it be located
on Crump Blvd.
In a statement issued by L. Rob-
inson, president of the civic club,
the members are petitioning the
Housing Committee and the Park
Commission to provide a recrea-
tional area for the children.
"We have hundreds of chil-
dren playing ball in the streets,
alleys, back yards, and on lawns.
They have to have some place
to play . . . and a park site would
be very attractive along this great
white way," Mr. Robinson wrote.
A playground in the area, Mr.
Robinson said, would allow the
Children to have good wholesome
fun, and permit them to become
better citizens.
The area for which Mr. Robin.
Bee PARK, page!
Nashville Will
Continue Plan Of
Desegregation
Federal Judge William E. Miller
last week approved the grade-a-
year desegregation plan drawn up
by the Nashville school board, and
ruled that it was in accordance
with the Supreme Court's decision
calling for "deliberate speed."
Judge Miller's approval of the
plan means that Nashville schools
will not be completely integrated
until 1969. First grade was inte-
grated last year in the Tennessee
capital, and 11 young Negro stu-
dents registered for mixed educa-
tion.
The Hattie Cotton Elementary
See PLAN, page
Rhapsody In Shapeliness, Huh?
BATHING BEAUTIES — Fash-
ion and beauty were the or-
der of the evening when the
Spartans Sportsmen club pre-
sented a show entitled, "Rhap-
sody in Flesh Tone," at Cur-
rie's Club Tropicana. Shown are
the winners. They are from
left, Miss Maggie Pritchett,
who won fourth place; Miss
Betty Gillis, who was awarded
third; Miss Bobbie McGee, the
miner-up; and Miss Marion
Mitchell, who won the too
prize, and was named "Miss
Flesh Tone of 1958." T b e
judges were Mrs. R. Q. Ven-
son, Robert Thomas, Rufus
Thomas, Nat D. Williams, and
Johnny Saulsberry. The nar-
rator for the evening was Miss
Cornelia Crenshaw. James
Sanders is president of the
club. (Photo by Eddie Lee Wil-
liams.)
Basic Issue In Bus
Suit Ignored By Court
11111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111011111111
170 Whites Ask
Library Board
To Lift Barriers
The Tri-State Defender learn.
ed this week from reliable
sources that 170 white citizens
petitioned the Board of Mew
phis Public Library recently re-
questing that Negroes be per-
milted to use any of the
branches and the main library.
Despite the unusual plea for
fair play and justice. it was ex-
pected that the board would
deny the request.
111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111811111111111111111111111
Atty. H. T. Lockard, one of the attorneys who repre-
sented 0. Z. Evers in the suit to declare segregation of
Negroes on public transportation in the city of Memphis
last January 6, said this week that the basis on which the
three judges made their decision was "certainly new in the
field of civil rights litigation."
In an appeal to the U. S. Su-
preme Court, he said that he is
sure and hopeful that the nine
members will allow him and his
colleagues an opportunity to show
that "there are numerous mem-
bers of the class which Mr. Evers
represents."
The attorney, who at the time
was president of the local branch
of the NAACP, said that from a
strictly legal standpoint it will be
quite interesting to see how the See BUS SUIT, page 2
Supreme Court views the ques-
tion, and just how it will go about
disposing of the matter.
JUDGES UNANIMOUS
Mr. Evers, a postal worker and
former policeman in Cook County.
Illinois, after hearing that the suit
had been dismissed, commented:
"Lord, have mercy on American
justice and fair play."
The announcement of the dis-
Mr. Sisson said at the time that
he would talk the matter over
with his business partner, and
let the group know In about a
month as to what decision they
had reached.
At the end of the period, Mr.
Evers said that he had to contact
the man to find out what had
been decided, ind that when he
found out that the firm was not
going to hire Negro counter girls,
he needs a report to the Civic
league, and that they decided to
launch the boycott.
"A DEMAND"
Reached at home where he is
on vacation, Mr. Sisson said that
Mr. Evers had attempted to get
him to commit himself on the
miestion of hiring Negroes, but
that he had refused to say that
!See BOYCOTT, page 2
DECIDE TO ACT
Move 90%'
Effective In Area
A boycott, has been launched against the Spic
Span laundry'a branch office at 341 Tillman ave. by Negro
citizens in the Binghampton area in an effort to get till)
establishment to hire Negro counter girls.
The movement is being backed by the Binghampton
Civic League and 0. Z. Evers,
president of the organization, said
that attempts to get Negro citi-
zens in the area to cooperate in
the project have been "about 90
per cent effective."
The boycott was launched
against the laundry a little more
than 30 days after a trio com-
posed of Mr. Evers, Mrs. W. S.
Larkins, and Rev. J. C. Richard-
son called upon C. R. Sisson, a
co-owner of the laundry, and ask-
ed him to consider hiring Negro WASHINGTON. D. C. — The
women in t h e branch concern Ti. S. Supreme Court ruled unan-
where they said about 88 per cent 
of 
oAtilsalybatmhias hwaesekno thraitghttheto  statee x.
of the trade was Negro.
amine NAACP files in the state,
and refused to bypass the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in St.
Louis and rule. on the other sus-
pending integration at Little
Rock's Central High school.
In its ruling regarding the
NAACP's membership Wes, the
court threw out a fine of 2100,000
which had been placed against
the organization for attempt after
art Alabama circuit judgo ruled
that the organization must open
Its files for Inspection.
The court ruled that the NAA-
CP's membership list is immune
from scrutiny under the protec-
tion of the Fourteenth Amend-
Inent.The move against the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored Peoeple was taken
after the organization took an
See NAACP, page 2
NAACP Scores
Victory In
Alabama Suit
This Doesn't Help Our City
THE GLENVIEW PLAN
Pictured here is one of many
signs which have sprouted up
on the lawns of homes in the
Glenview area where Negroes
have lately moved in an ef-
fort to find decent housing
The sign reflects the attitude
s Decision:
(AN EDITORIAL)
4. "It is . . . obvious that he (Mr. Evers) was not a
nrttleir or even an occasional user of bus transportation
.1-1. that he is not in the position of a representative of a
°Loa of colored citizens who do use the buses in Memphis
tea a means of transportation.
. "This is, therefore, not a case involving an actual
cOntroversy."
These excerpts from the unanimous decision handed
dawn by three federal judges in the suit challenging the
constitutionality of Tennessee segregation laws on public
transportation last Friday do FOUR things:
(1) Tacitly (intentionally or unintentionally) extend
am invitation to the Negroes in Memphis and the state
toy use segregated public transportatioq to show thatare victims of injustice by establishing the factor of
" tun! controversy."4
('2) Conveys the impression that Negro users of such
• . Crow facilities are content with the current undemo-
AM* system of transportation. ——
Struggle For Full Democracy Here
(3) And, disqualifies Mr. Evers' suit as of no conse-
quence on the basis that he was not a regular user of the
transit system and that he is not representative of the
average Negro bus passenger.
(4) Ignore the question of whether state law is in
conflict with the Constitution.
Since April, 1956 when the suit was filed, Negroes of
Memphis have demonstrated maturity, exercised. patience
and faith in the struggle for extension of fuller democracy
in the local transit system. There were influenced to ex-
ercise patience through•the pleas of a new leadership that
has not bowed to drifting, goal-less gradualism.
The people's faith and patience have been rewarded
with an unusual negative decision in such litigation.
Mr. Ever's comment on the decision appears eminently
fitting:
"Lord, have mercy on American justice and fair
play."
It is being echoed and re-echoed in Negro neighbor-
hoods throughout the city.
Evidence of the average local bus rider's sentiments
in the case was reflected in the overflow attendance of
our people at each of the hearings held here last January.
(SEE PHOTO ON PAGE 2)
They want to escape the quicksand of bias.
On the other hand, there is a dismal and sorry aspect.
The implications in the case, the apparent adroit timing in
a follow-up of Judge Lemley's adverse decision in the Lit-
tle Rock situation, seem to indicate there is an unspoken
agreement between the segregationists, some of the so-call-
ed white moderates and avowed Negro gradualists of the
rudderless ship variety, in the struggle here for first-class
citizenship.
The development fits the slogan. "Keep Memphis
down. .."
If the city of New Orleans, a citadel of hard core seg-
regationists, can lift the barriers on public city transporta-
tion without undue incidents then Memphis, boosted as
"The City of Good Abode" can shake off its shackles of
out.moded legar custom in that area.
of many whites toward the
Negro citizens' efforts to find
Improved living quarters In
"the city of good abode."
Just Begun
From the sentiment expressed in this community about
the bus decision the city of Memphis can look forward
NOW to Negro citizens accepting the apparent tacit sug.
gestion to make clear they are not satisfied with the status
quo.
The three judge panel gave no consideration whatso-
ever to the question of whether the Jim Crow Tennessee
law was in conflict with the constitution. Leaders of sub-
stance say that question will be settled by taking the cur.
rent case to the United States Supreme Court. If victory
is not won there action in a new case will start on the local
level again. That's the way it should be. It is obvious that
the foes of the true Christian and democratic way are de-
termined to maintain and strengthen their fortress of un.
ilateral so-called peace and harmony. In interest of justice
and fair play every legal means will be brought to bear—
leaders say—to level the fortress of segregation.
It is quite evident that the struggle for full democracy
In Memphis by citizens branded as second class has just
begun.
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Want To Appear
On The Stage?
Then Read This
Have you always wanted to ap-
pear on the stage, but have never
had an opportunity to do so? Well,
this just might be yaw big
„moment.
! The Helping Hand Industries of
347 Abelst. plans to present two
great classics this summer —
"The Night of January 16th," and
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" —
and amateur actors and actress-
es are needed to fill several roles
Which are at present unassigned.
! The organization is also in the
process of organiziag a choral en-
semble to give programs of
spiritual, classical, and semi-
classical, music, and singers are
being enlisted.
The plays will be presented in
'outdoor arenas, and prospective
participants are requested to report
to headquarters of the organiza-
tion as soon as possible.
. Those who wish to join the en-
semble are asked to contact the
organizations headquarters, and
they will be told where practice
is to be held.
' Funds raised will be used to
help the unfortunate of the com-
munity.
Baby Girl Born
To The Bradbys
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — A baby
girl v.-as born to Mr. and Mrs.
Porterfield (Pete) Bradby at 9:20
p.m.. June 17, at University of
Tennessee Hospital. Weighing in
et 6 lbs., Vi ounces, she was
named Catharine Anne. The
mother and baby are now doing
fine at home. 1600 Exeter Avenue,
thanks! "Pete" Jr., 3. is quite
happy looking after his Baby Sis-
ter. Mr. Bradby is public relations
director at Knoxville College.
Business League
Aids Graduates
'The Memphis Business League
has formed a job placement bu-
reau for recent high school and
college graduates, and those in-
terest in Summer employment are
asked to register at the office on
the second floor of 234 Hernando
at.
'The hours for registration are
from 8.30 a. m. until 2.00 p. m
Bus Suit
(Continued from page 1)
missal of the suit came as a
shock to the entire Memphis Ne-
gro community almost six months
after it was heard by Federal
Judges John D. Martin, Marion S
Boyd, and William E. Miller, who
were unanimous in the decision.
In his comment, Atty. Lockhard
said, "Some observers have said
that it is one of weakest grounds
for dismissal of the law suit that
the human mind could conceive of
without Divine revelation. ,
The court avoided ruling + the
Constitutionality of Tennessee's
segregation laws, which are dis-
regarded in several major cities
in the state, including Nashville.
The judges ruled that Mr. Evers
does not represent the general
class of persons who regularly
ride the buses, and that no con-
flict in the matter exists in this
southern city.
Mr. Evers, the judges said, did
not suffer a loss sufficient to jus-
tify the issuance of an injunction
against the defendants
—
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Here's Some Proof Of Interest In Ending Bus Bias
SOME CAME BY BUS — The
interest in the 0. Z. Evers suit
to end segregation on buses in
the city of Memphis was re-
flected by the large number of
Negroes who came .early and
stayed late to watch attorneys
on both sides argue points of
the case. One of the reasons
judges gave for dismissing suit
Boycott
(Continued from page 1)
he would not, or that he would.
"What I thought was a re-
quest," he said, "has turned out
to be a demand, and an irritating
was that Mr. Evers was "not
in the position of represent-
ative of class of colored citi.
Tens who do use buses in Mem•
phis as a means of transpor-
tation," and that the case was
one involving an actual con-
troversy. Atty. H. T. Lockard,
who appeared as Mr. Evers'
counsel in the case, along with
Boycott In Tuskegee
Ruining White Firms
TTISKEGEE, Ala — After
one year of "wise spending, say-demand. They seem to have no .ng
and investing" by disenfran-
regard for me at all, and seeml
chised Negro citizens of Tuske-
_to want me to jump when they' gee 21 of the town's 42 white
say Jump.
Mr. Sisson said that he had
asked that a meeting be called
with the group so that the matter
of hiring could be worked out
harmoniously for all concerned,
and that he was told that the only
time that a meeting would be held
would be when he is ready to an-
nounce that he is ready to hire
Negro counter girls.
He said that he had asked Mr.
Evers to have some persons
whom he believed to be qualified
to fill such a position to come by
his office at 584 Jackson ave. and
file applications for a job as help-
er with the firm, and that that
would constitute a period of train
ing. Ile said that Mr. Evers seem-
ed to take his suggestion as an
insult.
'POSSIBLE TO HIRE'
Mr. Sisson said that although
no other reputable laundry in the
city hires Negro counter girls, he
thought that it was quite possible
that some could be hired in the
Binghampton area without t h e
loss of white patronage.
He said that he believed that
persons should— be hired to fill
positions that they are qualified
Is fill, but that the group who had
selected to boycott him were not GREYHOUND OFFICIAL —going about it in a fair manner. Johnny Arnold, head of publicSomeone, he said, had mailed him
handbills which advise Negroes relations firm of Arnold and As-
not to trade with him, and that sociates, has been appointed
several persons had called and public relations coordinator for
talking from down in their throat. the Southland Greyhound park,
have said, "We a r e going to in West Memphis, Ark., where I
freeze you out" deovegnirnagcinigtaocpeesneadre I ahsetidEnriigdhatyi
firms which depended on Negroes
for about 75 per cent of their
trade have gone out of business.
The announcement was made
by Dr. Charles G. Gomillion, one
of the leaders of the Tuskegee
Civic Association almost at the
same time that Circuit Judge
Will 0. Walton dismissed a tem-
porary restraining order prohi-
Asked if he had noticed muchl
loss in business, Mr. Sisson said ly, except Sunday, regardless
that he had, but that he did not of the weather. Ile is the first'
owait to say how much. Some of ; f his race to be appointed to
his customers had at first joined such a position in this area,
in the movement, he said. hut
have become disgusted with the
way it is being handled and are
coming back.
TYPE OF PERSON REQUIRED
One of his main difficulties in (Continued from page I)
dealing with Mr. Evers, the man so, says a
playground and parkstated, has been his refusal to see is needed is bound by Virginiathat the person whom he hires 
ave. 
' 
on the north: South Park-for the position would have to be 
of a ver: high calibre, and that
no ordinary person would be ac-
ceptable in such a job.
He also said that Mr. Evers
policy of having counter girls go club suggested some names for
through a period of training, and a proposed housing project for
seemed to think that the Negro Negroes, and they Included those
of Atty. H. T. Lockard. L. Alexwoman that he would hire should
Wilson, Matthew Thornton, Lucy
ark
biting Negro leaders to boycot
white firms. The injunction had
been in effect since Aug. 15, 1957.
In his decision, Judge Walton
ruled that "Americans have a
right to trade with whom they
choose "
The boycott of the white mer-
chants was launched by Negro
leaders who suspected the busi-
ness men of backing State Sena-
tor Sans Engelhardt, whose action
resulted in the disenfranchising
of 620 Negro voters.
As white business establish-
ments have closed their doors,
others have been opened by Ne-
gro merchants. There were 16 to
open this year, and others are to
be opened in the near future.
SHOPPING CENTER
One of the largest develop-
ments by Negroes here is a huge
shopping center which will be
opened in July in the Carver
community. A record amount of
business is being racked up by
Negro merchants.
Since the boycott was launched
last year, Dr. Gomillion said that
he did not believe that five per
cent of the Negroes in Tuskegee
and Macon county had gone back
to trading with white shopkeep-
ers
So enthusiastic has been the
Negro c:tizens' realization of their
economic power that many say
that they will continue to "shop,
wisely- even when and if the'
whites return their voting rights.
STATE-WIDE MEETING
The first anniversary of the
"wise spending" campaign was
celebrated with a state-wide meet-
ing. The boycott has been in ef-
fect since it was launched on
June 26. 1957.
In an effort to halt the boycott,
Alabama Attorney General John
Patterson had his agents to raid
TCA offices and impound rec-
ords. Despite the temporary in-
junction, the boycott was contin-
ued.
Monkey Shines
Plague Police
LONG BEACH. Calif 
—(UPI)—
NE one could blame Christine for
monkeying around when she was
left in an idling police car and
pushed the gearshift lever, send-
irg the automobile moving along
he enthrusted almost immediately the street.
with the business. Campbell, Julia Hooks, and Aga. Officer Paul Guest caught the
Queried later about this, Mr. J. F. Estes, all of whom, they car after a footrace but vowed
Evers said, "There is no long said have made worthy contribu- never again to leave an escaped
period of training necessary for tions to the community, 38 well as monkey in a vehicle alone while a couple of feet apart, the average stranger in the other car. Then driver. We drive a little too fast.
a job like that. About three hours to the nation. he telephoned for a pound wagon. driver must make 20 to 50 dads- why do we have accidents? Care- We take a chance in passing. We
of instruction is all that should --   think a couple of drinks can't do
be necessary. any harm. Or due to any one of a
`NOT NECESSARY' hundred distractions, we let our
attention waver from the road for"My father and I were in the
laundry business for more than, an instant beyond recall.
The National Safety Council20 years, and I know it from bot-1
torn to top, and I know that it estimates that more than 45 mill-
does not involve any sueti period ion cars will be on the roads over
of training," he said. the three day Fourth of July hol-
The job, Mr. Evers said, is one iday. So don't be a good driver
that any ordinary Negro woman most of the time. You can't afford
who is honest a n d dependable to make even one mistake.
Althea_G_ib
son is Inking for a Negro woman 
son_could handle, and that Mr Sis-
with a college education to han-
dle a job which he has entrusted
to white girls with high school'
diplomas.
He said that he did not believe
that any Negro woman who had
been to college would accept such
a low-salaried j o b in the tirst
place, and that it would he useless
to try to get one to do so.
ADMITS OWNER RIGHT
, Mr. Evers said that Mr. Sisson
was correct in his belief that the
civic club was demanding that he
hire Negro counter girls, and that
the only meeting that the group
was interested in holding with
Mr. Sisson was one at which he
would announce that Spic 'N'
Span was ready to reveal its read.
rises to hire Negro women.
Mr. Evers said that the group
was prepared to continue the pro-
test movement until such a time'
that the demands are met.
egat.Olt Sy DE 1 UXE
CoestsamscatralE I There are about 35,000 bees nu
1111111111111111111111111111V1 an average hive. I
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A 61-year-old man who former. II
ly lived in Memphis has appeal-
ed to the citizens here to help him
get released from a prison in Illi-
nois where he has spent the last
25 years of his life, and where he
will end his days unless someone
comes to his aid.
The man is James Bolden, who
says that he needs the promise of
a job and a temporary home be-
fore the parole board at t h e
Menard penitentiary will allow
him to ge free.
Mr. Bolden said that he had
been working for a Jewish man
in Chicago back in 1933, and that
when his employer refused to pay
him the 840 which he had earned
for honest labor he used force to
get his money.
He was arrested, he said, and
sentenced to from one year to life
in prison. At the time that he
wrote his appeal to the Memphis
public for assistance, Mr. Bolden
said that he had been behin
bars for 2.5 years, two months,
and five days.
The prisoner said that he has
appeared before the parole board
on many occasions and asked that
he be released, but that the con-
ditions for his freedom have al-
ways been the same.
ENTERED AT 34
The man, who entered prison at
36, said that the parole board will
require that he be paid a salary,
but that he would gladly work for
his keep in order to enjoy free-
dom once more, and be in Mem-
phis where he lived.
His only living relative, he said,
is an anut, whose name was Mrs.
Ida B. Herd Ashford, but he be.
limes that she may have remar-
ried since that time, and he does
not know where she lives.
A native of Mississippi, he
worked as a truck driver for a
hardware store here, and with a
trucking firm, but he said that h
did not believe that any of tho.
persons who were there when h ,
was employed would be working
any longer.
DESCRIBES HIMSELF
Mr. Bolden said that he is 5
feet three inches tall, weighs 153.
pounds, and needs a hearing aid
to correct a hearing defect. He
said that he neither drinks nor
smokes, and would be very hap.
py to accept work as a dish wash..
er, barber, janitor, or as a house
or yard man.
The prisoner said that as soon
a job is offered to him parole of-
ficials would make a check to see
if it is bona fide, and that his next
parole request would be granted
under those circumstances.
Mr. Bolden said that he would
be eternal grateful to the person
who gives him aid in a steak
where he is "alone with strankl.
ers," and that his release would
(Continued from page I) be from a place that is "living
active part in MithErine Lucy death."
case, and the Montgomery bus His address is James Bolden,
I boycott.
tion in the Little Rock desegre-
. 
Reg. No. 12253, Box 711, alenard,
in Memphis now, and for the rest 
'sltinodulldhehaspvoenspolresntyof
osfucghooad 
feast'
feoaod
gallon suit before it went on
In refusing to accept jurisdic-1 Ill.
The weather is excellent here
t
of the Summer families in this o pass to the guests, and 
mem-
hers of the family summer vacatien, the Court
Robert Carter, an NAACP at-
torney from New York City,
said this week that an appeal
from the judges' decision die-
missing the suit which by.pass-
Ex-Memphian
  
Now In Prison, 2
Appeals For Help
ed the igsue of whether or not
segregation on buses here was
constitutional, would be taken
to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Predict 410 Atlanta Awards
To Die In Ten Fellowships
Holiday Traffic
week end.
The predicted toll between
p.m. local time Thursday and mid-
night Sunday represented 811 more
persons dead than the average of
330 traffic fatalities during a sim-
ilar, non-holiday period.
An expected 45 million cars will
travel 12 billion miles on the na-
tion's highways over the holiday
council statisticians said.
ATLANTA — The 10 recipients
of Atlanta university fellowships
for 1958-59 were announced last
week by president, Rufus E. Cle-
The National Safety Council ment. This is a new program of
warned Monday that 410 persons aid to gifted students under which
may die in traffic accidents during
the 76 — hour of Fourth of July 
$1,000 fellowships are awarded by
the university senate. Under the
Letter Carriers'
Band Schedule
The Memphis Letter Carriers'
band will be presented in concert
on Thursday evening, July 3, at
the Dixie Homes playground, and
will play at the Lealoyne Gardens
playground on Tuesday July 8.
Both programs are scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.
The band fill give a concert for
patients at the Shelby County
hospital on Friday evening, July
It. It will begin at 7:30 p.m.
program the United States is di-
vided into five regions with a quota
of fellowships set for each region.
Three of the students will be
enrolled in the School of Library
Service.
They are .!uanita Jones of Co-
lumbus, Ga., graduate of South
Carolina State college; Annie
Mae Garnor of Greenwood, Miss.,
graduate of Jackson State college,
and Almyra Lige of Newark, N.
J., graduate of Morgan State col-
lege.
Barbara Crockett of Raleigh,
N. C., graduate of North Carolina
State college, and Vivian D. San-
ders of Dalzell, S. C., a Clark
college graduate, will be enrolled
in French in the Graduate school
of Arts and Sciences.
Students in mathematics receiv-
ing felov.'ships are Gladys Thom-
as of Atlanta, a Spelman college
graduate, and Prince I. Winston
of Montgomery. Ala., from Ala-
bama State college.
Mary E. McKelvey of Green-
I  Big Star Specials
arcs will be heading out of doors
for their meals. And as every na-
ture lover knows, there is nothing,
like the sight of blue skies over-
head, and plenty of fresh air in
the lungs to give a person an extral
big appetite when meal time rolls'
around.
When the aroma of food prepar-
ed on an outdoor fire begins to
pervade the area, no urging is
necessary to get the, members of
a party to gather around the table,
A good place to get the fillings
for the picnic basket fresh
chickens, ingredients for a delic-
ious potato salad, fresh graden
vegetables, lemonade, fruits, and
a tasty and tempting dessert —
is your nearest Big Star Store.
Big Star is the favorite bargain
spot for those families looking for
wieldy, along with low prices, and
Big Star is well - known as the
place to save twice — along with
low prices go Quality Stamps.
ville, S. C., with the bachelor
science degree from Morris Brown
college will register in the biology
department and Mary Elizabeth
Rucker of Anderson, S. C., with
the A B. degree from South Caro-
lina_State college will be in Eng-
ish.
A fellowship in the School of So-
cial Work was awarded to Miss
Schelysture Anne Gordon of Abg
lanta. She is a graduate of Fisk
university.
Plan
(Continued from page 1)
school, where one Negro girl had
enrolled, was dynamited, and po-
lice moved hastily to put down
sporadic demonstrations.
The first schools to integrate
in the state of Tennessee were
the high school and junior high
school at Oak Ridge which took
the step in 1955. Clinton high school
was desegregated the next year,
and was accompanied by violence
second only to that which oc-
curred at Little Rock's Central
High school last Fall.
NAACP
voiced its confidence that the ap-
peals court in St. Louis would
act upon the case in time for the
students to make arrangeinent3
for school in the Fall.
Shave Yourself
BRIDGNORTH, Englan d—
(UP11—A barber has opened a
"do it yourself" shaving cubicle
With two electric razors. T h e
charge is six pence (seven cents)
a shave.
Don't Be Part-Time Good Driverway on the South: Wellington at.
on the east, and the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad on the west.
At the same time, the civic
FINAL
BATES
for Rev.
father of
er of the
RITES FOR REV.
— Funeral services
Morris B. Bate, the
L. C. Bates. publish
Arkansas State Press
were held last Sunday at the
East Trigg Ave. Baptist
church. In photo at left the
widow, Mrs. I. R. Bates is
seen being supported by her
Most American are good dri-
vers -• the high traffic toll not-
withstanding.
This pat on the back for the
average moterist comes from the
Nation Safety Council as it opens
its annual appeal for Fourth of
July holiday safety.
The Council makes a good point:
with upwards of 70 million vehiC•
les whizzing past each other only
eon, I,. C. Betts, and a friend.
In photo at right, Mrs. Daisy
Bates is shown being comfort
ed by friends. Rev. Bates was
a building contractor. He pas
ions an hour, many of them lit-
erally involving life or death. Last
year's all-time low death rate of
5.9 Lealities per 100 million miles
of travel proves that moat drivers
made the right decisions.
Most of us want to be good dri-
vers. We pride ourselves on our
skill and common sense. We obey
the law. We don't want to hurt
ourselves, our families or the
sed away last week in a hospit-
al In Little Rock. Interment
was in Mount Carmel ceme-
tery.
lcssness?
Carelessness is a catch-all word
that covers a multitude of sin.
Good drivers that we are most of
the time, every one who has ever
been behind the wheel of • car
remembers the near misses -- and
our accident toll is made up of
those that didn't miss.
We get tired. We burn up at
some minor rudeness by another
Cuban Rebels
Seize 2 More
U.S. Hostages
HAVANA — (UPI) — Cuban
rebels kidnaped two more Ameri-
cans in Oriente province Monday
morning, the U.S. embassy was
informed. The latest victims
brought to 42 the number of
Americans known to be in rebel
hands.
Two Canadians also are held
and there are unconfirmed re-
ports that another American an
a Canadian have been seized.
The new kidnapings dash
hopes that the rebels soon would
release all their victims, seized in
retaliation for the alleged refuel-
ing of Cuban warplanes at the
U.S. naval base at Guantanamo.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
BUY FP
THE MILDER BOURBON
w•ntucty Stroithl Bourbon VINslury • 6 Yrs Old!
90 'roof • SAnclent Op oat co.. Frinldert.
America knows its bourbon
and its favorite is Olderes,
Light, mild,
• 
magnificent
Old Crow
1)y far
outsells
any bourbon
in the land
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT KY DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAl!,DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT I OURBON WHISKEY 40 moor
•
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The Challenge We Face
2 Things Which
- Must Be Done To
Achieve Freedom
•
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first in a series of articles which
will be published on the subject: "The Challenge We Face Inthe Growing Crisis in the South." They will be written by well.
Informed leaders. Their discussions will point the way for our
People in achieving first-class citizenship. The first article isby Atty. J. F. Estes, president of the Veterans Benefit, Inc.
By ATTY. J. F. ESTES
If we are serious about obtaining complete emanci-
pation there are two things we must do:
(1) Develop 'more political unity;
(2) And develop a much greatgr degree of econo:nic
unity. 
•
With regard to gaining political 
recognition, certainly the Negro! traded for fun frolic and persan-
MUST increase registration by a' al gain. The rich, middle income
great preponderance. To do this, and poor Negro must bind togeth-
be must be taught the purpose er with unity of economic effort
of registration. Namely, to votel to raise the standard of living
for officials who represent his! and system of security.
cause and the interest at heart., This must be done; for, if the
Locally, our task is to register' Negro achieves full freedom and
and vote for those state a n hasn't the fare and price of con -
county and city officials who veniences our efforts are in vain
respect the power of the Negro The fact that Negroes are able
ballot. That respect by official, In fly planes, charter ships, rent
must be one in which he will coaches on trains to escape Jim
recognise the rights of Negroes Crow doesn't mean that we have
In all aspects of freedom.
VOTES CAN DO IT
By reason of our votes these can entoy the same.
officials must erase the barriers Further, we should do more
of one day at the zoo; one day lanoline of our assests to establish
at the Amusement Park and no first-class businesses,
clays in the so-called white PUB- THIS CAN BE DONE
L1(' libraries. Moreover, the hundreds of Negro
churches in Memphis — at least
obtained full freedom. That won',
be realized until the least of us
groups to persons trained as
clerks and typists.
MENACE OF GRADUALISM
And finally, the Negro must not
become a victim of the menace
GALA DAY CELEBRATION
For the Ancient Egyptian Arab.
ic Order Nobles of Mystic
Shrine Prince Hall Masons of
the Jurisdiction of Tennessee
was held here in MemPill* on
Saturday and Sunday, June 28
and 29. Pitcured arriving here
for annual event is Mrs. Ercell
Harmon Moore, imperial Corn-
mandress, of Buffalo. N. Y. On
hand to greet her, from left,
are Mrs. Odie Lee Brown, Or.
inter Guide, of Moolah Court
22: Mrs. Marie C. Jones,
Illustrious Coinmander of the
court, pinning corsage on
Mrs. Louise 0. Bowen, limper.
ial Deputy of the Desert of
Summer Fun Includes
Pet Show For Children
enterprises. Mrs.  ng . n a
The elimination of segregated the average one — could offerseating arrangements in traffic Summer employinent to Negroand city court must go. The corn- youth
plete secession of brutality of po- Quite a number of our locallice officers on Negroes will yield families could employ a domesticto the power of the ballot, 
worker; several of our businessWithin one own race we must 
and professional men could em-cease the battle rf political par- ploy chauffeurs. Jobs could be'ties and all 7,-,,..rors, whether provided by a large percentageDemocrats or Republicans join
of home 
owners to yard men.hands together to vote for those 
- 
More employment could be offer-fair and open - minded officials 
ed by fraternal civic and socialwho will champion the calls of
the oppressed.
We should set as our goal the
appointment of at least one Su-
preme Court Justice; 12 Lt. S.
Senators and 48 Congressmen in gradualism. The Negro is in thethe House of Congress, and a 
world limelight. The citizenry ofproportionate number of elected 
nations h
representatives .if various states.
counties and cities throughout the gro in America to do his utmostin striking a final blow for the atUnited States.
tainment of complete emancipa-
ECONOMIC UNITY lion. Thia is the great challenge
Greater economic unity is el wo fact and it mug
 he met and
tally necessary if we are to sac• successfully achieved for the good
reed in the struggle which con-. of this great country of ours.
fronts us. I Let's consolidate these sugges-
The professional. entertaining tions and place them at the altar
and business Negro leaders have, of Divine Guidance and ask the
lost contact and feeling with the Master: "Thou will be done."
Negro masses. Successful a n it Let's don't stop there but
wealthy Negroes have lost the gently strive to reach the goal ofInitially. to invest capital in race full democracy.
Negroes with sayings have gone
In hiding and forgotten that they
are their brothers keepers: that
the strong must bear the infirm-
ities of the weak. Although weal-
thy Negroes obtained their wealthi
largely through the unstinting'
support of our own people. Yet,
the very Negro who has achieved
such riches are the last to sup-
port racial organizations and ac-
tivities for the progress of the
Negro.
We have abandoned oar chari-
ty efforts locally in assisting Ne-
groes that are handicapped. and
in dire need. We have forsaken
the aged, sick and the youth.
FUN AND FROLIC
All of these valuables we have
Liberia Gets
Chinese Mission
MONROVIA, Liberia — The first
Chinese diplomatic mission ever
established in Africa will open
soon in Monrovia.
China's Dr. Tang Wu was re-
ceived last week by President Wil
ham V. S. Tubman as envoy ex
traordinary and minister pleni•
potentiary to Liberia. Previous
Chinese representatives in Africa
have been consulars.
Brave Guard Saves
Church From Bomb
GliAal, Ala. — A1
Negro volunteer guatd risked his
life to save the Bethel Baptist
church here from destructien by
a dynamite charge placed near
the church early last Sunday
'Morning.
He -was Will Hall. a miner, who
grabbed the smoking charge and
tossed it away from the building
just before it went off shattering
windows a distance of fise or six
blocks. from the scene.
The church, which has been
bombed previously, is pastored,
by Rev. R. L. Shuttleworth, a
leader in the fight for integra-
tion, who praised Mr Hall for his
bravery.
NO ONE INJURED
"If he had not done so, prob-
hably the entire church would,
have been destroyed," the min'
istet• explained. "As it was the'
explosion knocked out stained
glass windows which we had,
been replacing ever since the
first blast."
No one was injured in the ex
plosion.
There was very little evidence
left that might lead law enforce-
ment officers to the culprit or
culprits. Police Capt G. L. Pat-
tie said a few pieces of metal
hnd been found which may have,
been from the container in which(
the dynamite sticks had been
placed.
The church was bombed in De-
cember of 1956. ,
Roses were among the first flo-
wers used for perfume.
7.—
' Ten gallons of coal tar Sr. re-
covered from a ton of coal.
Softball, volley ball, and other
tournaments were at the top of
the list at the playgrounds here
in Memphis last week, but the
main event at most were the pet
shows, and children brought a
large assortment of animals,
birds and fish to compete for the
prizes.
ORANGE MOUND
The annual pet show tor Orange
Mound was held on Wednesday
evening. June 25, and the winners
were Bunny Rockerman, with a
dog; Eugene Reed, with a cat;
Voncia Truitt, a bird; Sherron
Holman, a fish; and Annie Joyce
Ray, with a turtle.
There were several hundred boys
and girls present for the Athletic
Competition Day which was held
between Orange Mound and Ro-
bert Ilowze playgrounds.
PATTERSON
The children from Patterson had
an enjoyable visit to the Melrose
playground last week, and will
play host this week to the children
Irons Robert Howze.
Winners in the pet show were
Annie Lee, for a small pet, and
Johnnie Williams for the larger,
MELROSE
Winners in the pet show held
last week were Joseph Randolph,
with a collie dog; Vickie Knight,
with a pair of parakeets: and
Ted McDaniel, with a stuffed ted-
dy bear.
The judges were Mrs. J. West-
brook, Miss June McKissack, and
EdwardKiht I s t
Thursday, the Melrose team won
out over Patterson at the Orange
Mound playground in soft ball and
volley ball.
Classes in dancing are being
held daily, and tap dancing is
quite popular.
MAGNOLIA
The top award at the pet show
held last week was won by
Michael Williams. In the washer
tournament, Jimmy Whitaker was
first place winner, with David
Williams in second place.
Magnolia won most of their
games at Lincoln Park. and the
players consider that as a fair
warning to Melrose
KLONDIKE
Children from the Klondike
playground were the guests at
Manassas last week, and will be
visiting New Chicago on July 1.
Pet show judges this year were
Mrs. Elnora J. Neely, the mother
of the playground's assistant di-
rector, Miss Lois Neely; and Mrs.
Irene Kimbrough.
An excellent concert was given
AppealMade
On Decision
Of Lemley
Tennessee, of Alcoa. Tenn.;
William Mansfield, of Oyksos
123, Chattanooga: Mrs. Moore,
Mrs. Lillie Matthew, Im-
perial Deputy of the Oasis,
pinning corsage on Mrs. Moore;
and Mrs. L. Bell, Illustrious
Commander. of Jackson, Tenn.
Kneeling in front is George
Wilson. of Moolah No. 54.
by the members of the Letter Car-
riers' band at the playground last
Friday.
NEW CHICAGO
Activities for the past week at
New Chicago have included the
pet show, the washer tournament,
and a visit out to Douglas, but
group managed to win some of
the games played at Dodglas, bht
did not take them all.
Entries in the pet show incIrd.,
ed live and stuffed animals, gold '
fish, and birds.
DIXIE HOMES
On last Thursday, a pet show
was the special feature of t h e
day, and 40 children brought pets
to be judged. The winner w a s
Vernon Hatch, whose entry was
a Chinese dog. Next Thursday's
program will include a patriotic
program.
ROBERT ROWEE
The winners in last week's hi-
cyle rodeo were John Dailey,
John Miller, Fay Ward, Earl
Baker, Truman Dailey.
Volley ball is one of the most
popular games, and outstanding
girls who participated in the game
last week were Barbara Morris,
Dora Robins, and Hazel Harley.
Two of the top tennis players
are Charles Williams and John
Phillips, with James Williams and
William Maklin winning out at
horseshoes.
C. M. GOOCH
League play got underway last
week, and the girls were vigor'
bus in everything except senior
girls' volley ball. The boys won
out in cricket and soft ball. The
winner in the washer tournament
was Charlie Fleming.
Winners in the pet sho* were
Jessie Reden, Sylvia Helmond,
and Ralph Allen with live pets;
Ruby Marie Evans with a stuffed
pet, and Alex Parrish, with a
picture. Winners with animal
costumes were Russel Guilin and
MacArthur Williams.
Parents who served as judges
were Mrs. Blanchard, Dr. Jour-
clan, Rev, Reynolds, Mrs. Ruby
Chambers, C. Newsom, and C.
Williams.
GRANT
The washer tournament was
held on the playground last week
as a part of Special Activities
Day, and the winner was Leroy
Wright.
The pet show was also held,,
and the judging was preceded by
a talent show, at which Miss Ber-
tha Payne served as mistress of
ceremonies.
Top winner was William Turn-
. —
lid You Buy One Of These Buildings?
Well, Over 100 People DID!
JUST 26 BUILDINGS LEFT!!
1 AND 2 STORY BRICKS AND FRAMES! YOU GET EVERYTHING, INCLUDING
THE BRICK FOUNDATIONS! Must go to clear site for the new Memphis Housing
Authority Project. In area bounded by Georgia, S. Orleans, Mississippi and Railroad
Aces. WRECK 'EM YOURSELF! ALL MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE SITE!
Save hundreds of dollars on fine materials!
You, Too, Can Buy A Building Like These For
*WE GUARANTEE Th, material. contained In these houses, If p.r..chased at retail at prevailing prices for stied
materials, would mist IR exeem of $145.
$25
•
They're In The Way! Must Be Removed At Once! All At Ridiculously
Low Prices To Get Rid of 'Em Quick!
*THIS GUARANTEE means we will refund theentire purchase prier, of the building, if try using
reasonable ears in removing (ha materials, you fail to Palvage more than the amount specified.
SEE SALESMAN FOR COMPLETE LIST OF BUILDINGS! MANY, MANY
OTHERS TO SELECT FROM! COME TODAY! ACT NOW! BUY ONE OR
MORE — WHEN THEY'RE GONE, NO MORE WILL BE AVAILABLE!
COME DIRECT TO SALES OFFICE, CORP GEORGIA AND S. ORLEANS
OPEN 8 A.M. TO 5 P.M. DAILY — SUNDAY 10 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
CLEVELAND WRECKING CO.
PHONE JA 7-3234
Cr, jr., with a parakeet, Barbara,
Williams was given a prize for,
her fish, and Geraldine Crawford
won the prize for dogs, with an
animal named Butch. Runnerups
were Calvin Grace and Virgie
Johnson,
DUNN
The top winners in the pet show
last week were Willie R. Burton,
first prize; McArthur Bynum, sec-
ond prize, and Kennedy Robins 1,
third prize. Another prize wasj
won by Leroy Baker. Willie R.
Burton also won top honors in the
washer tournament.
DOUGLAS
Winners in the pet show at Doug.
last last week were Carolyn Gib-
son, Ronnie Boyd, Beverly Bed-
ford, Bettye Duncan, Michael
Pegues, and Mary Nell Ransom.
Taking the honors for the best all
around pet was Billie Watts.
The winners in the washer tourn-
ament were Carolyn Hunter and
Marshall McKay,
RIVERVIEW
The winning pets at the show
held at Riverview last week were
a German shepherd, a turtle,,a
kitten, and a chicken. The owner
of the prizes inning dog was James
Wilkes, and the turtle belonged to
Eddie Franklin.
Riverview competed with Lin-
coln last week, and defeated all
but their horseshoe team.
MANASSAS
The top pet In the show here
last week was Tufty, a collie dog
which belonged to George Taylor.
The washer tourament was won
by Daniel Davis, with Frederick
Hunt in second place.
FOOTE HOMES
Special activities on the play-
ground last week included a Pet
show and the Athletic Day. Prize
winners for pets were Robert
Taylor and Alexander Sullivan.
Playground teams won 8 of their
12 competitive games.
LAROSE
There were nine pets exhibited
in this year's pet show, with dogs
taking the top prizes. Winners
were Odessa Knight, first; Sam-
uel Stribling, second, and Mrs.
Pruitt, third.
After prizes were awarded, a
concert was given by the Letter
NEW YORK CITY — "We sill
take every legal step to help get
those kids back in Central High
in September," Thurgood Mar-
shall, director - counsel of the •
NAACP's Legal Defense and Ed-
ucational Fund, declared last
week following the filing of a mo-
tion with the Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals in St. Louis to make
ineffective the June 21 order of
Judge liarry J. Lemley suspend-
ing integration at 'the school.
The motion was filed the day
after the judge denied a niotion
requesting a stay in his order for
a-two-and-a half year suspension
of integration at the school which
would have permitted the remain-
ing seven students to attend the
school until his order could be
heard by a higher court.
Mr. Marshall and Wiley A.
Branton, attorneys for the stu-
dents, charged in their motion
that all of the evidence upon
which Judge Lemley relied for
his decision in the matter "is
outside the scope of the matters
which a trial judge may consider
in school segregation cases "
The Little Rock plan for inte-
gration which the judge suspend.
ed was approved by the Districtj
Court and the Eighth Circuit
Court of Appeals in 199. The
Little Rock School Board asked
for a suspension of it on Feb. Si
of this year.
SCHOOL BOARD'S REQUEST
In the appeal filed last week,
the attorneys for the seven stu-
dents said that the failure to grant
a stay would mean that the Ne-
gro children and others in the
class represented by the suit
Carriers' band.
LEMOYNE
There were thirteen pets enter.
ed in the show at LeMoyne last
week, and the winners were Ro-
bert Webb, with a tan and white
shepherd dog; and Larry Melts,
owner of a pair of parakeets.
.ludges were Mrs. Ester Lee,
and Miss Janice Curtiss.
In a washer contest on Friday,
the winnesr were Jerry Conley
and Sam Armour.
LINCOLN SCHOOL
Linclon met Riverview last
week in the first games in league
play ,and Riverside was victorious
in most games.
The pet show Was held last
week, and top prize was given to
Elvin Jones, for his shepherd dog.
The winner in the washer tourna•
ment was Melvin Gibbs.
WASHINGTON
Winners in the pet show held
last week were Fannie Roscoe,
Thelma Gray, and Edward
Thompson.
Washington teams were match-
ed against C. M. Gooch, and both
SILVER'S'
47 SO. MAIN
Week End Special
FRIED CHICKEN
DINNERS
49c
, A 
t(10,a,
8 SOUTH MAIN
SALE
WOMEN'S
Spring and Summer
SHOES
1/4-112 OFF
MEN'S
Summer Shoes
1/4
 OFF
Edwin Clapp
Walk-Over
Standish
Ammi.. 8 SOUTH MAIN
PARIS BOUND — Former
Meniphian, Lorraine E. Gos•
sin, now residing in New York.
sailed last Saturday with a
group from the State Univer-
sity Teacher's college in Fre-
donia, New York for Summer
Sit fuly 5, 1958
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study in France. A teacher in
Yonkers, New York. Miss Gos•
sin will sharpen her knowledge
outstanding musical talents.
The study program is in con-
junction with the Experiment
In International
"would stiffer Irreparable Injury"1
by being denied a non-segregated,
edunation as has been ordered by
the courts.
Mr. Marshall said, -We have
no intention of lettting those kids,
down. We will vise every legal
means to have them back at Cen-I
tot High in the Fall,"
THE NEXT STEP
Ile said that if the motion to
stay Judge Lemley't order is not
granted by the Court of Appeals,
the case would be taken to the
sides won as well as lost in cer-
tain games.
The spotlight last week was on
pets, and the top prize was given
to George Hall for his collie dog.
Other prizes went to Spellman
Phillips and Mae Bell Lucas,
L. E. BROWN
All kinds of pets were brought
to the playground this year, and
Vie championship went to a para-
keet owned by Joyce Lincoln.
Marvin was the winner in t h e
washer tournament.
During Athletic Day, the teams
were matched with some from
Foote Homes, and teams from
both sides exhibited good sports-
manship.
United States Supreme Court.
Judge Lemley refused to grant
the motion for a stay of his order
of June 20 on the grhund that it
would take months to carry the
motion to appeal his order
through the Court of Appeals and
into the United States Supreme
Court.
"Meanwhile," he said, "the sit.
tuition at Central High which we
consider intolerable to education
would continue."
'Bury' 5,000
Rock, Roll Discs
JACKSON, Miss. — (UP1)
Radio station WJQS is giving
away its 5,000 rock 'n' roll rec.
ords and in the future will con-
centrate on "adult music. '
General Mancger Lew 'Heilo
timer said the disks would be
hauled to a department ;tore in a
coffin, signifying the death of
Rock 'n' Roll, and given to teen-
agers.% , F
FOR
30 DAYS
Top Quality at Popular Prices
GENERAL TI VA RE
01'
POEMS
(NYGEN... Most Indestructible
material ever used In a tire)
the sale you've
been waiting for
with no strings
attached
BLACK AND
WHITEWALLS
EASY TERMS
PAY
th AUG.
1/3 SEPT.
1/3 OCT.
Your chance to buy
Top Tire Quality in all
sizes for less than
ordinary prices
4.off list plus Its and recappable casing
STEEPLETON
GENERAL TIRE CO.
Monroe at Fourth Phone JA 5-6341
11111111111111111.1111111111.1.1.1111,
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For a long time I have been
searching for a word or group of
words that would definitely dc.
acribe the current condition of our
world. This is not it but it comes
closer thsn anything I have found
to date: It is only a paraphrase
of one of the most popular hymns
of the church but oh, what a para-
phrase!
Backward, Christian soldiers,
Marching as in fear.
With the cross of Jesus
Going to the rear.
Christ the royal Master.
Leads against the foe
But we are going backwards,
Our banners do not flow.
Like a bunch of weaklings
Moves the church of God;
Brothers, we are treading
Where no saints have trod;
We are all divided,
Not one body we!
United in dissensions
And one in apathy.
— 
Rev. U. G. Murphy
These are the words of a preach-
er — a preacher mind you —
one who has dedicated his life to
making this a better world, a
Christ-centered world. Now with
the evening shadows closing in
about him he cries out "Back-
ward Christian Soldiers."
What words could better de-
scribe our conditions of today! Yes
we are going backward and back-
ward fast. Anyone who holds to
the ideas and ideas of some de-
cades ago is quickly labelled "old
fashioned."
' A few days ago I walked down
one of our streets and saw one
of my favorite slogans: "HE WHO
FOLLOWS THE CROWD WILL
ONE DAY WAKE UP LOST IN
IT."
The day has come when most
of us have become lost 1` in the
crowd. There was a day of hetro-
genuity in thinking, in behaving,
in life's goals. Today it is no longer
true we are all slowly moving to.
ward a period of homogenuity. All
of us to a large degree think, act,
behave and everything else alike.
The lines between what is right
and what is wrong is thinly drawn.
We lose ourselves in the complac•
ency that everyone else is doing
it. Instead of the church going into
Christ-centered society, the world
has come into our churches and
we are more concerned about hay-
ing a new dress or a new suit to
show than we are in serving God.
Last Sunday I attended service
in one of the local churches. I
purposely went i late and sat in
th bafck. After I took my seat
my eyes dropped down to the feet
of the lady sitting next to me.
She sat with a baby squirming in
her arms and wearing stockings
that were more 'runs' than stock-
ing.
As looked at her there rock-
ing her baby and joining in the
singing of the hymns I was touch-
ed. To ins she represented the old
trend of thought as far as going
to church is concerned. Whereas
she was willing to take her baby
to church and wear those stocking
there were many who would have
used such apparel as a reason for
staying home. But we find our-
selves in a society where we are
moving further an further back-
ward from those things that have
had meaning and will have mean-
ing as long as there is a man on
this earth.
We live in a society where peo-
ple take greater pride in being
anything but a Christian. I heard
a young man ask a young lady
one who has recently finished col-
lege — what church she belonged
to and she looked at him and
said "Are you kidding," A long
a young man ask a young lady
time ago a man looked at one of
learning has made thee mad."
Today we are living in a society
filled with mad people. We are
marching backward and backward
fast. The paths we are traveling,
the things we are doing, and the
thoughts we are nourishing in
the apostles and said, "A little
our hate - filled bosoms can do
nothing but lead us backward.
It has been nearly 20 centuries
since Jesus came down here and
suffered and bled and died for the
salvation of mankind. His suffering
was a method whereby this world
was to get better and better
and better through His efforts. But
what have we done? Man's inhu-
manity to man marches daily be-
fore all of us as median to show
us that we are going backward and
backward fast. We have lost that
zeal, we have lost that deep.
seated yearning; we have lost that
inner desire that makes each of
us want to be more and more like
Jesus. Only in proportion that we
are willing to let the life of Jesus
become a part of each of our
lives will the ever hastening pro-
cess of backward marching cease.
[he says.
His gray hair is crew-cut and a
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Lee small mustache adorns his tan-
Arthur Hoegh describes himself ned and pleasant face.
as a "county seat lawyer" whose Hoegh was horn on a farm four
miles west of Brayton in Audubon
County, Iowa, on starch 30, 1908.
He got bachelor of arts and doctor
of jurisprudence degrees from,
the state University of lowa—after
years of washing dishes, doing odc1,
people. His immediate boss is jobs, slid selling aluminum potsl
President Eisenhower who recent-Iland pans to pay his way in school '
ly promoted him from civil de-;3 TERMS
tense administrator to the new
post when civil defense was mer-
zed with the office of defense mo-
bilization.
Hoegh (pronounced "Iloyg"1 is
• -- -Iowa legislature.
in effect chief of staff to the Presi- Ii After the war and more law
dent for all non-military defense.' practice, he tried for Congress in
His dual job is to maintain up- i1950. He got licked by incumbent
to-date plans for quick mobilization .1Karl M. LeCompte. Came the
of the nation's resources and 
f r
!
,Rep•-•.:ican National Convention of
defense of the civilian population'1952. Hoegh helped swing a ma-
in event of war jority of Iowa's convention votes
AFFABLE DANE to Eisenhower.
This sounds grim, hut Hoegh
•iuc,ec to be lonfaced about hial In 1954 he bid for the 
Republi-
Rev. Hooks To Address
Baptist Brotherhood
p. m. are the Mount Nebro and
In addition to pastoring t h e
Greater Middle Baptist church,
White Stone male choruses.
Rev. Hooks is an attorney, and 
serves as chief counsel for the
Rev. B. L. Hooks, pastor of the
Greater Middle Baptist church will 
be the main speaker when the
Baptist Brotherhood meets at the
Mount Nebo Baptist church on 
Sunday afternoon, July 8.
Also scheduled to appear at the Mutual Federal Loan Association.
meeting which will begin at 3:15 He is considered a profound ora-
tor, and an important message is
expected from him on the occa-
sion.A financial report will be made
by the Memphis Baptist Brother-
hood, and at least the goal of 9150
is expected to be delivered by
representatives. The money will
be used to assist in the financing
of Owen Junior college, the main
objective of the brotherhood,
which assists in state and national
work.
A a recent board meeting, the
brotherhood asked representatives
of each church to raise $10 for the
occasion, and to bring money
pledged earlier in the year toward
the support of the school.
Di-. N. M. Watson, the director
of finance for the group will be
absent, but members are asked to
cheer him up with a good report.
He is convalescing in the Terrell
Memorial hospital following an
operation.REV. B. L. HOOKS
ew Civil Chief
Takes Over Post
By GAYLORD P. GODWIN
sole aim is to do "my best for
my clients.
As director of the new office
c Defense and Civilian Mobiliza-
tion—a job ae took over today—
his clients will be the American
In 1932, he put out his law shin-
gle at Cedar Rapids and Chariton
In 1937 his neighbors elected him
to the first of three terms in the
responsibilities. He's just to go on can nomination for governor; or -
doing "my best for my clients." ganized a 
state-wide committee of
Hoegh is a tall, lean affable 150 friends, raised 
$5,300, and won
Dane of the kind you run across the nomination.
in Iowa. DIDN'T MAKE IT
"All four of my grandparents He tried for a second term, but
came from Denmark, so that didn't make
makes me a full-blooded Dane," An associate said Hoegh lost
Civil Rights Unit
In Closed Huddle
FRILNDSHIP BAPTIST and Franklin Clarke of the Flori- 
EAST LANSING, Mich. —, —
—The civil rights commission was
'We Will Go Forth," the Young; route to ' 
there. They were en- 
the Convocation for scheduled to 
huddle 
doors yesterday for its first meet-
behind closed Senator AllenBearing the appropriate theme: da Normal
People s Day celebration will getl Churches and Related Colleges in
under way at Friendship Baptist! Des Moines. Iowa. Five hundred 
ing since the suspension of inte-
church. Sunday June S. And forth; delegates with 38 students repre• gration 
at Little Rock's Central
the observances through the years
I 
' senting respective colleges and all high school,
have come . .but for June 8, the! major Protestant churches expect- Commissio chairman John A.
'
congregation, guests and visiting' ed be to attend. It was to held at Hannah, president of Michigan
friends are destined to behold the Drake university 
R D.
!State University, said he "wasn't
most unique and far - reaching While here, the visitors dined at; sure" if the commission would
service ever witnessed in the his the Universal cafeteria. I enter into the Little flock con-
tory of the church. NEW TY1•ER AME ; troversy during the meeting. A Nashville contractor has been
Sunday School will begin at the. The Young People's Day held lit ; Aa oroer suspending integration appointed state director of public
appointed hour with lessons be-) the New Tyler AME church was at Central High was issued June relations for State Senatot Clif-
Mg taught by competent instruc-i a tremendous success. Samuel 21 by federal district Judge Harry ford Allen. a candidate for gov-
tors from various sanctuaries.; Peace's address will be the topiei J. 1.r.)mley. A 2).,.. year delay was ernor of the state of Tennessee.
Constituting the teaching staff will' of conversations for months tol granted. The Supreme Court Mon- He is W. A. "Bill" Jones, accord-
he Miss Lillian Jean Smlth. Mrs: Come. Mr. Peace is a member of: day refused to rule directly on ing to Gen. Dwight L. McHay-
Jessie C. Bryant. Miss June Bill- Metropolitan Baptist church. i Lemley•s suspension. folds, the senator's campaign di-
ops, Miss Carol Billops. Mrs. Sa- Other participaticipants on the Serving with Hannah on t h e rector.
rah Hart Miss Elizabeth Lacey,, program at 3 p.m. were Miss Bev• commission are John S. Battle, In announcing the appooint•
Vance Thompson, John Richard- erly McDaniel, Mrs. Helen Harris. formcr governor of Virginia; Doy ment. Gen. NicReeynolds said,
son•, Mis Mary Irons, Miss Glen. Miss Rosa Lee Jackson. Miss Be: . r- i le E. Carlton. former governor "Mr. Jones is an outstanding
zy Thomas l : Miss Ethel Cherry, tha Ford, Mrs. Flossie Trailer.1 of Florida; the Rev. Theodore M. young businessman whose en.
Leon Heard. Miss Bs rtha Hooks, Wendell Coward, Miss Cassandra,
Miss Ida Reid Mrs Edna Thorns). White Isiah Goodrich, jr. and
Hesburg, President of the univer- thusiasm and drive have contri-
. . .
son and Edgar Young. Charlie Graham. The chcirs of
Rev. Roy Day, the new assist- New Life Baptist and St. Stephen
tant pastor. will present to the: Baptist churches presented the
music,membership his first message.
during the morning worship hour
The junior choir of the church will
render music for the service.
Of great interest is the "hub".
of Young People's Day, dynamic,:
captivating and charming Missi
McWilliams, who is known in all
areas of the Bluff City and is the
modest recipient of many awardsl
for her endeavors, will speak at
3 p.m. She will be in:roduced by
Mrs. Bernice Harris. an active
member of Friendship and local
school teacher.
Supplementing the main address
will be a program featuring the
outstanding talents of William Al-
len, Miss Janet, Rainey. George .
Warren, Miss M Gibbs, Miss B.
Williams. Miss S Harrison. 9liss1
Ethel Cherry and Miss Eleanor,
Cole Mrs. Hattie H House will be
mistress of ceremonies.
Invitations have been extended
to the Seventh Day Adventist. East
Trigg Baptist. Keel Avenue Pap.
list. Vollentine Baptist, Bellevue
Baptist. Smethers Chapel and
Payne Chapel churches.
A reception will be held in the
educational department of the.
church following the program at
3 p.m.
The chairman of Young People's
Day is Nelson Jackson Rev, R
Nelson is the pastor.
Memphin was favored with a
"stop over'• visit from Rev. and
Mrs. Ed Graham of Miami, If le.„
A debate en "Does The Church
Meet The Needs of the Youth Adel
quately?'• culminated the celebra-,
lion. On the Positive side were
Mrs. Dorothy B. Berkeley of Beth-
lehem Baptist church, Eduard
Porter of Smothers Chapel CME
church and Mrs. Helen Miller of
New Tyler AME church. Discuss-
ing the negative side were Mrs •
Hattie House, Mrs. Effie 1Vooteii,
and C. W. Bowen of Mt. Moriah
Baptist First Baptist Lauderdale'
and New Tyler AME churches.
respectively. Mrs. Helen Harris.
Miss Rosa Lee Jackson, Miss Ber-
tha Ford, Mrs. Flossie Trailer,
Wendell Coward, Miss Cassandra
White, Isiah Goodrich, ir and
Charlie Graham. The choirs of
New I.ife Baptist and St. Stephen
Baptist churches presented the
MUSIC.
A debate on "Does The Church.
Meet The Needs Of The Youth'
Adequately?" culminated the cele-
bration On the Positive side were
Mrs. Dorothy B. Berkeley of Beth.,
lehem Baptist church, Edward
Porter of Smothers Chapel CME
rhurch and Mrs. Helen Miller of
New Tyler AME church. Discuss-
ing the negative side were Mrs
Hattie House. Mrs. Effie Woriten
and C W. Bowen of MI. Aloriah
Baptist, First Baptist Lauderdale
and New Tyler AME churches.
respectively.
The Judges were Miss Clarisi
Sykes of First Baptist Church,
sity of Notre Dame, and Robert
G. Storey, dean of Southern Met-
hoceist university Law school.
Laud.rdale. Mrs. Ethel Isabel of
Mt. Pisgah CME chur(h, sirs.
Frances St Davis of St. Andrew
ANIF. church. and Miss Verda Mae
church.
Miss Jacqueline Flowers w a s
general chairman.
Rev. Robert L. McRae is thel
pastor.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Missionary services are held ev-
ery Monday morning at the St.
Stephen Baptist church, and last
CI 1.00
ppoints State
'rector
buted much to the strength that
1 Allen's campaign has gained all
I over the state in 'the last two
weeks "
The recent appointee is presi-
dent of the Decorating Co , inc .
of ashville. Ile was educated
in the public schools of Davidson
county and Middle Tennessee
1 State college, and is a graduate
of Southeastern Television and
Radio Institute.
iPearl Jones
Howard Grad
In HospitalAll members of missionary groupsare invited to attend the services.
Services at the church will be
gin at 9.15 a.m. on Sunday, Julv 6,
with T. Lewes in charge of Sunday',
School.
Choirs No 1 and 2 will partij-
pate at the morning service Mrs.
Bernice Leatherwood will play thet
organ, and Mrs. Lottie H. Wilson
will play the piano. Directing the
first choir will be Elijah Hall The
sermon will be delivered by the
pastor, Rev 0. C. Crivens
At 1:00 p.m. a program will be
given by the Senior Mothers'
Board, Rev, Joseph F Wilson will!
he in charge of BTU which starts'
at 610 p.m.
Mrs. I.ula Alexander is in.
charge of puhkcity f o r St.
Stephen.
1
South Dakota wa athe first slate'
to trap pheasants for stinking
i purposes.
%a •
APPRECIATION DAY for Rev.
Loyce Patrick, pastor of the
Avery AME church was held
recently. and it also included
a banquet. Seen at the main
table with the pastor are,
from left. Dr. Ann Heath, Con-
nectional president of the AME
Church, who was in Memphis
to conduct a missionary in-
stitute for the 13th Episcopal
District; Mrs. Loretta Spen.
cer, president of missionary
sacieties in the 13th Episcopal
District, of Frankfort, Ky.;
Mrs. Birdie DeLyies, director
of lay activities for the AME
church, Memphis. Mrs. Hattie
E. Jackson, Mrs. Edwina Pat-
rick, the wife of the pastor;
Rev. Patrick, and the couple's
daughter. Lois. The Avery
Chapel conegation recently
moved into a new house of
worship located at 882 East
Trigg 2%r.
because "he insisted on ruggedly Ion lioegh to head civil defense.lter plan, and a plan to deal 
with
telling the truth; he told the pen- In 11 months in that job, Hoegh
ple the facts of life—and the facts worked out a national govern-
weren't to their liking." ,mental succession plan or use in
In July 1957, Eisenhower called iwar emergency, a national Oa-
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A brit
liant and talented pianist, a neos
comer to the concert field, will
form ill) open the First General
Convocation of the Bible Way
Chureh in the Nation's Capital
Tuesday, July 8
Pearl Jones, the rising musical
genius of the concert stage, was
graduated from Howard university
with Magna Cum Lamle and earn-
ed th? Master of Music degree in.
1957.
The pianist has appeared as a,
special guest with the famous'
National Symphony Orchestra ,sf1
Washington, D C., tinder the direr-
lion of Dr. Howard Mitchell. She
recently made several saccessfull
solo appearance in Los Angeles
More than 3.000 delegates from.
20 stales are expected to attend
the recital and convention.
radiological fallout.
He also plugged for putting all
non-military defense into one
package.
•
New Bennett
Grad Given
Trip To Italy
GREENSBORO, N. C. — When
the United States Line's Inde-
pendence sails from New York on
July 3, for Genoa, Italy, one of
its passengers will be Miss Con-
stance Oden, of NBliasthc, oNd.eCn. v:yhno
on June 2, was graduated from
will 
The
1lbBennett ntripirC 
traveling 
el feloigreg
alone, is a grad,
nation gift to which the has been
looking forward with great anti.
c pms ht iolen ifnorE uorov epre a myiessarod. en will
also visit Switzerland, Germany,
London, and the World's Fair at
Brussels. She will return by air
on 
OdTehJuly
28
thedaughter 
young,   of  graduate 7%r
iis.Manic
major.
ed in- social science and plans a
career as a social worker. Asked
whether she would get married
while in Europe, Miss Oden, who
Is engaged. smiled, "No. I think
that we will wait awhile probably
until my fiance is reassigned to
duty in the United States."
Words of the Wise
I would rather sit on a
pumpkin, and have it all to
myself, than to be crowded
on a velvet cushion.
—(Henry David Thoreau)
JULY 4th WEEKEND SPECIALS
Half hill
TUNA . . . • . .
Kraft
MAYONNAISE . .
Jack Sprat
PORK & BEANS.
Libby
e • II I ell •
NINO •
• • • • II
4 Cans Chunk Style
$ 00
49'. • • . .
. 3 No 300 Cans 25c
FROZEN LEMONADE . . . . . (6 oz.) 
10c
. . .
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
What about a safe, sane,
Fourth of July on your patio,
one with a menu that is dif-
ferent—away from the tradi-
tional barbecue and fired chick-
en. Jack Sprat knows dad and
the small-fry will love these
good eatings.
FOURTH OF JULY MENU
Onion Bread with chili meat
sauce made with Jack Sprat
enriched wheat . flour
Pronto Pup made with Jack
Sprat self-rising meal mixture
Dad's favorite tossed salad
Red lemonade
Watermelon
PRONTO PUP MIXTURE
1 lb. Franks
V, C. Jack Sprat self-rising
meal mixture
Wooden skewers
I egg
Catsup
Horseradish
Mustard
Prepare batter; push skewers
into one end of each frank;
with a knife or spatula spread
mixture over franks. Fry in
deep fat fryer an the patio.
Have plenty of spares on hand
for the small-fry. Serve at once
with relishes.
ONION BREAD
2 C. onions, sliced
2 tsp. butter or
I tsp. salt
1 egg yolk
C. sour cream
1 C. sifted Jack Sprat flour
1'2 tsp. baking powder
tsp. salt
3 tsp. Oleo
1 egg slightly beaten
3 C. milk
Saute onions in butter until
tender. Stir in salt and egg yolk
mixture with sour cream. Sift
flour, baking powder and salt
into bowl. Cut in shortening.
Combine egg and milk; stir
into flour mixture. Mix until
all flour is moistened, spread
evenly into ungreased 9 inch
pie pan. Top with onion mix-
ture; bake in oven 425 degrees
F. until brown (about 25 mins.)
MEAT MIXTURB
1 lb. ground beef
C. chopped celery
Vs C. chopped green pepper
1/2 C. chopped onions
2 tlbsp. Oleo
1 tsp. black pepper
1 1.3 C. chili sauce
si C. Water
'is C. parsley
I's C. Olives
Saute ground beef, onions,
celery, green pepper and but-
ter until browned. Add salt and
pepper, chili sauce and water.
Simmer about 1 hour. Stir in
parsley and onions. Serve on
wedges of onion bread. Start
your meat mixture before cook-
ing onion bread.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
TALENTED YOUNG TOTS PERFORM ON BIG STAR TALENT SHOW
It
MARCHING BEFORE WDIA microphones on the Big Star weekly
talent show is an unending parade of talented boys and girls of
Memphis and the Mid-South taking advantage of the opportunity
brought to them by the Big Star Stores of the Mid-South. A typical
example is this group of talented young tots from the (-riven's
Playtime Kindergarten Alumni Association. The group with their
instructor, Mrs. 0. c. Crivens and their pianist, Mrs. Alice Porter,
gave a wonderful performance for the vast WDIA audience. Here
is an opportunity for everyone. You are cordially invited to eon.
tact WIDIA for an audition try-out for this popular Big Star
Talent show which each year is training an even greater prow.
lion on the talent horizon in the great Mid-South area. From these
youthful stars will come the big stars of tomorrow. The Big Star
Talent Show is heard on WDIA each Saturday morning at 1130with the genial encouragement
-bring A, C. Williams as master ofceremonies. Choral groups are especially invited to make guestappearances on the talent show. A recent program featured.Standing in front
-Williams Harry Davis. First row - Eddie Brown,Solomon Garrett, Jr., Jimmie Fields, Ellis R. Cunningham, Painicia Norman, Milton Porter, jr., and Charles Smith. Second rowThomas 0, Crivens, Pearl 11., Smith, Shirley A. Hicks, May L.Smith, Delores Tyler, Arthur F., Barr. Carolyn Porter, PaulineAlexander. Argretta Crivens, Mary White, and Tyrone Smith.Third row . Alva Crivens, Cathryn Smith, Mrs. Alice Porter, MrsCrivens,
CASH FOOD STORES
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YOU INOW ...WHEN 1
MIAS 'OUR
ASKED FOR PENS
Dear 5Ime. Chante: I am here
from Haiti to study medicine and
fine myself .a very lonely fellow.
I am 24 years old, light complex-
ioned, slender built with pleasing
personality. I would like locating
the right girl who'd like to share
life with me and raise a family.
I am not acquainted with Chicago.
I would like corresponding with
girls between 18 and 25, who are
sincere. Will answer all mail and
exchange photos. Steve Triand-
os, 6049 Dorchester, Chicago 37,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 23
and would like corresponding with
some nice ladies about my age.
I am single, own a quiet and
sane disposition and olive com-
plexioned. I am studying voice at
present. I only wish to hear from
nice sincere ladies. Mapio De Sil-
va, 365 E. 60th St,. Chicago.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am ioter-
ested in hearing from ladies about
my age. I am 40, weigh 160
and am 5 ft. 10 inches tall. I am
not wealthy but have a nice job.
Hope you can help me. John Fitz-
' patrick, 206 Lancaster at., Albany,
N. Y.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
Better Lights, Streets Save
Lives, Cut Down Accidents
IMPROVEMENTS AT Busy
' Intersection have made for
greater safety for pedestrians
and motorists. lit above pho-
ins, pedestrian (left) can be
seen waiting at refuge area
prosided by the island. Pre-
viously a potentially hazardous
Anyone who hasn't passed the in Resurfacing of the entire width
tersection of State at. and Pershing of pavement from curb to curb wil'
rd., for more than a year. would a 2 1-2" bituminous concrete our-
hardly recognize it today, face has given the motorist a
The construction and instaflation more smoother and less worni•
of new modernized street lighting, some ride than he previously had
resurfacing of pavement and ad- with the granite block surface and
titional traffic signals have made the street car tracks, both hay-
the area a sa-er ano noer at. ing a great tendency for skidding
tractive place for motorists and when the wheels of the automobiles
pedestrians, were riding on or near the rails.
As a public service for the safe- The pedestrians too may caper-
ty and welfare of the people in tenee a greater ease in stalking
athe community there were install. acros this existing pavement
ed modern 20.000 lumen mercury surf'as compared to the Pre-
vapor luminaire street lighting vious conditions of the street car
rail depressions and the granitefixtures along this section of S.
-State st, This new type lighting block joints and grooves.
As can be seen from the draw. givesthe motorist a feeling of con- .r .ig snowing the before conditions,fidence in his night driving and a S. State Street was offset at Per-like feeling of confidence and 
shine Road by seventeen feet. TheC. safety to the pedestrian when 
center of pavement to the norththe night time conditions conform intersected the left turn and thruas close as economically possible traffic coming from the south.to the day time conditions. . The conflict area at the center
Adequate street lighting of this of the Intersection was a primary
type encourages night use of street cause of vehicular time delay, eon-
by motorists and pedestrians and gestions and hazard for north and
will aid in distributing the traffic south hound thru and turning
toads over a longer period of time traffic, plus great consternation Inc
thereby relieving congestion in the pedestrians attempting to cross
evening peak hour to some degree this street from east to west and
IMPORTANT FACTOR intermingling with the'automibiles
An important factor in night waiting to turn left into Pershing
driving is the time available :Or Road.
recognition of an object in the road CENTRALLY LOCATED
or recognition of a traffic situa- Centrally located traffic signals
lion at the precise moment. This will aid the motorist in sighting
factor of recognition is improved the signals sooner snd thereby
the effectiveness and brilliance reaching more quickly for safer
of this modern lighting system and and smoother braking of his situ-
thereby makes driving in this area mobile and consequently a reduc-
safer at night and in poor weather lion in rear end collisions should
conditions when artifical illumina• result from less abrupt stopping.
lion May be required. This abrupt stopping is ositally
The significance cf adequate caused by traffic signrls mounted
street lighting and centrally locate at the curb that may be obstruct-
traffic signals can be realized ed or hidden by stopping or turn-
when it is noted that there has ing vehicles. The two additional
been an 80 per cent decline in traffic signal indication mounted in
night time accidents from the year the center of the pays went% may
1,53 thrrough 1957. With a total of be seen for approximately one
- 10 night accidents in 1953 to an all thousand feet in advance of the
time low of two night time acci- intersection, more than ample dis-
&tits on S. State street at Nish- lance for the speed of 25 miles per
• ing Road in 1957. may give some hour, as posted along S. State st
indication of a positive advantage The center of street work and
of this type of improvement. painting of lane delineation lines
intersection to cross, State and
and Pershing rd. now is safe.
For years a hazard for motor-
Isis who want to make left
will also aid in reducing right
angle and turning accidents at
this location.
As can be seen from the ac-
companying chart, the number of
vehicles using S. State at., is con-
stantly increasing from a total of
17,12.4 motor vehicles in a 20 hour
period on north and south bound
state at., in 1955 to a total of
21,540 motor vehicles in 1957. This
daily increase of 4416 automobiles.
trucks and busses in a two year
periods is quite notable in itself.
However, a comparison of the
traffic volumes with the accidents'
reports of the years 1953 to 1957
will not show a proportionate in-
crease but somewhat of a decrease
of decline in traffic accidents.
.4CCIDENTS DECLINE
This decline of accidents at
this location may be nttributed to
a number of items, such as. re-
surfacing of pavement, driver edu-
cation, centrally.located traffic sig-
nals, police enforcement of traffic
laws and the new modern street
lighting installation.
The economic benefits due to re-
duced accident frequency and re-
duced travel time are generally
high and significant when consider.
ed on an overall annual basis, and
these benefits are a direct sav-
ings In money and' property to all
the motorists.
Statistics, numbers and charts
have a tendency to become some-
what boring, perhaps because we
may at times consider these num-
bers to be the "other guy."
However. further investigation of
specific locations may disclose
otherwise.
As in the case of Pershing Road
and State st., a tabulation of per-
sons involved in accidents at this
Intersection will show that fifty.
four per cent tor more than hall)
of those participating in these ac-
cidents were people of the com-
munity those people living within
one mile of this location.
If 74 of the 137 persons levolved
in the accidents live in the vicinity
if their mishaps then these num-
bers and charts do have a meaning
turn the intersection now is so
well controlled that vehicles
traveling in any direction have
no difficulty. Centrally beat.
cerned and influenced.
our driving habits when we an
Do we become more relaxed in A 
uto Trailer
e4 traffic signals can be seen
1000 feet in advance of the
intersection,
to the people in the immediate 
vicinity of this location as they 
are the ones who are directly con- 
All-Aluminum
within the proximity of our homes?
Perhaps not enough attention is
given to proper driving habits and
we become more inattentive in our
driving as we become more fa-
miliar with our surroundings and
neighborhood.
Another view, perhaps optimist-
ically. may be taken relative to
the number of trsffic accidents
on north and south bound State
Street Traffic. As shown. in 1957
there were 11 reported accidents
(less than in any preceeding year)
at this location, but these 11 ac-
cidents were out of a daily vol-
ume of 21,500 vehicles in a 24 hour
day or more than 700,000 vehicles
in a one year period, more than
the passenger cars registered
in the state of Colorado.
The results so far obtained,
a reduction in traffic accidents
and the fluid movements of ve-
hicles thru this intersection have
been most encouraging, and may
be considered as enviable con-
dition hoped for in many other
locations throughout the city.
ested in hearing from a man 40
to 50 who is sincere. I weigh 138
am 5 ft. tall and 43 years old. I
own my home and and would like
hearing from a man who would
like aiding in making improve-
ments. A carpenter preferred. Only
those interested in marriage need
write. Lucy Nelson, 222.1!, Loth-
rop, Omaha, Neb.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like hearing from ladies about my
-age. I am 40, don't smoke or
drink and have no bad habits. I
would like hearing from ladies
from midwest and the south. I
am 5 ft. 9 and weigh 170. Have
brown hair, with a few gray ones.
Fletcher Anderson, 350 Riverside
Drive, New York, 25, N. V. Apt.
812.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante; I an, very
anxious to write exchange letters
with some American friends. I
will answer all letters. Kiyoko To-
kedo. 88-1 Sonoyama Chyo, Shiga,
Japan.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have a
problem and wish you would ad-
vise me, if possible. I have been
keeping company with a young
man for almost two years now
and I see nothing coming of our
friendship. Marriage I mea n.
When we had been going out no
more than one month he talked
marriage plenty but since then
he never mentions the subject of
marriage. Occasionally I offer lit-
tle hints, have taken him in my
confidence and also introduced
him to my family where he Was
made most welcome. Can you tell
me why the change or what is
wrong'
Answer! Could be that you are
not only thinking too much about
marriage but actually applying
pressuie In that direction. Boys.
and men, do not like to be press.
toed into anything, especially
marriage. In addition what in de-
tail were the "confidential things
about you" that he knows now
and had no knowledge of before
speaking of marriage? To know
a few more things about what
has transpired between you and
the man of your choice would
make answering your questions
and helping solve your problem
much easier.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
like very much corresponding with
young ladies here and in other
cities. I ant brownskin. five feet
six and weigh 182. I like music,
movies and sports particularly.
Will ansv.er all letters. B. Vaugh-
an, 67 E. 60th St . Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante7 Can you
help me ^ There is a boy in our
heighborhood whom I like going
dancing with because he is a
swell dancer but my family ob-
jects to my seeing him. He was in
trouble once but has paid his debt
to society. Do you think my fam-
ily is correct in demanding that
I stay away from him. We are
not serious and have never men-
tioned marriage. Jost a Pair who
loves same kind of fun, mostly
dancing. We are both 17.
Answer: Girls of 17 rarely
know as much about whom they
should associate with as do their
more experienced parents. Yo u
say there is nothing serious be-
tween you two and that you are
not considering him for a bus.
band. At 17 you most certainly
should not be serious. However,
J voting fellow of 17 who has al
early served time, as you indi•
tate, may hase hidden ideas that
sou are unable to detect. In that
case you are treading dangerous
grounds. My suggestion to you Is
listen to your parents. There are
other good dancers in your neigh•
borhood that you might elect to
go out with who oiler less of
mystery to your choice and your
parents' way of reasoning.
No Leisure
WORKING, SURREY, England
—(1:P11—Residents of Leisure Av-
enue have petitioned the town
council to change the name of
their street because "we are all
MONTREAL 
—Development of
a new aluminum car transpor'er-
trailer — believed to be the first
of its kind in the world — has
been announced by Aluminum
Limited, the Canadian aluminum
producer.
Aluminum Limited revealed that
its chief subsidiary. the Aluminum
Company of Canada. Limited. had
designed the revolutionary new ve-
hicle in cooperation with transport
build
Chief features of the new five.
ear trailer, which will haul cars
from factory to dealer, include
greater inside clearance, resist-
ance to corrosion and lightness
Women usually have higher pit-
ched voices than men because
their vocal chords are shorter,
The US has more than 400 steel
plants in 250 cities.
SURE I CAN READ.
YOU'VE 601 A LOT OF
CRAZY SIGNS UP THERE!
GET A LOAD 0' 144141 ONE!
DI!-5 
I
%At/1ES . ALR‘GNI
Go FtsviING...BUI DON'T GO
TAR0u6A 10E. SIVrE.TS
1.001(1MG RIDICULOUS.
By GEORGE McCRAY
ACCRA. Ghana — We American
Negroes have long been famous
for the apt and rather colorful
names and descriptions we give
to people and things. I am cer-
tain that this faculty is in some
way derived from our African an-
cestors for the present-day Afri-
can Negroes display this ability to
a very high degree.
In a previous article I listed a
number of terms which I did not
immediately grasp. Here are a
few others.
TRAILER: a man, woman, or
child whom a woman takes with
her when she is afraid to be alone
in the presence of a man; a chap-
eron or escort.
READY MADE: a type of young
Neiman preferred by many Afri-
can men because the womam-eith-
er has money, a good job, or at
least good prospects.
KISSING; once regarded as fil-
thy and revolting by Africans, but
now: tolerated as a custom of Eon.
opeans and Americans. A local
paper was widely criticized last
week for publishing the picture of
an African bridegroom kissing his
American Negro bride on t h e
cheek.
NEGRO; a person of African de-
scent in the United States, and
who lives, acts, thinks like a white
man; a black American whose an-
cestors might have come from
Ghana.
UNTRAINED: a person w h 0
has been to the British Isles for
training in a trade, profession, or
other calling, and presumed to be
superior to the locally trained; a
"been-to."
The obsession for foreign train-
ing is so strong among Ghanaians
that no regard whatever is given
to the self-made man. The trage.
dy is that far too many A f r
cans are searching for chances to
study abroad when they s;aould be
concentrating on developing their
skills at home.
OBRONI - WAEWU; means lit.
erally, the white man is dead and
you're wearing his discarded
clothes; secondhand, used, of poor
quality. Several hundred years ago
when Europeans first started to
trade along this coast, old cloth-
ing was a major item of trade.
I was amused to discover that
the caricature of an African chief
in spats over his bare feet and
otherwise clad in a cutaway coat
and top hat, even with a monocle
in his eye, might not have been
over drawn at one time.
Today. the Africans are quite
conscious of the prevailing styles
in London, Paris, or New York,
particularly the men. Today, the
term Obroni-waewu is unforgiva-
bly insulting.
AUNTIE: a term applied to any
adult female, regardless of age
to express ones high regard for
her position, status, judgment, and
broad sense of responsibility.
Could it be that Southern whites
in the United States borrowed this
usage from the Africans w h o
were brought to America? The
Ghanaians do not use the term
"uncle" as the male counterpart
as do the perplexed whites in the
political and social jungles below
the Mason-Dixon line.
NANA; some times a disting-
uished and venerated old gentle-
man is called Nana, a term of
respect for chiefs. Most often the
venerable individual is called
"Father." . I
I encountered this usuage when
several unsophisticated youngsters
in Tarkwa. a mining center, call-
ed me "Father." Unfortunately,
children are so uncritical.
PHILADELPHIA — Joseph V.
Raker, president of the local pub-
lic relations firm bearing h i a
name. has been unanimously elec-
ted president of the Philadelphia
Chapter of the Public Relations
Society of America, a national
affiliation of leading profession-
als in the field.
The public relations executive,
whose 22-yearold firm serves as
public relations counsel to a num-
ber of the nation's lei:ding indus-
trial and business managements
as regards their approach to the
Negro National Community, was
a charter member of the local
PRSA unit and a former chapter
vice president.
'Members of the local PRSA unit
pointed out in making the an-
nouncement of its new officers
that "though this election might
include a 'first,' it is more a rec-
ognition of the abilities, talents
and service that have been inject-
ed into the Chapter by Baker's
long and active participation. We
Pat want to use his competent
hand to the fullest." it was added.
The former newspaper reporter
and editnr is also executive direc-
tor of the Institute of Industrial
Race Relations, a non-profit edu-
cational organization which has
for its objective the' "closing of
the thinking gap" between Ne-
groes the whole of industry.
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SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
The Negro leadership of this community
is to be commended for the showing made
• by their followers in the matter of registra-
ion. Approximately 50,000 Negro residents
of Memphis and Shelby County have re-
sponded to the registration drives and are
now qualified to vote.
It has taken a lot of persuasive, dear
talk, sacrificial effort, and civic education-
al work to obtain such a registration figure.
And it reflects good leadership — and good
• followship. It means that the 60,000 goal
may be reached.
, But the registration achievement is only
" The continuing crisis in Lebanon poses
a grave question for the West, especially
America and Britain. No one familiar with
the situation doubts that an explosion in
that area of the Middle East could force
Western intervention or loss of Lebanese
independence.
If Lebanon should become one of the
•
aratellites of President Nasser's rapidly
IllErowing United Arab Republic, the entire
Middle East would be put on notice that
friendship with the West was no guarantee
of independence. Through its adherence to
the Charter of the United Nations, the
United States is committed to support the
political sovereignty and territorial integ-
rity of other UN members against use of
force.
The groundwork, therefore, is laid for
American intervention, though Lebanon has
still to call for United States help, and
Washington has still to charge the United
Arab Republic with aggression. Both of
i hese requirements prior to United States
help are clearly stipulated in the Eisenhow-
er doctrine. This is supplemented by a UN
provision which describes the fomenting of
civil strife from outside as indirect aggres-
The United States has supplied military
aid to Beirut and has its Mediterranean
Sixth Fleet in the area. The United Nations
half of the total job. The next big task is
to get the qualified, registered Negro voters
to vote ... to vote right.
What it means to "vote right" will be
the further task of Negro leadership in
Memphis and Shelby County to explain to
the thousands of persons they have led into
registerng. And to "vote right" for any
Negro means to vote for the men and on
the side of the issues which will mean the
advancement and welfare of the whole com-
munity — white and black. Not just black
or white.
has an inspection team there to report on
outside arms shipments, but the UN does
not plae a police action if gun running is
detected.
The next-to-last thing the United States
wants to do is intervene in Lebanon, even
at Beirut's request, for the dangers of such
a move are incalculable. But the last thing
America wants to see is the success of Com-
munist subversive tactics in this area—a
success that would mean the collapse of
Western prestige and influence in the east-
ern Mediterranean.
In addition to the loss of prestige with
its unpredictable consequences, there is a
possible disruption of Europe's oil supply
should Lebanon join the Nasser camp —
a possibility far more disturbing than the
loss of influence. So, viewed from any an-
gle, the events in the Middle East are cru-
cial. For, lurking in the background are
Communist volunteers ready to enter the
struggle, thereby creating another Korea.
Congress has declared the Middle East
of vital interest to the United States. It is
not likely that America would look the oth-
er way while Communists swallow up an
important segment of the eastern Mediter-
ranean. What to do to check the Soviet
threat in that area is a problem of great
urgency.
Judge Lemley's Shocking Decision
Judge Lemley's decision and his subse-
quent denial of a petition to stay his order
postponing integration in Little Rock for
two and a half years, further deepens an
already tangled drama. It is no longer the
unrepressed mob that obstructs the law,
but courts of law which have become the
tools of arrant politicians and organized
racists.
This is not the first time that a Southern
judge has elected to delay the action of the
Supreme Court. Courts in Texas, Alabama
and Georgia have sided with school offi-
cials in their plea for additional time be-
fore 
k 
acting upon the integration mandate. nd in many instances state legislatures
ave passed bills authorizing abolition of
their public school system rather than com-
ply with the desegregation order.
In none of those instances had school de-
segregation begun. In Little Rock. however,
following a series of spectacular legal bat-
tles which brought on a constitutional cris-
-is last Fall, integration became a fact when
nine Negro children attended classes in the
hitherto all-white Central High School and
stayed there throughout the academic term.
Thus the Lemley decision reversing a
condition that was well on its way to be-
coming an established fact, is a most flag-
rant disregard of the traditional scope and
authority of the High Court. After taking
its stand in 1954 on the equal rights doc-
trine of the Fourteenth Amendment, the
Supreme Court delayed fiir more than a
year in issuing an order, and then qualified
this mandate with the phrase "with all de-
liberate speed." These words were intended
to meet local conditions within the bounds
of reason. They were not meant to provide
a basis for yielding to unlawful force or
violence.
Judge Lemley took no account of the
rights of the Negro students to be at the
Central High School. To him the mob spirit,
which he chose to call "public interest," was
a matter of primary consideration. Well, we
can understand the racial bias of a man who
is wedded body and soul to the Southern
doctrine and practice of segregation. But
we cannot follow the logic which has in-
duced Judge Lemley to believe that the mob
spirit will have evaporated in two and a half
years, and that integration will proceed as
originally planned.
Suppose at the end of that time, the
Little Rock school board ask for another
breathing spell on the grounds that public
interest would be best served by so doing.
What then would the court answer to this
prayer? Isn't ;t reasonable to pre4ume that
inspired by this victory that the segrega-
tionists will be better organized and more
determined to battle desegregation a few
years hence?
All in all this is the biggest shot in the
arm that segregation has received since the
1954 ruling. The question now is why was
Judge Lemley assigned to the case. since
.his views on segregation were widely known
in Arkansas as well as in Washington?
APOLOGIES FOR GOP of his authority. may take his cue in the battle for civil rights.
Dear Editor: Following his visit from Mr. Wilkins unsolicited
Mrs. E. V. Curtisto the White House with three statement.
other Negroes, Mr. Roy Wilkins, Perhaps the NAACP's Executive
Executive Secretary of the Nation-
al Association for the Advancement
of Colored People is reported to
have said that "there was nothing
President Eisenhower could do".
Presumably, he was referring to
Judge Lemley's disappointing de-
cision in the Little Rock's continu-
ing integration fight.
This is incomprehensible to me,
for, if Mr. Wilkins is convinced
that the President of the United
States is powerless to uphold the
Constitution, then what was the
grfurpose of the White Rouse con-
react? Mr. Eisenhower who is
not known for vigorous assertion
secretary was so eager to make
peace with the Republican Party
that he was unaware that he was
playini! the unrewarding role of an
apologist for the Administration.
His caustic remarks during the
last Presidential campaign were
to the point and had a prophylatic
effect upon both major parties.
Though he became persona non
grata with the Republicans, never-
theless, Wilkins had lost none of
his prestige and Intellectual integ-
rity with the people. It is there-
fore the more baffling that he
should elect to make himself a
press agent for the Administration
at this, the most critical moment
Kwame Nkrumah
Visits Liberia
MONROVIA, Liberia — Prime
Minister of Ghana, Dr. Ewame
Nkrumah, arrived in Monrovia last
week amidst a great ovation and a
19
-gun salute.
He received the key of the city,
laid a wreath on the monument
of the founding fathers of Liberia
and attended a banquet given in
his honor by President and Mrs
William V. S. Tubman.
STOP AND THINK
Wonder how many of the high-
falutin' Negro preachers of the
town of Memphis would dare
stand up and preach to a run • of -
the • mill Beale Street crowd in
Handy's Park on a gin-drinker's
Saturday afternoon?
Of course, the same question
could be asked regarding high-
falutin' white Memphis preachers
under similar conditions in Court
Square.
The question came to mind last
Saturday, which spotted one of
the balmiest, sunny afternoons
seen in these parts in many a
moon. It was one of those after-
noons that invited loafing around
on park benches. And for a real
Beale Streeter, who just likes to
be down that way anyhow, the
fine weather was simply a corm
mand to find something to lean
against or sit on More than the
usual number assembled to do
their sitting in Handy's Park last
Saturday.
Along around 3:30 or 4 o'clock
up strolled a short heavy • set,
black man with a bald head and
a grey, neatly trimmed mustache.
He wore the apparel one sees
sometimes on the more orthodox
Episcopal and Methodist clergy...
with stiff, turned • around white,
color, black vest, and black suit
lie looked like one of the bettet
circumstanced Presiding Elders
or a pastor on his way to becom•
ing a bishop.
He looked around at the Handy
Park bench sitters. Then he walk.
ed over to a nearby litter can,
leaned his hand on it for a ma-
ment . stepped back ... open-
ed his mouth and took a text. With-
out a Bible or script of any kind
he began to speak in a clear, bard-
The question is: "How far
should integration go in the field
of labor?"
Take Local 499 of the Antal.
gamated Meat Cutters and
Butcher Workmen' of America
(AFL-CIO).
They are employes of the Nat
!luring Packing co, In New Or.
leans.
The company makes no racial
distinctions in its hiring policy.
In fact the union Insists upon it.
There's a clause in the contract
that specifically forbids job dis•
crimlnation "against any em-
ploye because of race, sex, politi.
cal or religious beliefs."
The organization of the local
reflects its liberal labor philoso-
phy. Some of the officers are
Negro and there is Negro repre•
sentation on practically all ini•
portant committees.
In spite of all this, there was
only a feeble protest from the
local when the only Negro fe-
male employe and union mem•
ber, Lucille Davis Cobb was dis•
charged from her job by the
company.
She was fired through no fault
of her own. She lost her job be-
cause one of the facilities neces-
sary to her comfort and physical
well being was not provided her.
Make no mistake about it, the
company provided this very nec•
essary facility for women work.
era. But her co-workers, mem•
hers of the liberal union that in-
sisted the company have a no
discrimination policy. would not
share the facility with her, be-
cause of her race.
Slice the facility was as neces•
tone voice. His English was flaw-
less. He knew how to use the lam
quage and his voice. His appear-
ance and his approach immediate-
ly caught the interest of the on.
lookers.
He hadn't talked over two mmm
utes before seasoned Beale Street-
era, white and black, male and
female, began stopping dead in
their tracks, or retracing their
steps to get closer to the litter
can, so they could hear that
preacher better. In less than ten
minutes his listeners had grown
front two or three curiously idle
passersby to a packed throng of
intently interested, solemn faced
men and women . .some of whom
were visibly shocked with the sur
prise they felt from what they
were hearing front obviously one
of God's trombones!
The short, black preacher was
saying: "Christ didn't wait for
the lost to come to Him. He went
to them. Now, this will make you
mad. . .but, when a sinner man
asks the average preacher uhat
he needs to do to be saved, the
preacher will say, "You've got to
pray, Son. Go and pray." But. I
ask you how can a dead man
pray? A sinner is dead in sin. The
only way he can be saved is for
Christ to be lifted up before him.
For Christ said, "If I be lifted up
from the earth, I will draw all
men unto me."
"Now, who's going to lift Christ
up? It's the job of the preacher.
It's the job of all Christiana .
to lift Christ up in their lives, so
those who are lost end dead in sin
may look and live. Imagine tell-
ing a dead man to pray! Christ
came here to pray for, and live
for the dead. And He left preach-
ers and Christians here to con.
sary to her as eating three
square meals a day, the company
regretfully terminated her em-
ployment.
It seems that integration of this
lone facility was beyond the WO-
mate limit her liberal southern
co-workers would go in the ming•
ling of the races.
Mrs. Cobb was righteously In-
dignant and protested to the
headquarters of the union in Chi.
cago, The intnrnational presi.
dent, Thomas r Lloyd discribed
himself as "shocked." Friendly
Pat Gorman, seeretary-treasurer,
was "outraged."
They ordered the local to
change its policy and share the
facility with Mrs. Cobb. They
urged the company to re-employ
her.
Sinee it was the co-workers of
Mrs. Cobb and not the company
that made it impossible for her
to stay on the job, it seemed that
a stalemate had been reached.
Finally, the company agreed
to bow to the will of the workers
and to the law of the state and
provide a separate facility for
Mrs. Cobb, this making it possi-
ble for her to return to work.
That's all there is to the story,
except that here again is an Il-
lustration of how costly. time•
consuming, embarrassing, stupid
and un-American this thing call-
ed race prejudice can be.
0, yes, the facility. It was a
ladies rest room.
And by the way, wonder how
the Negro male employes at
Boring Packing company are
making out?
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tinue to pray for them. Dead
things have to be buried. Men,
dead in sin, have to he buried in
the baptism of the Spirit of Christ
to be saved front destruction. . ."
In that simple, understandable
vein, the Handy Park preacher
spoke on for about half an hour.
His listeners grow in numbers
Somehow, amidst the hustle and
bustle of Beale Street traffic on
a sunny, summer Saturday after.
noon amidst the distractions of
alcohol in varied forms, amidst
the jumble of guitar-pickers, wine-
heads, theater-goers, jump bands
warming up, fish - snack restau-
rants, and beer taverns . . .
"Setter than the robins,"-nald
Simple, "to tell when spring has
come is when you see all them
street speakers climbing up on
their ladders all around Harlem.
And when you see them cut every
night whooping and hollering
about the race problem and tell-
ing how the Virgin Mary and Je-
sus was both black, then you know
that spring has passed and sum-
mer is in full sway.
"Tonight I know that summer is
here — I counted three speakers
on different points of the same
corner, and all of them talking
about the same thing. but in dif-
ferent ways. but there was one I
liked best."
"Which one was that?" I asked.
"The speaker that said, 'Black
is basic," stated Simple. "IVith
him I do agree."
"You're a stone race man," I
said.
"Solid!" cried Simple.
"And what did that high ladder
orator mean when he said, 'Black
If the emotional impact of the
recent Little Rock decision upon
Negroes in -America could have
been transformed into electric en-
ergy, the voltage would have been
enough to electrocute every segre-
gationist in America. The bitter-
ness had a razor's edge.
While most observers agree that
this decision to delay integration
for two and a half years in Lit-
tle Rock ig a victory for Dixie,
it must be recognized that it is
also a victory for some others.
The revolutionary winds which
are sweeping Asia and Africa
have begun to manifest them-
selves inside the walls of the big
ghettoes of our great cities. Thus
far these manifestations do no t
seem to have attracted much at-
tention from the social scientists
who study Negro life.
I refer specifically to a new
anti-white, black nationalism which
has begun to develop under cover
of some bizarre religious move-
ments. On the surface these move-
ments are no different from those
which were inspired by the philo-
sophy of Marcus Garvey a gener-
ation ago.
The difference seems to be that
today the black natioralists a r e
more concerned with domestic is.
SUPS than the Garveyites w h
were fired with zeal for the "re-
demption of Africa." Secondly, the
current brand of nationalism is
woven into the fabric of religious
concepts which have a greater
grip upon the mind. Their God
gives sanctions to hatred of the
amidst all this . .. somehow .
a strange peaceful kind of quiet
descended on liandy's Park. Sea-
soned Beale Streeters lost the look
of disdain and contempt they have
ready for ifloat of the "Blues Ave-
nue's street corner preachers.
Some of the older ones even took
off their hats as they stood un-
der the shade of the Handy Park
trees. Nobody laughed. And one
hard-faced woman was seen to
pinch the fire of the end of the
cigarette butt she had been smok-
ing, and look up at the preacher
as if in a mood of receptance.
The little preacher closed his
sermon with a question. By the
is basic'," I asked
"He meant that black is the rock
bottom of all," said Simple, "the
starting point for IMP, YOU, and
white folks. Black is it! He said
that in the beginning everybody
were black. I know in my family.
as far back as I can gc, every-
body were black. My grandma
was black."
"So was mine," I said.
"Of which I am proud," stated
Simple. "It is the black blood in
Adam Powell that makes him so
great — also which is why they
ate trying to get him on income
tax charges. White folks is scared
of black."
"That's what you hope," I said.
"That's what I know,' said Sim-
ple, "Else why do they pass a few
laws to put us forward, and a lot
more — like Little Rock — to put
its back? Then - they talk about
Adam Powell blocked that hill to
give money from Washington to
help the schools. With him I agree.
Why give my tax money and your
tax money to schools that cost
white man today.
One such movement claims that
no white man can enter the king-
dom of heaven and Christianity is
held up to. ridicule as the propa-
ganda instrument of the '-av hite
dogs" who are held responsible for
the plight of ,the darker peoples
of the world.
The Little Rork decision con-
firms the cardinal concept of their
faith. They contend that white
America will not now or ever give
Negroes in America true equality
of opportunity. Thus the Negro is
deluding himself with talk 'if "in-
tegration" and, according to them,
the white liberal allies of Negroes
cannot be trusted. When the chips
are down, they say, the black man
stands alone and he might as well
understand that and act accord-
ingly now.
These nationalist religious move-
ments are gaining more converts
today than any other religious
group in Negro life. One must re.
member also tkat the largest and
most dedicated mass movement
ever organized among American
Negroes was the Universal Negro
Improvement Association led by
Marcus Garvey. This movement
was nationalistic in its appeal,
Obviously, of course, the Little
Rock decision plays into the hands
of the Communists who have
fought so long to get a beach-
head among Negroes. The Com-
munists are already bombarding
the colored world with propagan-
da broadcasts rnd literature on
the Little Rock decision, Even the
way — he didn't take a collection!
He asked, "How many of you fig-
ure you've got plenty of time la-
ter to save yourselves from the
destruction of sin? How many of
you, if you got caught in a crap
game, would figure you had time
to make the next pass before the
police nabbed vou . . . when you
could see that he was coming
right up on you? You can answer
that question.
Close: Wonder how .many high-
falutin' Negro preachers in Mem-
phis would preach a sermon in
Handy's Square on a sunny Sat-
urday afternoon?
let me In the door — me, vitae
are black, and therefore basic? Mo,
made in the image of God who, en
that street speaker says, is black.
"It must have been a dart
night on that corner," I said.
"I were there," said Simple.
"And on the way home T walked
past six white stores to buy a can
of-- beer at a colored one. BUY
BLACK is what that speaker said.
Support Negro business—so that
later it can support you."
"I believe in eupporting Negro
business," I said, "but it is not
always easy. Sometimes you go
into a colored store to buy Pepper
and all they have got Is salt. You
want bacon and they are 'fresh
out' and only have ham. What can
you do then?"
"Support Negro business any.
how," said Simple, "and they will
get the bacon afterwhile."
"I want bacon now," I said.
"I want race pride first," spid
illiterates in Africa and Asia now
know of "Democracy's surrender
at Little Rock."
The Communists also know how
to exploit nationalism as they
have demonstrated in dealing with
nationalist movements in Africa
and Asia. Indeed, they promote
nationalism as a first step tower,
the Communist revolution.
In short, the Little Rock decision
is a victory for all those who
preach that the Negro effort to
gain first-class citizenship in Amer
ica is doomed to eternal failure.
Finally, many well meaning
whites sincerely believe that peace
can be preserved in our society if
the integration efforts are slowed
down. They feel that the Negro
has come very fast up the ladder
in recent years and it takes
time to make great social chant.
es.
Be that as it may. the factx
are that we are living in 3 revolu.
tionary world today, In every cor-
ner of the globe, societies and cul-
tures that have been regarded as
dead for centuries are seething
with strife and violence. So far,
we in America have shown that
we do not understand the world is
which we are living.
I fear that the Little Rock de-
cision is going to lead to more un-
rest and inspire more strife and
violence than anyone in Washing-
ton dares believe. To turn back
the clock is dangerous today. The
leader who supports and protects
racism is an asp in the bosom
of America.
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DEFENDER
Will Also Shine
Brightly July 3
"A Tribute To Duke Ellington,"
will be the theme of the first of
four-hour-long broadcasts, to be
presented on consecutive a v e-
nings from the Newport Jazz
Festival, in Rhode Island, by the
CBS Radio Network Thursday,
July 3 at 8-9 p.m., EDT.
Mitch Miller, host of the series,
will present Duke Ellington and
orchestra; the Dave Br ubeek
Quartet, Rex Stewart with the El-
lington Alumni All-Stars and Mar-
ian MacPartland and Trio.
The Duke will offer some of his
more ambitious compositions in-
troduced at his Carnegie Hall con-
certs through the years.
Brubeck, just returned from per-
forming several months in Europe
and the Middle East, will utilize
the Ellington catalogue of stand-
ard hits.
Former Ellington trumpeter,
Rex Stewart, will present a re-
union of such alumni as Be is
Webster, Cootie Williams, L a w-
By AL MONROE
TO OUR HOLLYWOOD corres-
pondent, Hazel A. Washington says
Walter Winehell, responded to 11
letter from four girls that he was
playing the most biased club in
Las Vegas responded by inviting
the girls to come to the club as his
guest.—AND, SAYS Defender's
Hazel, the columnist paid all ex-
penses for the girls, ate with them
and posed for several photo shots
with them.—AND SO WE say:
One of Walter's own orchids for
the man who glamorurized keyhole
peeping.
• • •
WHEN LEIGH WHIPPER ar-
rived in Hollywood for his role in
the picture "Porgy 'N Bess" be
was met by committee composed
of some of the vets he had starred
with more than two-score years
ago. — LEIGH WHO IS president
ef Negro Actor's Guild is not only „Mambia's Daughters" a • done of the great actors of all times
bet rates with the BEST COMEDI-
ANS* all fun history. — ONE OF
HIS GREAT film roles was in the
controversial starrer "Oxbow In-
cident." — THE FILM WAS Pen-
ned by patrons who dislike pic-
tures based on lynchings or bang.
jogs but all agreed that Leigh
Whipper's performance was orchid
rating.
• • •
, RADIO AND television featured
quite a few jazz artists past
weekend, their talents as well as
rence Brown and Willie Smith,
playing music of the era when
these virtuosi were among t he
stalwarts of Duke's band.
The Newport Jazz Festival
broadcasts on CBS Radio, are
produced and directed by Richard
Stenta.
To make certain the Eieogton
tlumni swings out as of old the
original arrangement!, of t ii e
Duke will be used by the Rex
Stewart combo. Earlier reports
suggested Ellington himself might
be at the piano for this "special-
ty" session. This had not been
confirmed up to press time. This
arrangement, of course, could be
substituted for by having Duke's
personal arranger, Billy Strayhorri
handle the eight-eights.
However what ever the arrange-
ment, the hour long broadcast
from the Newport Festival figures
to be a classic. There is no known
musician who could supply better
background for such a program.
"Montitor" the NBC-radio week-
end feature visited with Ella
Fitzgerald for an interview as well
as spinning her platters. THEN
AT 11:00 P.M. Willie "The Lion"
Smith was interviewed on same
"Monitor" program,
• • •
IF YOU'VE HEARD Duke El-
lington you must have dug h I s
change to spotlighting the pi.ine
more Olin in past. — l SUCH
STANDARDS as "Mood Indigo"
as muoh as one half of the num-
ber is a piano specialty WITH
THE DUKE himself performing.—
ETHEL WATER: was featared as
guest star on the "Today Show,"
Monday. June 30.—THE SHOW
was Dave Garroway's "Golden
Years." — MISS WATERS sang
' Stormy Weather" and "Cab!n In
The Sky" and returned to remin-
isre about her Broadway roles a
SHAPELY SHIRELY Hall of
the dancing Dyerettes appears
perched atop of the world here
just as her team, enroute to
Canada rates in the entertain-
ment field. Actually Shirley
was lured into this pose by a
photographer between shows at
Roberts Show Lounge in Chi.
cago where Bill Doggett pre-
micred last week. Showing in-
tense inteerst in Shirley's story
are Olivette Miller, famed
harpist and producer, also a
guest in the house that night,
and spot's owner Herman Ro-
berts.
Reporter Nixes 'Urge
To Scream' So Doggett
Gets An 'A' At Roberts
By ROB ROY
The chance to "catch" Bill Dog-
gett's band at Roberts Show
Lounge on opening night turned
out to he a double pleasure. First
it brought to our ears some of
the finest music, organ and other
instrumental combinings we've
heard this season. Secondly it gave
us chance to prove our ability to
muzzle our own vocals. Otherwise,
during the show and the presen-
tation of a Billy Eckstine type
vocalist we might have screamedtheir music and styles.— T If E 
out above pitch of the music "Mr.SPOTLIGHTING began when The of showing pictures IT HAS Doggett, not so loud."Oscar Peterson trio appeared on BEEN decided that films usually
"Jazz In The Rounds," the Ken held back until "loop houses are; NEW YORK—"JAMAICA" 
FOR .
11 
There is no question but what
Nordine feature on Channel 2.— ready for them" will hereafter be.! MOVIES. . . While "Jamaica" is 
Doggett is one of the finer
OSCAR PROVED a guest starreri released to neighborheod theatres, cleaning up in profits along Broad- 
musicians and his combo one of
the top aggregations. They havewith the mostest. — SATURDAYI for earlier runs • 
"Member of the Wedding."
• • •
LARRY STEELE, ever search-
ing for something different b a
signed Billy Daniels and ARTHUR
LEE SIMPKINS as added attrac-
tions for his "Smart Affairs" show
engagement at Little Harlem in
Atlantic City. — BILLY DAN-
IELS joins the production for one
month with Simpkins moving in
as replacement in mid-August. —
SOUTHSIDE MOVIE houses will
soon move in as direct competi-
tion with loop theatres in matte,'
Call Gateways Latest
Interracial Folk Gem
er Chicagoan, Jerry Walter, one
of the nation's crack banjo artists.
Jerry who would do okay as so-
loist on folk songs, a-la Josh White
and Harry Belafonte leads t b e numbers are the big, lively ones
group through selections of such like "Aroving," "Putting On the
numbers with flying colors. This Style," the title of their first Dec.
interracial group is the correct ea album). "This Little Light of
answer to what goes with such Mine," "Come to the Dance,"
aggregations. (which they sing in both Spanish
The Gateways are bolstered byl and the old nursery rhyme, "The
a lovely Negro contralto with an! Fox."
exciting voice, Elmerlee Thomas,! After the engagement at the
who sings Negro spirituals anil Gate Horn the Gateways head furlGerman lieder as well as folk , ther east to Pittsburgh Buffaloballads, work songs, and hymns and New York, where they will
with a folk beat. Although she's! open this fall ir one of Manhat-tagged with a male monicker, tan's most receptive clubs.
The Gateway singers, after site- make no mistake about it, the
cessful engagements on W e a tNoice and the body are all woman.
Coast are appearing inanear Ernie Sheldon, an English liters-northside spot in Chicago and win- lure miajor from Brooklyn College,ruing praise.
and Marc Richards. former actorThe combo is headed by a form-
and truck driver, man the guitars
to round out this troop of travel-
ling minstrels.
Among their most requested
way, plans are brewing to make
it into a movie... with Lena Horne
as the star but with perhaps an-
other male' lead. . . Casting this
part would he the most difficult
as the public has fully accepted
Mexican Ricardo Montalhan as
Lena's lover—and this role meld
not now be given a Negro actor
Ricardo incidentally has been
playing performances under strain
of his father's death. .
The Apollo Theatre continues to
book rock and roll revues. . .ap
pealing only to the teenagers who
somehow scrape up the ALM—
u.so admission and sit through two
or three shows. . This week it's
Jocks Henderson, a local disc
*key who is an idol of these
kids. . . and the lineup ready: Lee
Andrews & The Hearts, Robert
Johnson, Kodaks Stcrey Sisters,
Reuben Phillips Band and Frankie
Lymon. . •
They're all going down to hear
Dakota Staton with the Jimmy
Jones Trio at the Village Vanguard
where $3.50 minimum is the price
. . bet it's well worth the eve-
ning. Dakota is a real glamour girl
who wears these tight shimmering
numbers with good Afect. Busi-
nessmen and out-of-towners make
— — - -
llock'N Roll' Doesn't Move All
Relatives Of Its Top Exponents
BRAVO, WALTER WINCHELL,
BRAVO. Maybe some of those
other jerks will take your cue.
'Rock'N Roll' music has been'
very kind to a lot of its expon-
ents, financially that is, and to
many others who dislike the style.
"Fate" Domino, one of thee
greats of rock'n roll has a rela-
tive who admits having Plenty;
love for "Fats" but none at all'
for the mesic style he features.'
The same was true in the case of
Little Richard, the youngster whol
raise to fame via the rock and'
roll route.
Certainly Elvis Presley. now
owes everything to the
arrival of rock'n roll music as ai
fad. Or is it a fad? And yet his
grandfather, Jesse, now 62. has
nothing to do with rock'n roll
even though he is qvite a musi-
cian. In fact the elder Presley
who lives in Kentucky ann ad-
mits his dislikes for rock and
roll, has just recorded an album
(not rock and roll however) that
is soon to be released. Instead
of rock and roll Jesse Presley
sticks to country style music that
he learned as a Mississippi cot-
ton picker.
Ivory Joe Hunter plays quite a
bit of rock'n roll for his public
and his family. However, Ivory
Joe admits baying to sell tlw
style to his wife Sophia Lee. Not
that Sophia Lee disliked rock'n
roll, Ivory Joe says. Rather she
had given little attention to the
style of music. But now, says
Ivory Joe, she likes rock'n roll
plenty well. And why not it has
paid off handsomely for the Hunt-
ers.
There are numerous other cases
to prove the above point. We
merely mention a few. Strangely
enough the critics ol rock'n roll
mentioned above are not exactly
followers of classical music. They
like pop tunes, country style andjazz very well.
won plaudits of jams throughout
the nation. But here in lies a story,
this story. Crack and almost ex-
clusive instrumental aggregations
rarely double into perfection when
asked to play for either vocalists
or a floor show.
Strangely enough 'twasn't a mat-
ter of lack of appreciation that
suggested the "a bit softer"
scream, for certainly Mr. Dog-
gett's organ and his accompaning
combo were pleasing to the ear.
It isn't cruel to say the music
was superior to the vocalizing
which in itself wasn't bad. How-
ever since the vocalist was an-
nounced as the feature at the time
we were anxious to hear his of-
fering uncramped by timbre of the
music.
The show at Roberts, Is enter.
lathing. Quite a bit of the class
must go to the vocalist mentioned
above, Dave Turner. Here is a
vocalist who outdoes many of the
experts who make their bread do-
ing imitations of other stars, with
superior renditions. As Satchmo,
he is superb, as Nat Cole he is
sweet and as entertaining as the
star himself and when he does
Sammy Davis, tr., the houae
rocks. The Alexander combo, a
girl with accompaning trio is also
worthy entertainment.
All in all there is entertainment.
deluxe at Roberts. Mainly due to
the classy music of Bill Doggett,
tops on the organ.
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Ed Sullivan Will
Feature Sinatra's
'Kings Go Forth'
NEW YORK — When Ed Sul-
livan spotlights song of famous
persons including Ronnie, son
Of Burns and Allen and Harold
Lloyd, Jr., he will also Include
filmed concert of Frank Sina-
tra's part in the picture "Kings
Go Forth." 1
What interests here is fact
that in the film Sinatra plays ,
the sweetheart of Natalie Wood
who is cast as half Negro. Entire
program, scheduled to h i t
screens Sunday JUly 6 should be
e corker.
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SAME BRUCE is a Chicago
dance school empressario who
Instructs youngsters regularly
and stages shows most with
her pupils starred, iannually
and does quite well with both.
However few weeks ago one
of her shows attracted a talent
scout from a major television
Bruce later and offered her st... •
post with the company to ald
in molding the background" '
dancing dots in the finesse
screen who contacted Miss of dancing.
Dorothy Donegan Opens Sutherlanst-i!
After Settling Wiggle Tiff In N.
NEW YORK — When Elvis Few weeks ago Miss Donegan'sPres ey agreed to appear on thel performance at the New York
Ed Sullivan television show with! Embers club was adjudged to be
cameras showing him from waist taxable because of her style, wig-
up he set a standard for the air. gle, wiggle, wiggle while perform-
Now comes Dorothy Donegan to l tog her boogie woogie on piano.
match Elvis' case in both kind and; The twenty per cent amusement
part. I tax was placed on the Embers by
Las Vegas To Shellout
$2 Million For Pearl,
Kitt, Cole And Davis
Nat King Cole and Sammy Davis,
ajr., are booked for Sands.hotel at
total cost to the management
of more than a trillion dollars. The
contracts run through three years,
one of which has been exercised
already. We also discovered that
Eartha Kitt is booked for one of
those holdover deals for which
she will receive half million dol-
lars. Then we inquired further to
find Pearl Bailey already booked
into the Flamingto hotel for a
three year stint. Pearl will be paid
$360,000 for the ei;gagements.
Pearl's agreement is said to call
for an annual 8-week enagement
I $15,000 i
Uncle Sam because, in the revel*
agents opinion, the wiggle set
walk from piano Dot does whim'
performing takes the. spot out oi
the "no performing class" and
makes it a real cabaret. !Denim*.
ally Miss Donegan left immediate.
ly for Chicago where she °penal
In the Sutherland hotel lounge.
Dorothy in association with ot
finials of Local 802 of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians and'
the operators of the Embers, w
Include several attorneys, hay
found a way to permit the pianis
to groan and wiggle without en-
dangering the nitery's status as ajaza spot that doesn't require the
collection of the 20 per cent tax.
At the hearing given Miss Done.,gen for talking back to a union or.By HILDA SEE Money (ree, talent hungry and ganizer, for which she was acquit-LAS VEGAS, Nevada — One grabbing managements here are, ed, a new contract was agreenever knows what information set to spend even mere dough on upon in which Mire Donegan shin,awaits in this famed gambling Sepia stars and shows. Harry Bel- plated that her pianistic peregrine:town you arrive here on expense afonte, Lena Horne, Dorthy Dan- lions will be confined with a veryaccount and not to wager but find dridge, it seems can name their narrow radius of the piano. Skitout who is who and what is what own figures. Chances of Lena can do a standup stint, but she'se.along entertainment row. Horne appearing here are better not to wander away from the in:In less than one hours stay this than at first thought Fact that strument.correspondent had learned t e her "Miss Jamaica' star of the Otherwise, the cafe fears, herfirst of a quartet of fantastic deals Broadway hit by seine name will moaning will be construed as sing.*arranged for Sepians at the several take a breather from the show dur- log and her wiggling as dancing.hotels here. First was that both lug summer makes her available Under the Embers' present claa-
sification, the musical proceedings
are not classed as entertainmentbut merely as incidental musk,and therefore the Federal bite doe,'not apply
At the same hearing, Miss Dgan's pact with the Embers was
written to include a raise for
and will be in force untl/ Septet",ber of 1960. She returns to at
club on Sept. 10 for a run.
Miss Donegan was given the op:tion of renewing the contratt oi
concellation with the stipulator,that she wouldn't work in another,
eastside N. Y. spot, particulafti
the Roundtable, a similarly stylelr
room.
by Miss Wood) whose mother war
white and father a Negro. Loggitellifalls deeply in love with her, Mid-is appalled to learn of her parent:
tage. With a rare kind of undere
standing and devotion, Monique
helps Lop,gins to overcome hie,lifelong prejudices. Sam Leggin'
comes to learn that love ex.istr
without a color barrier.
Ironically, however, Moot 
does not really love Loraint_finds herself falling for Curtail.
Tony plays the role of Britt Marl&
rig, as unscrupulous playboy sowpretends not to care about her
racial background - but is actually'.
only using the girl for a personat.
adventure,
for the Sands if she decides to for-
go that "much needed rest" indi-
cated.
As for Belafonte he isn't saying
anything for anybody about any-
thing beyond his hope for a vaca-
tion on current invasion of Europe
and the films he'll shoot upon re-
turning to the states. Not only
that but Harry is practically com-
mitted for a sustaining series of
television spectaculars this fall.
Should the latter deal go through
he may not choose to jam his
work schedule with nightly chores
at a Las Vegas hotel, however
inviting the pay—take home that
up most of the trade. . . With two 
Frank Sinai s Latest Picture..• , .a•well selling Capitol albums on the
racks, Dakota may have a tsrange
name for a girl—but a not-so—
strange voice. Her numbers are Entertainingclassics—like "My Funny Valen-
tine". . . the quality of her voice
is familiar—but her styling a n d An Oscar-winning actor, Frank
manner of putting the song over is Sinatra for example, usually lives
appealing. She captures an aadi 1 in the shadow di his "finest hour."
once—and looks like she'll be cala'l Only occasionally, an extraordi-turing the Villagers Lou about three
more 'seeks, 
 nary performer is able to rise
1 to even higher summits of suc-
cess and line the statuettes shout-
der-I,shoulder en his mantle. The
• • •
Cab Calloway goes into summer
stock with "Porgy and Bess" With
the recent death of Thomas G word has filtered out that SinatraRockwell, head of General Artists may do just that-with his current
Corp. many changes are being performance as Lieutenant Sam
made in the agency. They handle Loggms in United Artists' "Rifles
Nat King Cole, J..ouls Jordan and Go Forth," a wartime story woven
many others, . . Louis Armstrong around the conflicts and problems
at Pittsburgh's Twin Coaches for resulting from interracial roman-
two weeks. cc,
Ella Fitzgerald has a good thing "Winning a Oscar for thee mu(in "Ella And Her Fellas"—a Dee- of Maggio in "From Here To
ce album of the First Lady with Eternity" has always been a
niany top musical men she has source of tremendous satisfaction
recorded with—one of them, Louis to me," Sinatra says. "Ever since
Jordan. They include: "Cole Stone that moment, I have been on the
Dead In De Market Place," an lookout for a role to match it.
oldie, among the hits of yesterday I think I have found such a role
Lady Day's new album is g000d in Sam Logging."
too—and we're glad to see her hack Sinatra co-stars with Natalie
In harness—with her pony tail. Mood and Tony Curtis in theWe've missed Lady Day around film, mud, of which WOO hot°.
New York— where she Is banned— grilled in France. locale of the
and we'd like to see this great stir story in France, Logging and Cur. 
STAYon top. tis meet • girl (Monique, played
"SO WH Vr" says Frank Si
nalta and wale k Viith a tact
when informed that hie girl
friend (Natalie Wood) is the
daughter of a Negro. Scene
Is from "Kings Go For*" now
appe ar in g at loop's United
Artist theatre. Tony Curtis co.
stars.
Thus the conflict is set.
On the one hand, Loggins FRC
bolizes a kind of uncomplicated+,
honesty in the face Of a radar
issue. Ile admits to his deep=
inbred prejudices and sets
to conquer them through like 104.
for Monique. On the other, hoeK,,,,
ever,is the fradulent Brit Harrig,:,
who lives by deceit givingerV
lip service to his count
liberalism.
• am
"Kings Go Forth" makes saw
bold plea for tolerance. In reiC
life, Sinatra is one of show
nese most liberal personalitiellowNo better choice could have beeC
made for the demanding role f*"r
Sam Logging - a soldier who lea
to judge people by their oirelft.
AR Individuals - not by thee nee
or color.
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Flower's Language Universal, St. Edmund's
Annual Festival Rhapsody Of Beauty, Color
THE LANGUAGE of flowers Is universal. It was expressed in aigosody of beauty and color recently when St. Edmund's EpiscopalChurch of Chicago presented its annual Flower Festival in Jackson ParkFieldkatuse. A riot of blooms, exotic plaAted perennials from (saintries
* tes)),DED ATTRACTIONS which are always popular favorities withthe fashionable throng which each year makes St. Edmund's flowerfestivals a social highlight of the Summer season are the Flower - Rama
all over the world were exhibited in resplendent array at tables carry-ing out in artistic and ingenuous detail arrangements from Japan, Hawaii,
Africa, India, Haiti, England and Paris.
and the picturesque Wishing Well. To enhance the charm and beauty of
this year's event native garb of countries represented added a glamorous
note. Table appointments also added authenticity to each display.
• PICTURESQUE was the
rustic Wishing Well at which
Mrs. Isaac McDonald, wife of
the curate, poses so charm-
ingly in an Indian sari she
wore as a hostess at India's
table, represented by St.
Agatha'a Guild. Note the
"old oaken bucke t" and
charming arrangemenLs of
flowers and plants in hang-
ing baskets. Mrs. Beatrice
King was chairman of this
eye - appealing display.
• HAITI, THE first Negro
Republic was chosen by St.
Edmund's Guild to portray
the universal language of
flowers (photo below). Hand
carved trays and statutettes,
momentoes of Mrs. Bernice
Chisholm's recent visit to
Haiti were used to give the
authentic note to this table.
Displaying tropical fruit and
Haitian art art Mesdames
Lila Cardwell, Helen Morris
and Betty Vincent.
• AS USUAL the Rector's
Table found parishioners and
guests greeting the church's
revered minister, Father
Samuel J. Martin. Photo left:
He smiles broadly as he ad-
mires a heirloom ring which
was presented to him dur-
ing the afternoon by Mrs.
Eula Gaskill (right). The
ring had been in her family
for more than half a century
and was presented to him in
recognition of his recent ap-
pointment by Bishop G. F.
Burrill to the Episcopal
diocese's standing commit-
tee. At left is Mrs. Earl B.
Dickerson, who was chair-
man of the Rector's Table
which chose Africa as its
theme, using pieces of art
from the private collection
of Mrs. Etta Moten Barnett
• THE EXQUISITE love-
liness of Japan's ,delicate
blooms captured the 2nd
award in the floral world of
beauty for St. Edmund's
Social Service Guild. The
• THE FIRST award went to the Parish Table which
chose Hawaii its flower festival theme. The lush beauty
of the tropical isle was portrayed by the huge basket
of ice holding fuchia mums and birds of paradise. Re-
sponsible for the beauty and charm of this table are
authentic touch is noted In
the colorful Japanese kimonos
and obi sashes worn by Mes-
dames Lillie B. Shade and
Mrs. Grace Hamilton as they
pose before a dramatic ar-
rangement of fugi mu ma.
Other appointments re-
freshments carried out the
Japanese motif.
(from left) Mrs. Cora Tiller, co - chairman: Father
Isaac McDonald, curate; Mrs. Ann Jones, chairman
Woman's auxiliary; Mesdames Ruth Williams, Hilda
Redford, Frances Murphy, Edith Ingliss, Lila Brown,
chairman. Committee members not shown Dr. Louise
Scott and Maby Perry.
e:. 7.sat
• CARRYING OUT the tradition of an English tea garden with hostes-
ses representing ladies - in - waiting St. Veronica's Guild had another
delightful and unusual table display. Appointments were sterling silver
and Mrs. Miniver roses in a crystal vase with sterling base provided a
' 
lovely center. Pictures of Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip, a jewelled
crown on a satin pillow and a handsome six - Rioter, Gerald Hinch, in
the exciting uniform of England's Royal Guard, added interest to this
table. Others in photo are Mesdames Evelyn Marchbanks, Lorrice Elliott,
Gloria Huffman. president; Bernice Perryman, Jasmine Hinch, Gloria
Heffner. (Defender Photos by Lyles).
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Summer living is at its Zenith
. . . and your scribe has been
flitting hither and yon from one
lovely affair to another. Like other
IMemphians, we're pleased to
have the blessing of such inviting
summer weather . . and we're
hoping that we are now arguing
for a re-appearance of the unmer-
ciful doings of Ole Sol to break Other guests were Mrs. Mary
this wonderful spell. Like many Taylor, Mrs. Doris Pegues, Mrs.
other mothers about twos. . .we're Annetta Collins Bankhead, Mrs.
sort of at loose ends with our pride Lelia Page, Mrs. Lemather Steele,
and joy away at camp. A sad Mrs. Amantha Bolton and Ander-
loolong group of mothers and a son Holman.
busload of eager and gay children • • •
left Emmanuel church last Tues- The highways and by-ways
day, for a two-week stay at Camp were packed bumper to bumper
Demby at Mason, Tenn. Among last Friday night as sports enthus
the children teeing were Beverly tests made their way over
and Carmella Guy, Eleanor Fay Southland Race Track to attend
Williams, Judith Anderson, Betty the opening of the dog races. Per-
the children leaving were Beverly sonable John R. Arnold is the
Phillips, Lynne Ulen, William Bar- public relations co-ordinator. .
tholomew, James Westbrooks and and as may be expected he will
a host of others. Mrs. LeRoy Young do a magnificient job in promot-
is camp director this year. ing attendance and be a grand hot
MARION HARRISES HOST to the scores of folk he'll gueet
AL FRESCO PARTY from all of the Tri-State area.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harris
had a delightful at fresco party
to honor Dr. and Mrs. James
T. Carpenter and their four love-
ly children last Wednesday eve-
ning at the charming Harris home
• • •
The Delta Mother Club met re-
cently at the home of Mrs. J. L..
Campbell on South Parkway East
to plan for their benefit lawn par-
ty to be held July 27 on the lawn
located in Evergreen Gardens.i of Mrs. M. McDowell at 1710 Riv-
Mrs. Carpenter is Mr. Harris' erside blvd. The party will bene.
ter. t fit the club scholarship program
The ensuing day had been
cloudy with intermittent light rains
— but the sports-clad guests of
the occasion blithely forgot over-
cast skies as they were tempted
with the wafting aroma of suc-
culent barbecued ribs and chicken
. , and when the rains came —
and they finally did, but good. . .
it was a long time before all de- Ebony Room at the Gotham Hotel
udded that is REALLY WAS RAIN- I in the Motor City. Sitting at the
ING . . . and came indoors to
watch the fight which took place
on TV and then joined the young-
sters of the assembled adults as
they held a wonderful rock and
roll dance party in the lovely play., nouncement that the Van Dettes
house in the Harris's beautiful gar- will vacation with her cousin, June
den. From the tender ages of tots
like Felicia Moss and Frank Eris-
, oe to the sophisticated teen-agers
like Junienne Briscoe, and the
Harris Clan — the bevy of beau-
tiful children of assorted ages
didn't let the presence of adults
dampen their eager spirits. More-
over, it was fun to see the young
boys seek out their mothers •• • Carole Letting and her family
and especially to see Frank Ens- I are heading to their Fox Lake
toe prefer to dance with teenage ' cottage in Illinois . . . Crystal
Strong is in Buffalo where she will
Host Marion Harris was kept be joined by her mother in August
busy with a large beach UM- „ , , Carol Ann Spring and her
brella escorting everyone back and 1 mother have headed to Baltimore
. . and Betty Holmes is in
Philadelphia.
MORE MEANDERINGS
Miss Marie Bradford one of the
well - known .1-1.1-G's is attending
Boston U. where she is busy at
work on her Masters degree . . .
and another member of J-U-G's
Miss Velma Lois Joaes went down
forth from the house to the play-
room. One just was not conscious
of the downpour amid such won-
derful family fun. Among the
guests present were Dr. and Mrs.
Arthur E. Horne and their two
charming and beautiful daughters,
Mrs. G. T. Howell and her "cut-as-
a-button" Lynne Marie, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Mason. Mrs. Henry to Fort Worth, Tex., for the Fort
Moss, with two handsome teen- worth 'wedding of the year' —
age sons and, petite little Felicia, that of Miss Carolyn King and
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Dalld Peay of Winston Salem, N.
Dr. James S. 13yes, Mr. and Mrs. I C., at which she was one of the
Joe Sandridge and their lovely 'eight bridesmaids. Velma Lois
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Brig- and the bride became fast friends
con, with their Junienne, Dianna while attending Columbia uni-
and Frank, Mrs. Harris, Marion's versity and the newly married cosi.
aunt and her two charming daugh- pie stopped in Memphis on their
way to Winston Salem, to be Vet-
heartily enjoyed every moment of , ma's guests at her home at c
the wonderful party that 4started; 1066 Woodlawn. Accompanying
them was Norman King, also of
Winston Salem, who was the best
man at the fabulous wedding.
Visiting Mrs. Grace Parker, 1171
Cannon are her sister and brother-
tens and "your scribe" . . who
before sundown and lasted title al-
most midnight. We were charmed
by the gracious Dr. and Mrs. Car-
penter and their wonderful family
, and they in turn were de-
lighted in seeing so many of their An-law, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rogers,
old friends, and meeting new ones of Salt Lake City, Utah. Mrs. Rog.
to make their trip here a memor- I ers is the former Jane Anderson
able moment of their vacation. I and popular school teacher here
AROUND THE TOWN i before her marriage to Mr. Rogers.
Dr. and Mrs. H. II. Johnson me- Numerous social events have been
bred to St. Louis, Mo., to take planned for the couple during
their son and daughter, lialvern; their two months stay.
and Lynda to Camp Don Bosco, Mrs. Gertrude Arzu. niece of
located outside St. Louis. Accom• , Mrs. T. J. Johnson and Mrs. Jam-
invited guests joined in the fun of
the delightful menu served by
the hostess. tresent besides Mrs.
Burwell and Sirs. Howard were
members Mrs. Annie Parker, Mrs.
Geneva Bennett, Mrs. Roberta L.
Owens, Mrs. Sally Johnson, Mrs.
Elizabeth Sawyer and Mrs. Ophel-
ia McFadden.
and loads of wonderful prizes and
convivial fun is promised to all
who attend.
s • •
VAN DE'rrES are in the lime-
light with the announcement that
Patricia Jones represented the
group at the Detroit Co-Ettes Grad-
uation dinner party held in the
speakers table, she was seated next
to the Co Ettes' prexy, Praticia
Smith. Our Patricia was feted with
flowers and invited to a lovely lawn
party. The big news is the an-
Ettes here in November. Patricia
will vacation with her cousin, Jane
Maddos of Detroit for the rest of
the summer. In case you've won-
dered about the where-abouts of
other Van Dettes . . . Barbara
Jean Donahue is in Chicago . . .
and Joyce Rayner and her fami.
ly have moved to Cleveland, Ohio,
.,
SKC'S GLOBETROTTERS'
PARTY — The SKC club hon.
ored members, Mrs. A. Maceo
Walker and Mrs. J. Hooks
Gordon at a gay Globetrotters
party last Thursday night at
the Metnphian's Inc., club-
house in the Orleans hotel. It
%as the club's way of bidding
SKC Social club feted members
Mrs. A. Maceo Walker -and
Mrs. J. Hooks Gordon at a gay
"Globe Trotters" party last Thurs-
day night at the Memphian, Inc.,
clubhouse at the Orleans Hotel.
The party bid Bon Voyage to
Mrs. Walker who leaves this
week end on an European tour . .
and bid Au-Revoir to Mrs. Gordon
who is moving to Harrisburg, Pa.,
early in July.
Colorful -round-the-world" dec-
orations included luggage, a light-
ed globe world maps, imports of
many foreign countries — includ-
ing dolls, basketry, swaths of ma-
terials, fishnetting, artwork, glass.
ware—with Oriental touches high.
an revolt* to Mrs. Gordon, who
moves to Harrisburg, Pa., rally
in July; and bon voyage to
Mrs. Walker, who leaves New
York next week for a six-week
flying tour of eight European
countries, The honorees are
seen seated — Mrs. Gordon at
left. Members and guests as-
sembled before some of the
lighted by lovely glowing Japanese
lahterns used to illuminate the
lovely clubrooms.
Members came dressed as cos-
mopolites, with added costume
touches to specify a country they
especially longed to visit.
Cocktails were served at the bar
. . . and a superb cuisine was pre-
sent at the beautiful buffet service
assembled in the club dining room.
The table was centered by a for-
mal arrangement of pink tiger
lilies, interspersed with pink
Babys' Breath.
The honores looked lovely —
both in chic black cocktail dress-
es — and were presented with
gifts by Mrs. Marjorie Ulen for
decorations and mementos of
foreign countries are Mrs. Os-
car Crawford, Mrs. John R. Ar•
sold, Mrs. R. Harris Gadison,
Sirs.Claiborne Davis, Mrs. M.
Goff Miles, Mrs. Phillip S.
Booth, Mrs. L. F. Briscoe, Mrs.
Alex Dumas, Mrs. M. Iles Ulen,
and Mrs. Stanley Ish.
the SKC club.
Guests chatted, reminieced, miss-
ed those of the gay group who
were out of town or could not be
present and revelled in the mel-
low recordings which emanated
from the record player . . . and
finally winding up the party at the
piano — where a Is 'Roarin Twen-
ties' music played by Mrs. Char-
lesteen Miles evoked Charleston
steps . . . much bead swinging
from some of the chemise clad la-
dies . . and an all-together gay
climax to a brilliant party.
Guests' present included Mrs.
Walker's husband, A. Maceo Walk.
er, Mr. and Mrs. Alex Dumas.
Mrs. R. Harris Gadison, Mr. and
Mrs. Caliborne Davis, Mr. and
Mrs. P. S. Booth, Dr. and Mrs. G.
W. Stanley lab, jr., Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. L.
F. Briscoe, Mrs. M. Goff Miles,
Mr. and Mrs. John Arnold, and
Mrs. Marjorie Ulen.
A CLOSER LOOK — Mrs. .1.
Hooks Gordon and Mrs. A. Ma.
ceo Walker, seen seated left to
right, are admiring gifts pre-
sented by the SKC club at a
festive Globetrotters' party
which bid them adieu as they
prepared to go to Harrisburg,
Pa., and Europe. Getting.
close look too are Mrs. Phi
S. Booth, at left, and M .
M. Iles Ulen, at right.
Oklahoma Couple's Silver Wedding
Anniversary Attracts 300 Guests
OKLAHOMA CITY — Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence C. Cooper, a pair
of veteran Oklahoma educators,
recently celebrated their 25th wed-
ding anniversary at an impressive
reception which attracted guests
from many cities throughout the
state and nation.
The celebrants chose the occas-
ion to honor their church and pay
tribute of gratitude based on their
interest in a functional education.
al program for youth.
In so doing, they directed that
all gifts be in the form of con-
tributions to the building and liqui-
dating fund of the new Avery
Chapel AME church.
Georgia Medics' Wives Socialize Invitations were sent out to
SAVANNAH, Ga. — While phy-
sicians and pharmacists of the
Georgia Medical Association were
in session for their annual meet-
ing recently, their wives took ad-
vantage of the situation and did
some socializing and held a busi-
ness session.
Mrs. J. B. Harris of Atlanta,
state president, presided over the
business sessions at which time
emphasis was placed on the auxil-
iary's motto and theme: "Build-
ing Today For A Better World
Tomorrcw" 
— "To Foster Ideals
of Better Living."
Reports from local auxiliaries on
what was done during 1957-58 to-
ward carrying out the motto and
theme were made in the form of
a skit.
Reports came from Savannah,
Atlanta, Macon, Augusta, La-
Grange and Columbus.
A tour was made through the
beautiful modern buildings of the
Greenbrier Children's center with
Mrs. Doris E. Roberts, executive
director, in charge.
After refreshments were served,,
the group assembled in the audi-1
torium of the center's administra-
tion building where a panel dis-
cussion was held on "Fostering
Ideals of Better Living Among
Children of Broken Homes."
Panel members were Mrs, P.
W. Cooper, Mrs, D. W. Roberts
Mrs. G. L. Green and Mrs. Ann
M. Powers. Mrs. M. D. Bryant
was mistress of ceremonies.
Mrs. H. T. Bryan, past presi-
dent, presented the out-going pres-
ident with a beautiful brief case
from the State Auxiliary and the
president's pin.
She was also presented gifts by
Mrs. H. E. Nash and Mrs. R. B.
Jackson from the Atlanta Auxil-
iary,
Mrs. Harris presented the gavel
to the incoming president, Mrs. C.
W. E. Dyer at which time her
acceptance speech was made.
The following newly elected offi-
cers were installed by Mrs. A.
Tompkins:
President, Mrs. C. W. E. Dyer,
Macon; president elect, Mrs. R.
E. Jackson, Atlanta; vice presi-
dent, Mrs. H. M. Collier, jr., Sa-
vannah; secretary, Mrs. B. T.
Wood, LaGrange;
Assistant secretary,
Smith, Savannah; treasurer, Mrs.
W. A. Davis, Macon; parliamen-
tarian, Mrs. R. Stillman Smith,
Macon; chaplin, Mrs. G. %V. Smith,
Savannah
Sergeent at arms, Mrs. S. M.
McDew, Savannah; publicity
chairman, Mrs. S. Si. Douthard.
Executive beard officers a r e
chairman, Mrs. J. B. Harris, At-
lanta; Mrs. W. N. Frayser, Ma-
con; Mrs. L. H. Stenson, Augusta;
Mrs. H. E. Nash, Atlanta; Mrs.
S. F. Frazier, Savannah.
As guest of the South Atlantic
Medical Auxiliary and Society, the
ladies and their husbands were
lavishly entertained with several
social affairs.
These included a party at Col-
liers beach, a bridge party at
the very lovely beach home of Dr.
and Mrs. S. M. Mc Dew;
Brunch at the beautiful and
well appointed home of Dr. and
Mrs. P .W. Cooper, courtesy of
Chatham Dental Auxiliary, and an
informal dance.
A boatride and seafood dinner cli.
mxed an interesting convention
and a thoroughly enjoyed visit in
J. the historic city of Savannah.
Deltas Sponsor Mental Health
Workshop At Lincoln University
JEFFESON CITY, Mo. — Del-
a Sigma Theta Sorority sponsored
recently, for academic credit, a
mental health workshop on the
ampus of Lincoln university, Jef-:
erson City.
Sponsored in cooperation with
the Lidcoln university department
of education, the workshop theme
was "Planning for Communities."
The sorority adopted mental
health as one of its five national
projects following its successful
application as a regional project
in the organization's Central Re-
gion comprising the states of Col.
orado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,i
Oklahoma and Nebraska,
partying the Johnson children to my Jones of San Francisco, Calif.., i
camp was little Etta Susan Ish,j motored to Memphis by way of G
Chicago, where they picked up
Mrs. Clementine Irwin, sister of
Mrs. Johnson, and went to Vicks-
burg. Miss., for a visit with
friends and family .
Accompanying them from Vicks-
burg was Mrs. Johnson's other sis•
phis. ter. Mrs. Artimese Garrett. The
Also attending Camp Don Bos- group left for Chicago last week.
co are Clifford and Ronald Miller,' After spending a few days in Chi-
sons of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Mil-!cago, Mrs. Johnson and Mrs.
ler. 1 Garrett will drive back to Cali-
The CMV's, an organization of fornia with their niece and Mrs.
local young ladies, have undertak• Jones. They will return to Mem-
en a project to equip a playroom phis by way of Detroit about the
in the E. H. Crump Memorial ,hott middle of August.
pital for young children confined am, CHAT
there. As a means of financing Friends of Dr. Riley Waller
this project, they sponsored a
"Hillbilly Carnival," Friday, June
27, at 6881 Locke Road, Woodstock,
Tenn. A bus provided transporta-
tion for all who needed it, leaving
from the Lorraine hotel.
Donations will be appreciated in
support of the worthy project.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. G. W.
Stanley lsh. While in St. Louis,
Dr. and Mrs. Johnson were enter-
tained by Atty. and Mrs. Robert
Wilson — Mrs. Wilson is the for-
mer Miss Margaret Bush, who
has visited with friends in Mem-
s in conjunction with the exper-
ment in International living. Miss
ossin is a teacher of English and
Citizenship in the Hawthorne
Junior high school of Yonkers, A
soprano and student of the dra-
matic artists, Miss Gossin has been
heard on radio, TV and concerts.
The trip will serve a double pur-
pose in sharpening her knowl-, public welfare and adjustment long look is softened, however,
edge of the French language and' with the St. Louis Board of Edu. with dmonal touces.
enhancing her musical talents. cation; Dr. Alfred K. Bauer, sup- For example, a patent bag has
erintendent of State Hospital Num- a front pocket slashed diagonallys • •
AMONG OUR CONVALESCENTS ben One, Fulton, Mo.. and Dr. to hold a colorful scarf or crisp,
Pert Gertrude Walker left E. II. Henry V. Guhleman, jr , a men. white gloves.
Crump hospital last Monday, fol. tal health consultant in the Bureau A black and white canvas end
lowing her experience in surgery. of Mental Hygiene of Missouri's leather bag has a front strap to
We hear her subtle wit has been   hold a magazine or newspaper
sharpened by the many mirth- while a career girl juggles bun
provoking cards she has received,
Back at her home on Chelsea 1t e 
dies.
Dyersburg. Tenn.. will te interest-, blvd., is Mrs. Roslyn Wens Walk
ed in knowing he has left for ler who is continuing convklesc-
New York's Harlem hospital ence . . . and just as excited as
where he will do three years spec- her daughter Patricia over her
ialty study. recounting of the wonders of her
• • • New York City vacation.
Former Memphian Miss Lorraine Mrs. Bernice Barber is up and
Coggin of Yonkers. N. Y., sailed about at home, recuperating from
Division of Health.
Other consultants were the Rev.
John J. Hicks, minister of Union
Memorial Methodist church and
chairman of the Commission on
Race and Intercultural Relations
of the Metropolitan Church Feder-
sity, explains the facilities of
Dr. Evangeline Howlette, execu-
tive director of the Nursery Foun-
dation of St. Louis and a mem-
ber of Lambda Sigma chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority;
And Dr, Lucy Ozarin, H. D.,
chief of Mental Health Services of
the U. S. Department of Health,
Education and welfare Regional
Office VI in Kansas City, Mo.
last Saturday for Paris, France,
The Sans-Pared Social club held where she and others from State
its latest meeting on June 15, at
the home of Mrs. Mary Howard,
320 Vance, with Mrs. Myrtle Col-
lins Burwell presiding as president. the country's language and cul-
Fell:owing their business session, tore. The European sttyly program
University Teacher's college in
Fredonia. N. Y., will be the guests
of French families as they study
her recent bout with the surgeon
. . . and looking as though nothing,
at all has happened.
Our best get well wishes for
bondles of cards and an array of
magnificent blooms are sent in
their behalf.
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
points to the present workshop as
an outgrowth of its first Mental
Health Workshop held in Topeka,
Kansas in November 1956.
Deltas were enthused there when
noted authorities, including Dr.
Carl Menninger of the famous
Menninger Institute, stressed the
need for organizations such as
Delta giving aid in this field.
The staff of directors and cul-
sultants for the Lincoln university
workshop was composed of nation.
ally and locally renowned auth-
orities in the field of mental
health.
Co-director include Dr. Hilda A.
Davis, administrative assistant to
the superintendent of Governor
Bacon Health Center of Delaware
City, Dela.;
Dr. Milton Freedman, executive
director of the Mental Health as-
sociation of St. Louis and Dr.
Charles M. Hoard, professor of
education, Lincoln university.
Consultants include Miss Edna
Earl Brooks, a welfare worker in
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more than 600 friends of the promi-
nent couple, who formerly taught
in Luther, Okla. Cooper was voca-
tional agriculture teacher at the
Luther school for 23 years and his
wife, Kathryn, was a music
teacher there for 22 years.
With the integration of the
schools in Luther, they moved to
Oklahoma City where Mrs. Co-
oper is employed by the Oklahoma
City Public Schools as a fifth grade
and music teacher at Creston
Hills school. Cooper is superintend-
ent - principal of the Meridian
school district near Guthrie.
On the afternoon of their recep-
tion, the Coopers received more
than 300 guests in their lovely
home against a background of tall
pedestal baskets containing pink
and white gladioli and frosted,
white wedding bells.
For the occasion, Mrs. Cooper
wore a dusty blue lace sheath
dress with a chemise back, accent-
ed by a single white orchid and
white accessories.
In the receiving line with Mr.
and Mrs. Cooper were Mr and Mrs
Leon S. Cooper. Chicago, his broth-
er and sister-in-law; Mr. and Mrs.
Claude W. McCrae, Indianapolis,
Inds his brother-in-law sister.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Holbert,
Oklahoma City; Mr. and Mrs. E.
Jones, Arcadia, Okla.; Mr. and
Mrs. Zebedee Hunter, Ponca City;
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Tibbs, Tulsa;
Mr. and Mrs. Ira D, Hall, Okla-
homa City; Mr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Beater, Luther, and Mr. and Mrs.
A. L. Tipton, Guthrie.
A Madeira embroidered - limen
cloth covered the table from which
guests were served. White gladioli
and chrysanthemums flanked the
white tiered wedding cake which
was trimmed with white roses
and silver leaves and topped with
a circlet of silver leaves and a
silver wedding bell.
Music was provided during the
reception by Misses Gwendolyn
Sharp, Oklahoma City, Sharon
Tannehill and Mrs. Lance Cud.
:Kle, soloists; Mrs. Paul L. Strang
and William Brown of Langston
university, pianists.
Mrs. Franklin K, Brace, the for-
mer Iris Marie Hall, godchild of
the Coopers, received the guests.
Members of the original wedding
party who were present included
William V. Hewitt, Muskogee. fath-
er of the bride; M. H. Tibbs, best
man; Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Moore,
McAlester, usher and bridesmaid;
Ira D, Hall, usher, Mrs. Selma
Fairly, co-ordinator: Mrs. Ruth
Norton bridesmaid: Steven Mar-
tin, Tulsa, usher; and Dr. Charles
Tollett ringbearer.
Other out - of - town quests who
attended one or both of the af-
fairs were Mrs. William V. Hey.
ilt, Muskogee, stepmother of Mrs.
Cooper; Mrs. Marietta Bryant, Mi-
ami, Ariz., cousin of Cooper; Mrs.
Artie Cooper, Langston, aunt of
Cooper, Mrs, Lois Gilyard, Lang-
ston;
Mrs. Frances Anderson, Cres-
cent; Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Stew-
art, Lawton; L. G. Ashley. Bo-
Icy; James L. Brown, Holey: Mr.
and Mrs. Inman Breaux, Guthrie;
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Gayles, Lang-
ston; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Irons,
San Francisco. Calif.:
Sgt. Charles Young, Lawton; Me.
telus Milos. Los Angeles, Calif.:
Mrs. Estella Richard. Phoenix,
Ariz.: Mr. and Mrs. Bailey Mad:,
Meridian; J. H. Cooper, Stroud;
Mrs. Rosa Parker House, Guthrie;
Mr. and Mrs. John Beland.
Sewing And Art Club
To Award Scholarship
Plan were made for the award-
ing of a scholarship this Fall when
the Busy Bee Sewing and Art club,
met recently with Mrs. Corene
McWilliams serving as the host-
ess.
A report was given also dur-
ing the meeting by the president,
Mrs. Geraldine Sims, who was
present for the convention of the
Tennessee Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs in Chattanooga
from June 10 through 12.
Mrs. Sims plans to attend the
NEA convention in Cleveland lat-
er this Summer, and while there
she will visit her daughter, Mrs.
Handbags Have
Lean Look
(INS) — Spring handbags are
long, lean and angular to go with.
the chemise.
Thomas J. Rolls, a leading hand-
bag manufacturer, says the slim,
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Ella R. Hardy. She also will visit
her son, an army officer at Fort
Dix, N. J.; and will make stops
with friends in Detroit, Chicago,
Toledo, and Washington, D. C., be-
fore returning home.
Other members present for the
meeting were Mrs. Irene White,
Mrs. Bettye McWilliams, Mrs,
Blanche Davis, Mrs. Pauline Ash-
ley, Mrs. Valois Perry. and Mrs.
Rubye B. Jones.
A tasty menu was served to
members by the hostess. The next
meeting is scheduled to be held in
the home of Mrs. Perry,
dien; W. E. Eimms, Langston, Dr.
and Mrs. 0. C. Sales, Boley; Mrs.
arid Mrs. M. W. Lee, Holey; Mrs
Vivian Goodson, Houston; Mr. and
Mrs. Joe S. Johnson, Cushing;
Mrs. Robbie Holmes, Kansas City,
Kans.;
Otis Fuller, BdieY: Mr. and Mrs.
D. C. Jones, Langston; Mrs Zella
J. Patterson, Langsten; Mrs. Co.
reap Armstrong, Luther; Mrs.
Gladys Nero, Luther; Mrs. Ste.
ven Martin, Tulsa: Pete Roberts,
Santa Monia, Calif.; Wilmer J.
White, McAlester; and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry B. Rutledge, No
Members of the Alexande
and die Daughters of Allen 0 he
Avery Chapel AME church had
charge of receiving gifts. Mrs. The-
odore Brown was in charge of the
guest book, assieted by Mrs,
James Russell and Mrs, Elizabeth
Threatt, both of Luther, and Mrs.
Oscar E. Rice of Oklahoma City.
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is a 32nd degree Mason and be-
He is active in Masonic affairs,
longs to the Consistory of Alaraf
Temple Shrine.
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isdiction, a member of Phi Delta
degree from the Chicago Musical
college.
served five years as chairman of
the music department of the Okla-
through the state for many
Order of the Eastern Star, Alpha
Side Culture and Art Club. Both
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper are gradu-
ates 
Cooper also has a
el. Cooper is a trustee and mem-
ber of the Avery Chapel Sane-
Kappa Alpha sorority and the East
of Langston university.
tuary choir, His wife is a member
of the Alexander Progressive club,
active in the affairs of Avery Chap.
Her husband has a M. S. degree
from Oklahoma State university.
He is grand treasurer of the
She taught vocal music, band
piano at Luther for 22 years and
She is 'also a member of the
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cooper are
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His social fraternity is Kappa
Alpha. Psi, and he is a member of
a number of other professional,
civic and service organizations. 
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BOURBON
BUY IT'
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Kentucky Stnegst aourbon Whiskey • 6 Yrs. Ohl
Of Proof • tAnsieet 5, thst. CO • fraOklOst, ktl
This Is the time for real celebrating! Take the family on
an outing they will never forget. Kroger wishes, for you
and your family, the happiest of holidays, and a safe re-
turn. Drive carefully . . . the life you save may be your
child's.
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Enter TSU's Law School
41e-
11U-STATE Ma 11
Sat., July 5, 1M
A
HOUSTON, Tex. — Four worn•
en, each outstanding in her ca
reer or in community service, are
students in the School of Law at
Texas Southern university.
' Mn. Leader Hoskins Jackson
holds two degrees from Texas
Southern university; a B. A. de-
ree and an M. A. in business ad-4tir- istration...he is presently engaged in sev-
eral business enterprises in Hous•
ton but has maintained consistent-
ly high grades in Law school.
' Mrs. Jack.son's interest in law
hist developed during her service
with the Women's Army Corps of
the U. S. Army, in which she wasp second lieutenant.
' In her capacity as an Army
Officer she was frequently ap-jpointed as a member of the courts.
martial when a WAC was on trial
. and her first-hand experience with
the law sparked her desire for le-
gal training.
I Mrs. Ruby Padgett Johnson en-
tered the School of Law for the
first time this summer. Mrs. John.
son, a native of Texas and a teach-
er at Fidelity Manor High school,
, '•already has accumulated four de-
'grees in her career: a B. A. from!
'Samuel Houston college, an AL S.
In Education and an M. A., both
ettIng 1 Alm Texas Southern university,
s. Ph I illr a second M. A. from Inter -
nd 01 , American University in Soltillo
t. ¶ Coah., Alex.
Mrs. Johnson expects to continue'
•
ng ANA Honors Retiring Civic Leader Reelected
 
 _
Nurse At 41st Confab By Federation Women
her work toward her law degree
in the evening school of Texas
Southern which will offer a pro.
gram of first-year courses disc. 
ingthe coining Fall term.
Mrs. Bernita C. Thomas, a for-
mer teacher and an outstanding
civic worker in Freestone county,
enrolled in the School of Law dur-
ing the present summer term be-
cause she wimied to make herself
better informed and more effective
in her civic work.
Mrs. mass points out that in
these rapidly changing times one
should not be contented with train-
ing in only one field. Few profes-
sions appear to her both as chal-
lenging and as promising as the
law in the present day. Mrs. Thom-
as holds a B. A. degree from Tex-
as College.
Mrs. Evelyn Groves has a B. A.
from Howard university and a de-
gree in library science from the
University of Chicago.
Her professional work has in-
cluded that of librarian at the
American Counsul on Race Rela-
tions in Chicago, as reference h.
brarian with the Chicago Public
library and as a librarian on the
campuses of North Carolina col-
lege, Fayetteville State Teachers
college and Texas Southern uni-
versity.
Like Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Groves'
present interest in the law is for
the broad general education it pro-
vides.
111eC HRIST 0 NS HONOR
GUESTS — Mr. and Mrs. B.
T. MeChriston entertained in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Rich-
ard S. Govan, Mrs. Doris Mel.
ton, and Mrs. Dorothy Mc-
Donald last Wednesday at their
home at 1268 Kerr ave. The
Smiths and Mrs. Melton are
from Los Angeles, and Mrs.
McDonald resides in Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Govan have left
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N., executive director of the Amer-
ican Journal of Nursing company.
A graduate of St. Luke's Hos-
pital School of Nursing, Chicago,
Miss Best began her nursing ca-
reer with a brief period of private
duty nursing followed by three
years as an instructor in nursing
at St. Luke's.
She also taught at Michael
Reese hospital in Chicago. In 1926,
she became assistant to the dean
of the school of nursing in Cook
County school of nursing and in
1930 joined the ANA staff as field
secretary.
During her early days with
ANA, she was instrumental in
standaroizing and improving the.
operation of professional regis-
tries or private duty nurses
throughout the country.
In connection with her work,
she has traveled widely both in
Among he many otrndc, a n yh
she has taveled widely both in
this country and abroad.
Among her many activities,
Miss Best has served as a con-
sultant to the surgeon general
of the U. S. Air Force and as a
civilian consultant to the Army
Nurse Corps.
Miss Best was born in Williams.
field, Ill., and spent her childhood
in Peoria. In recent years, she
has resided in Valley Stream,
Long Island. Following her retire-
ored here recently by several
thousand nurses and guests at-
tending the 41st convention.
Miss Best. who served on the
ANA staff for 28 years, the last
12 as executive secretary, was pre-
sented with a book of tributes and
beet wishes from every state nurs-
es association, allied health organ-'
Izatiens, the Army, Navy and
Force Nurse Corps, and many,
groups with whom she has
Nvarked during her long and dis-
tinguished career in nursing.
She also received a cash gift!
from state nurses associations and
the ANA Board of Directors.
The program for the evening,
narrated by Helen Hall, reporter
and commentator, recounted with:
words, film slides and music the
events within the ANA and the,
profession that have taken place:
since Miss Best joined the staff
in 1930.
Presentations at the close of
the evening were made by Miss
Agnei Ohlson, R. N., ANA presi-
dent, and Miss Katharine J. Dens.
ford, R .N., dean, school of Nurs-
ing. University of Minnesota.
Miss Best was escorted to the
form by Mrs. Elizabeth K. Por-
R. N., dean. Frances Payne store, and the electronic controld guarantees that food will not burn
Election was held recently by
the members of the Memphis Feci- 1
eration of Colored Women's Clubs,'
and Mrs. Marie L. Adams, known
affectionately as Jackie, was re-
elected president.
A popular social, civic, and re•
(
ligious leader, Mrs. Adams was
earlier elected to the office of sec-
ond vice president of the Tennes-
see Federation of Colored Worm
en's tubs when the members met
in Chattanooga.
Other officers of club, who were 1
elected and installed in a beautiful
service conducted by the uarlia- 1
mentarian Mrs. Ruby- DeLylea,1
includedMrs. alms S. Petry.
first vice president; aladame Gold
S. M. Young, second vice presi-
dent; Mrs. Mary D. King, chair.
inan of the executive hoard: /Miss!
Freddie Jones, secretary: and
Mrs. B. D. Robinson, assistant
secretary.
Other officers are Mrs. J. II.
Lavender, treasurer; Mrs. Annie
L. Higgins, chaplain: Mrs. Mary
for the East coast. but Mrs
Melton, a graduate of Le
Moyne college, who has studied
at the University of California,
and is a Los Angeles teacher,
will spend the summer with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. L.
Kemp. Mrs. McDonald is also
here to visit her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. W. Prince. of
1618 Ely st, She and her hus-
band plan to move to Los An.
F. Murphy. parliamentarian: Mrs.
Mary L. Robinson, supervisor of
girls' clubs; Mrs. Inez Glenn, club
organizer; and Mrs. L. E. Brown.
program chairman.
Other members of the organiaz-
Don are serving with the stale or-
ganization. In addition to Mrs.
Adam, they are Miss Freddie M.
Jones, assistant secretary; Mrs
Mary L. Robinson, supervisor of
girls; Mrs. Etta rage, chairman
of health; Mrs. Mary D. King,
slate historian, and Mrs. Annie L.
Higgins. Memorial chtirman.
Other Memphiarts in state offi-
ces are Mrs. J L. Campbell, teni-
!termite chairman, Mrs. 1 alois S
Perry, secretary of scholarships
Miss Pearl Maples, door marshal:
Mrs. Zena H. Ward. credentti,ls;
Mrs. C. M. Rhoulac Women in
Industry, Miss Geraldine Belt,1
president of girls' clubs; and Mrs.
Inez Glenn, devotions.
The Memphis Federation of,
Clubs will hold its next meeting in!
the Fall.
geles. Seen, left to right, are
Mr. and Mrs. Govan, Mrs. Mel-
ton, Mr. and Mrs. S. Stand..
back. and Grant Ford. Other
guests at party were Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Powell. Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Mitchell, Mrs. Katie
Holmes, Mrs. Daisy Oliver,
Mr. and Mrs. A, Morton, sr..
Mrs. Ann Stricklin, Mrs. Lula
Kemp, and Mrs. H. Kollhrew.
l'hoto by MeChristool
Osiris Gives
Lawn Party
For Members
A laan party was given by the
Osiris Society last Saturday even-
ing and the beautiful home of Mr.
' and Mrs. Willie Jones of 518 Jen-
i son rd. was the site of the enter-
tainment.
! Recreation for the evening in-
: eluded card games, and itmong
, those seen enjoying g 1.1 s
-of whist were Mr. and Mrs.
. Benny F. Bell, Mr. and Mrs. A.
F. Cailian, Juanita Nickleherry.
Freeman Robinson. Willie Clark,
Arthar Porter, -Elmer Moor, jr.,
and tithe Pearl Plunkett.
! Bingo games were played 115
Leon Watson, Lula and William
Yancy, and Robert Arnold. A de-
licious Southern fried chicken
dinner was served by the hostess.
Officers of the club include
Erma Moore, president Risie
Porter, vice president; Alice R
Stansbury, reporter.
FETE LOS ANGELES VISIT-
ORS: Mr. and Mrs. A. Mor-
ton. Sr., 'feted Mr. and Mrs
Richard Smith Govan and Mrs.
Doris Melton of I.os Angeles
uith a lovely dinner party last
Thursday night at Tony's Inn.
Elaborate floral decorations
were used, with the table cen-
tered by a crystal bowl of sum.
mer flowers and greenery,
Seen left to right are Mrs. No-
ble Powell, Mrs. Doris Melton,
Mrs. Morton — the hostess,
Miss Christine King, Mrs. M.
King, Mr. Morton — the host,
Mrs. 'Sorkin. Mr. and airs.
van, Mrs. V. McChriston and
Mrs. Lula Kemp. Others pre-
sent were Rogers McChriston.
William McChriston and B. T.
at cChriston.
Cook By Push Sigma Gamma Rho Elects
Button Is New Next Season's Officers
Range Feature
Me/tarry Students' Parents
Organize Club; Joins 'Family'
NASHVILLE. Tenn — Parents UM college. Normal. Ala . pros. ding, Detroit, Mich.;
of Meharry Medical college stu. ident; Charles I. Thurston of King Roy Austin, Sr.. Trenton. N. ;dents from all over the United William, Va., vice president. and Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. Ellison
Relax on vour lawn or patio.
lounge in the living room, and
then, with a touch of your finger,
control evey cooking caseation on
your gas rang in the kitchen.
This is a promise of the devel-
opment of the world's first re•
mole control push button g a s
range.
The range is called - "I he Touch
of Tomorrow" because'gives
Mrs. Homemaker complete fre-e-
dm from her kitchen snd srfe.
!efficient control of her gas canoe
The revolutionary new stove is
the first gas range in America to
offer melt button control. A series
I of seven heat range buttons is pro-
vided oil the Modern, chrome.
framed hackguard panel.
Mrs. Hontemaker merely selc,ts
thet • wisheso
the food she is preparing and ptishH
es that button. Instantly, the gas
flame answers her command. The
push button convenience offers all
the advantages of electronic push'
button control with the tic:nails ot
gas cooking.
The push buttons control threel
top burners. The fourth is a them-,
mostatically - controlled top bur-
ner designed to make every pot
and pan in the kitchen automatic.
Sunray calls it the "burner with a
memory." Merely set the thermo-
stat control to the desired temper.
The final meetine, of the season
was held by the members of the
! Sigma 64111111a TOW sorority, 41111
' new officers were elected fur the
cooling year.
begins 
organization whe,n
will 
ille bi es Mrs.m et inhgt aaegaairnetin„tohoediaoawli
the new president. who is a
! leacher at Melrose The vice
president is Airs. Anna Jean Good-
, Ion, who is a member of the leach-
ing staff of Geeter.
Others elected include Mrs.
Eric II. Rose. seiretary; At r s.
Roby Porter, assistant secretary;
Airs. Samellen Carroll, treasurer;
alrs, Eldora Ames, parliamenta•
rian; Mrs. A. Edwards. keeper of
deeds and records; Mrs. Charles
P. Roland. chairman of the board
of directors; and airs. Lytia Mc-
Kinney board member: ant' Mrs.
Rata P Smith re oiler
Installation of officers was con-
dueled by Mrs. Darlene Ralson,
supervisor of elementarv schools
at Jackson. Tenn., who will j' in the
faculty at Tennessee A and I State
university in the Fall
A BIG YEAR
The outgoing officers, who serv-
ed under the leadership of Mrs.
It. l'orter, were praised for their
accomplishments which included
the acquisition of a seven-room
sorority house, the winning of
placques and awards, the organi-
Ohio, and Miss Pearl McIver, R.1Nobleton, Fla.
Ito ton School of Nursing, Western ment she will make her home in States converged on the campus Joseph Albright, director of pub- sr Fredericksburg, Va.; r. an
and enthusiastically participated hr relations for Meharry, exccu- Mrs. J. A. Bone, Nashville, Miss
or scorch. esigners
tive director. Olivia C. Jones, Ocala. F'a: raTngt e fe
me 
"ar 
otucti of ow'
tures a giant • baker'sMrs. E. A. Davis, Nashville; Mrs . °yea „itIn attendance at the fending h complete time and tun-Olivia L. Jones, Nashville;meeting were Mrs. Thomas E.Let's Grow A Garden
' MAI:I/ELLE B. BOUSFIELD An iris is called a "self" if the
. I standards and falls are the sameToday I want to talk a little!color. It is a '•bi-color" if stand.
snore about iris for several rea.. ards are falls are different colors.
sons. They are easy to grow It is a "plicate" if there is a
in either light
(sandy) or heavy 4
(CIBY) soil. They
multiply rapidly.
They have only
two pests (borer
and root rot) and
both of those are
easy to control.
They withstand
extremes of heat
a . cold well. Mrs. Bounfleldt
' stand up well under heavy
ra , and their flowers are really
gorgeous.
Now don't confuse them with
old-fashioned flags with their sick-
ly' colors. To be sure flags are
great-great grandparents of iris.
But the hybridizers have done
j perfectly marvellous things with
flags to give us today these beau.
C . tikt. Rowers.Right now is the time to think
about buying a few of them, for
they should be planted in July and
August, so that they get a good
toe-hold before freezing weather
— comes and heaves them out of the
soil If their foots are not firmly
anchored.
All flowers fall into two classes.
those with three petals and those
I with five petals, or in multiplet of
three or five. Take roses for in-
stance.
The parent roses, those wild
harts, have five petals. All our
'Paul roses now have been de-
veloped from those simple five
pet aim into multiples of five. 50, 90
etc.
All the lilies are from three pet-
aled flowers. Tulips for instance
have six petals.
•
in the creation of a parents or-
ganization during its recent com-
mencement season.
Expressing himself as "deeply pa, Fla.; Dr. Samuel J. Banker.
pleased at the response we are ville. Charleston, W. Va.: r s.
receiving from our parents in this, Bernice G. Hall, Washington. D."stitching" of a different color on
harrv's president. Harold D. West ' son, Tesas; Mrs. Althea Warrick,
organizational venture.' was ate.! C.; Mrs. Mary E. Wilam, Jeffer- .
All of these terms refer to the y Dzegothe standards. The new group will program its. Washington. D. C.; Mrs. F. Jgeneral class of iris known as . .
' activities to enhance the develop-1 alontegut New Orleans. La.:
ment and welfare of the 83-year Dr. R. O. Weathers, Goldsboro, Clitb"bearded" iris. There are several' •other classes Japanese, Siberian,
perature controls. A selector Make NewsPioneering along with a num. Welch Norfolk N'a.; Mrs. Annie Dr. N. li• Jones, Ocala. Fia.:, switch placed conveniently on theber of major colleges. aleharry E. Butts, Tampa. Ha • Mrs. Sake Dr. and airs. Fred pserottn! backguard director panel allows'instituted the Afeharry l'arents E. Henry, McKeesport, i'a.; Mr. Houston, Texas; sirs. Charles LI the homemaker to control eitherorganization and indications show and Mrs. Arthur c. Reed, Knox- Thurston. King William, Va.; H. A. the oven or the thermostatically-that it may become a poweiful ville, Tenn ; Mrs. .R C. Gu'ce, 
Mrs. 
Ly1 ricRhbuteikrgr,r.Vap.a:inDeis%vianned{ titt:reeralperdovtoidpesburinaexri.mTuhlins new vfena-.!operating arm of the college's Birmingham. Ala.; ith Insi es"family." Mrs. Reatha F. Williams, Tam. Ohio, and Mrs. R. E. Battle, Nash- knee,
vine. The homemaker can now leave
the drudgery of hrr kitchen and
he assured that her top-of-stove
cooking will be started and at the
perfect temperature for serving
when she returns. Actually, this
Sunray is the only gas range in
the world with this automatically offered new lines of upholstery
- timed, thermostatically - con- calculated to be both comfortabletrolled top burner.
bulbous: Spanish and Dutch, etc.
which we are not considering to-
day. Trey unow is the time for
day. They need a discussion all
their own.
Now back to the tall bearded
old institution that is now in the N. C.; Dr. William S. Doinalaa.
process of expansion. Spartanburg, S. C.; Noah E. Wills,
Pending the adoption of a per •; sr., Birmingham, Ala; M r s. 5th Dancemanent constitution, the g rot: p! Mary J. Moore, New York, N. Y.:
will begin immediate cooperation alr. and Mrs. John de Grasse,
with the school's administration Brooklyn, N. Y.;
through the Office of Develop- Dr. and Mrs. P Price Cobbs,
from pure white to black ,thru all ment. One of the features of the I,os Angeles, Calif.; Mr. and Mrs. I
irises. They come in all colors,
program will be the spreading of Thomas C. Beverly. Washington,'
shades of red, yellow, orange,
pink, blue, brown, purple, etc., etc.
(Last week I drove about 40
miles north of Chicago to see some
black ones. They were really
black, very striking and beauti-
fuligl.hen an iris is first hybridized L
it is very expensive, of course,
anywhere from $20 to $45 for a 
Lovely Bags Of Summer
single root. But, as I said. they Add ch
information of aleharry's actiyi D. C.: Mrs B. V. Davis. Hous-t
ties in their respective areas. ton. Texas; 0. W. Sanders, Vieks-i
Interim officers elected were hurg, Miss.; Mrs. Victoria Pearl.;
Mrs. Eva G. Belle cf elabama' Detroit, Mich: Mrs. Estelle Blan-1
T 0 tft
Geves
By MARYLYNN J. HOLDER
SAN DIEGO — Just five years
ago, several of this city's energetic
and torwamti-tnink.ung Women flancl-
ed together to form the Agnes
Knight Study Social and Charity
club.
Adopting the motto, "The seeds
we sow today arre the harvest of
knowledge tomorrow " they plung-
ed into a program of interest, bas-
ed on helping each other and
contributing to charitable caus-
multiply rapidly and in a few s One of the first projects found
the group giving funds to Holly-
our pocketbooks. wood's foundation of the "Seeing
Years ago I used to check these Eye Blind." Churches of me. city
Interest focuses on summer hags aids which are "musts" for mostnewly hybridized ones and simply and many needy families also were
wait for them to come down to as warm days bring out the sheerfastidious women. A new wash- recipients of much needed funds
and summary frocks of the sea- able "Lavacord" is the answer tomy level.
May I suggest just a few beau-
tiful ones that are now selling for
60c, 75c, $t or SI.S0 a root, some
of them three for $1.50.
Wabash, white standards, pur-
ple falls; Jake. pure white self,
huge; Anigo. deep purple self:
Cloth of Gold, clear yellow;
Grand Canyon, copper colored:
Heather Rose, orchid pink: Orel.
is, crimson brown; Minnie Col.
quit. white plicate, purple stitch-
ing, and The Red Douglas, huge
wine-colored red.
Irises have nine petals. In the These are only a few of the hon.
Iris there are three petals which dreds of excellent irises, and all
stand up rather straight caned
'standard." and 3 petals flaring
out horizontally or drooping a bit,
called "falls."
Then three much smaller petals been medal winners at various iris
almost down inside the flower
• called the "hafts." On these
: "hafts" there is a fuzzy growth
years the price comes down to
of the above named ones are less
than $1 a root. I remember when
Red Douglas was $35 a root. It is
now 75c. All of the above have
shows throughout the world.
One of the world famous hy-
bridizers of pink irises lives in our
called the "beard." comunity, Dr. David Hall of Win-
• I give you these details because netka. I have visited his gardens,
if you read an iris catalog all of and talked with him on hybridiz•
• tam 'arta will ha described. ing.
arm o u
son. the lady who wants a summer bag
And this year there is a wealth of fastidious freshness at all times.
of fashions, durable and capacious Designers, manufacturers, and
to choose from. retail stores have "not spared the
horses" in collecting a fabulousThe lovely hand 
crocheted bags
line of summer bags for all etc-
are a delight to behold. And speak- .
mums, and what's more interest-ing of "hold." there is just no lim.. ing _ they've done it in all priceit to the amount of feminine deo-
ranges so that there is sure to bedads that these lovelies can and
one exactly right for you in everydo carry. 0,. ,,,, respect.
Josef — famed for his na''' -' Whether it's the right accessoryhigh and practical styling — in for air or sea travel, cabana lifetroduces a smart line that meets 0, 
street lift, the choices are mul-
the needs of the most discominat- tinrie.
ing bag shopper . Gone is the Sleek, sophisticated bags are the
"shopping bag" or "clohtes bag" perfect accent to simple cottonlook — and in its place there are frocks, Bags and matching hatslovely lacy stitched sac bags with „
make" an outfit,interest handles to accentuate Visit your favorite shop todaytheir beauty. and literally pamper Youself•Some are vinyl lined for insur-
ance aginst the summer beauty SOUR CREAM
Add extra flavor to an omelet by
If you are interested in grow- stirring a heaping tablespoon of
ing a few iris, (in three years, that sour cream into well-beaten eggs
few will become several) I can Sour cream also gives finer te-c.
suggest reliable firms from whom tune and flavor to batter for cook-
le buy. ies, pies and pastry.
Students vied for scholarships to
schools or universities of their
choice. This was the beginning of
Agnes Knight Study, Social and
Charity club.
Named after one of San Diego's
most versatile and civic-minded
women, the group felt this would
be a tribute to a citizen who had
worked so hard to better condi-
tions for the community.
Today, Mrs. Knight is happily
observing the work of the club!
bearing her name and an organiza-
tion even more inspired to con-
tinue projects that benefit all who
live in the community.
Sunday evening, it was the hon-
or of the writer to introduce mem- I
bers of the club during their fifth
anniversary dance in the Conti-
nental room of the San Diegoho-
tel. Dressed in the smartest of
cocktail attire, president Ann Pilk. •
inton and members wore lovely
carnatoin (club flower) corsages
as they stepped into the spotligiq
fol. introduction.
Moteal Hale is vice president,
Lorraine Stuart, Catta-yn McGough
and Lola Tate, secretaries. Cath-
erine Thomas. treasurer, Marie
Carter, business manager.
Other members are Mme e Rose
Long, Ruth Jenkins, Atarie Pip.
kin, Lurean Taylor and Beatrice
Armstrong.
Mrs. Essie Smart, San Diego's
.Woman of the Year for 1957, is
organizer of the club. Members of
, the Voguetles club with Mrs. Oli-
via .1. Ladd at the helm served
as hostesses for the evening.
Agnes Knight club members who
arc affiliated with the Colored
Women's Federation of California,
have joined the Urban League
and are occupying a prominent
spot on their list of purposes and
alms.
The insides are making news at
the international furniture show
which is being run here.
While finishes and fabrics still
are designed to catch the eye, de-
signers and manufacturers have
and durable.
Foam robber, quilted fabrics,
rubber webbing all are rought in-
to Play.
New upholstery is featured in
sofas, chairs and occasional pieces
along with added uses for cushions
add pillows, Most new styled sof-
as, both sectional and straight line
varieties, are shown with detach-
able cushion backs.
Detachable cushions have been
teamed with another innovation to
provide the taller person with a
deeper, more comfortable seating
area.
Manufacturers have padded the
hack panel of the sofa along with
the arms, the seat, and the sepa
rate back pillows. This insures a
comfortably backed seat with or
without the pillows.
ration of Sigma Teen Town, part
of the sorority's national prozrani:
and work toward character build•
ing in the community,
At a Sigma Summer Workshop
sorority members and volun.
metic, English and spelling. Swim.
ming lessons are given to chil-
dren under the age of seven, with
only a charge of 25 cents, which
pays for the use of the pool and
the services of a life guard. Thai
workshop will continue through
July.
Teen Town was completely or-
ganized recently with the forma-
tion of the Rhoer Girls and the
Pre-Teen Children. Leaders in the
Pre-Teen program are Mrs. Ka-
therine Jones. Mrs Roas Ford,
Mrs. Edora Ames, Mrs Mariedell
Red, Mrs. Helen Heard, Mrs. Od•
rasa Myers, and Mrs. Rills P.
Smith.
Assisting in the program are
Miss Claudia Hawkins and Mrs.
Jacquelyn Washburn, along with
Rhoer Girls Misses Dorthy Smith
and Marie Lacy. General Chair-
man for Teen Town is Mrs. Jean-
ette Carr. Her assistants are Mrs.
Mary Brooks and Mrs. Rosa
Ford.
Church Worker
Visits Detroit'
And Chicago
Mrs. Lula Alexander, of 261 Vol-
lentine aye , returned to Memphis
recently after having spent her
vaction in Chicago and Detroit
with relatives and friends.
While in those cities, Mrs. Alex-
ander was feted at several social
events given in her honor.
En route home, Mrs. Alexandev
said that she passed through
Indiana, and saw large areas
covered by flood waters.
Active in church work. Mrs.
Alexander is a member of the
St. Stephen Baptist church, and
is the publicity chairman for the
congregation. She is also active in
civic circles, and belongs to the
City Federation of Clubs.
The society matron is very pope.
tar with the younger set.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
..BUY IT!
THE LIGHTER BOURBON
4.41144 Sirsegbi Bourbon 111mMei...6 Ynt Old
90 Proof • rAncien1 Age Out. CO rtonklort,
HIGHEST TRADES IN TOWN!
FOOD
FREEZER
e Are Out To Sell More FURNITURE
And APPLIANCES than any other dealer
in Memphia.
To Do Thle We MUST and WILL Glve You
A HIGHER TRADE-IN Allowance for Your
Old Merchandise.
PS RT IACRETS $22800AT
NO DOWN PAYMENT
With Trade
24 Months To Pay
FURNITURE MART
& APPLIANCES
2767 KIMBALL at I„AMAR — Open "IA 9 PIT. • Phone FA 7-121s. v.k 1-9922
•
4!
•
LAST OF BRAGAN — Robby
(right) is seen in his last
argument as manager of the
Cleveland Indians. It was an-
flounced that Bragen was re-
placed by Joe Gordon. Brag-
an came on field in first imt-
ing of Indians•Boston game to
argue third strike call by Um-
pire Larry Napp left In cen-
ter is Vic Power who was
called out by Napp. UPI tele-
photo.
SPIDER WEBB DEFEATS
NIGERIAN IN LONDON GO
LONDON — (UPI) — Ellaworth!
(Spider) Webb of Chicago ecored
a 10-round decision over Dick T(
ger, British Empire middleweight 1
champion from Nigeria last Wed- 1
nesday night after Hogan (Yid)!
Bassey thrilled the crowd by floor-
ing an opponent seven times.
! Hassey, world featherweight
champion from Nigeria, was,
awarded a seventh-round techni-
cal knockout over Jules Milan of!
French West Africa. The referee 1
stopped the scheduled 10-rounder
after Bassey downed Touan in ra-1
pid-fire succession for counts of
Mx, five, five and five. The Ni-1
gerian also floored Touan for a:
count of four in the fourth, six'
in the sixth and five early in the
seventh.
Tile Webb-Tiger bout was muehi
Closer and the referee's decision
in favor ef the Chicago fighter
drew an almost equal number of
cheers and boos from the crowd
Webb weighed 159 pounds, et min-
ces, while Tiger scaled 161 3-4
pounds.
Tiger tried to carry the _fight
to Webb all the way, This brought
cheers from the spectators in the
opening rounds. But Webb, who
took advantage of his longer
reach, repeatedly scored with
straight lefts as Tiger tried to
bore through his guard. Impress-
ed by the American's clever box-
ing, the crowd began rooting for
him.
Knowing he trailed on points, Ti-
ger made a desperate attempt to
floor Webb in the final round and
landed a solid smash on the Amer-
ican's jaw in the fent secords.
Tiger shook Webb with a left
hook to the jaw and two rights'
Campanella Declines
Boxing Deputy Post
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Roy release it." Burns said.
Campanella. former Dodger Catch-1 Campanella is partly paralyzed
or who is fighting to recover from as the result of an auto acci-
injuries suffered in an automobile! dent Jan. 28. He is undergoing a
accident, has written Gov. Averill' Program of rehabilitation at the
Harriman "respectfully declining" N. Y. U. Bellevue Medical Center
an appointment as a member of in New Yrok.
the New York State Athletic COM. Gov. Harriman offered him an
mission, appointment as a member Of the
Matt Burn, the Dodgers' east. state athletic ccimmission May 25.
ern representative now that they 
have moved (ruin Brooklyn to Los
Angeles, made the announcement Mondayfor Campanella.
Burns said Campamlla delined
the job because he still is umier•
going "a strict program of physi-
cal rehabilitation and could not S.t. NICK 160UiS
discharge the responsibilities of
the position even though he is
very much interested in boxing as
, 
 st
a fan."
"Roy preferred not to release,
the contents of his letter to Gov
error Harriman, saying that it is
personal but he said it was all
right if the governor wanted to
ALBANY N. Y. — (UPI) — The
State's highest court has ruled,
that Saratoea County does have
the right to slap a 15 per cent tax ,
on admissions to Saratoga Race-
way.
The court of appeals rejected an
appellate division decision that dc
dared the county tax invalid in a
atilt involving two disputed 1954
ill On TV
to the head In the fifth round
The Nigerian went all-out for a
knockout in the sixth but Webb
stymied him with his AIM from
long range.
The bouts were staged in the Em-
press Hall.
Logan, 2.5, has 52-3-5 list that
includes 19 kayoes.
Friday night's TV-Radio (NBC)
10-rounder bring.; together light
heavyweight contender Jessie
Bowdry of St. Louis and unranked
Jerry Luedee of New Haven, Conn.
at Louisville, Ky.
Young Bowdry, seeking his lOth
straight victory, is favored at
11 over Luedee, who hasn't
fought since he was oinpointed by
Canadian Yvon Durelle last De-
cember. Imedee's 23-7,1 record in-
cludes 13 knockouts. Bowdry won
18 of his 22 victories by kayoes,
lie was beaten twice.
LOS ANGELES— (UPI) —The
heavyweight title fight between
champion Floyd Patterson and
challenger Roy Harris of Cut and
Shoot, Tex., appeared definitely
set with a new promoter, Wil-
liam Rosensohn, stepping in to
replace Al Weill.
Rosensohn disclosed at a press
conference held by the co-spon-
soring Hollywood American Le-
gion Stadium that he had failed
an application for a promoter's li-
cense, hid obtained the signed
contracts of Patterson and liar-
us and had hired veteran Seattle
promoter Jack Hurley to act as
his advisor and promotion direct-
WEILL REBUFFED
Although the State Athletic Com-
mission, which refused to give
Weill a license, still has to ap-
prove Rosensohn as promoter sod
the tentative date of Aug. 18, com-
mission executive secretary Jack
Urch said he was confident both
would be acceptable and he would
conduct a telephonie ballot of the
commissioners in the next few
days.
Urch told the press conference
that he had contacted Patterson's
manager. Cus D'Amato, last week
and indicated that Weill will not
be approved by the commission
as promoter of the bout but that
action was not to be taken as a
lack of desire to have the fight
staged in Los Angeles.
Rosenaohn then took aver arid
disclosed he was in D'Amato's
New York office last week when
Urch called. The television execu-
tive said it was a er,se of being
"in the right place at the right
time" and he offered to promote
the baut.
"Cus D'Amato asked me, 'Do
you have enough cabbage7,"
Rosensohn said. "When he told me
it would take about $100,000 t
handle the promotinn, I told hina
I could put that up."
Rosensohn had been vice presi-
dent of Teleprompter Corp., a
closed circuit television firm that
had handled numerous sports
events. Ile resigned from the corn•
pany when he went arter the Pat-
terson-lfarria bout which be ex-
pects will gross $500,000.
KNEW CARRO
The business executive also re-
vealed that he was in Houston,
I Tex., at about the tune Urch was
I announcing the California Com-
mission had refused Weill a li-
cense because of his alleged as-
sociation with New York gamb-
ler Frank Carbo.
Rosensohn immediately obtain-
ed D'amato's signature to a con-
tract for Patterson and then
drove to Cut and Shoot, Tex., to
get Harris' signature.
Under terms of the agreement
Harris is guaranteed $100,000 for
the fight which will come from the
champion's 50 per cent of the
gate.
George Parnassus. matchmaker
for the Olympic Auditorium, im-
mediately protested the suggest-
ed Aug. 18 date as being too
close to his scheduled ouldoer boet
between Carmen Basile) and Art,
Aragon. Parnassus previously haai
objected to Aug. 4 for tic boutl
when Weill was attempting to ar-1
range it as being toe soon after
the Pete Rademacher.Zora Colley
"Fight For Lives" charity clash,
Urch said he would discuss the
date squabble with both sides and
then forward the information to
the commission which will have
the final determination.
D'Amato said Patterson already
was in training far the fight at
Monticello. N. Y., and would come
out here a month before the fight
to finish his training.
NEW BOSS — General Manager
Frank lane of Cleveland Indians
fired Bobby Reagan as team man-
ager and replaced hi mwith Joe
Gordon, shown here in a 1947
pose and uniform. Gordon, former
Yankee and Indian star, was one
of sparkplugs in cieveland's 1.0481
pennant and world series drive.
P  •
Stitch Polishes
Off Duke Harris
PCL All-Stars
Ready For Tilt
In Vancouver
PHOENIX. Ariz. — (UPI) —
The Pacific Coast league Southern
All-Star team was named to take
on the Northern All-Stars in Van-
couver June 30.
Phoenix, San Diego. and Salt
Lake City each placed three on the
squad &lateen by the fans, while
Sacramento had one. Manager
Red Davis of Phoenix, who will
direct the Southerners. filled out
the roster with his personal choice
of eight players.
Named by fan voting were right-handed pitcher Don Urquhart of
Salt Lake: left handed pitcher
Hal Woodeshick of San Diego:
Earl Averill, catcher, San Diego:
Dick Stuart. first base, Salt Lake:LOUISVILLE. Ky. — (UPI)
Sacra-
weight, polished off Detroit's Duke
Rudell Stitch, Louisville welter-!
mFenton Andre Rodgers. shortstop,
Harry Bright, second base, 
Harris with right hand smashes in Phoenix:e ix; Bob Prescott, third base. 
Trautman Lauds
the early and middle rounds for a Congress Actionplication from promoter Manny and outfielders CarlosHeiklen of Sunnyside Gardens on
Long Island. Heiklen has offered unanimous decision in the 10-round
fight at the Armory Thursdayto promote Monday night TV fights
night.laws. The sun was brought after for a reported $2,500 weekly fee.Brenner had been receiving a Stitch in the second 10-rounderShe City of Saratoga Springs also 
weekly fee of $4,750 from the Du- of his career opened cuts aroundlevied the tax on the harness race Mont network to televise Monday both of the Michigan welter.track admissions, 
night matches. In renegotiating weight champion's eyes but there
Die COPTS of appeals held that the contract, the network offered were no knockdowns.the laws were me iseemaistent a redirect rate of $3.500 per show. Stitch weiehed in at 146 1-2 to
and dill sot conflict with each Brenner refused to extend the Harris' 147 1-2 a crowd estimated mento. and Don Williams, Salt hoped the Senate will show thOditer. contract beyond Aug. 4. at 800 was on hand for the event. Lake. bill the same "vote of confidence.'
Pan-Am Rules
Announced
— The executive committee of the
Pan American Sports organization
announced the rules and program
of the Pan American games to
be held in Chicago in 1959.
The committee listed among
the game's activities the follow-
ing events: track and field, gym-
nastics, combat sports, water
sports, basketball, baseball, foot-
ball, nautical sports, weightlifting,
tennis and volleyball.
Athletes participating in the
games, the committee said, must
be citizens of the country they re-
present. In case of possessions or
territories, athletes must be na-
tives of the territories or natur-
alized citizens for three years pri-
or to the games.
The committee announced that
any event, in which at least five
member countries participate, will
be considered official competition
in the games. It said events with
less than five countries participat•
ing will be "exhibitions."
Official entry blanks for regis-
tration, the committee said, will
be sent six months ahead of the
games to the National Olympic
Committee of each member coun-
try. The blanks are for registra-
tion by country in each sports
classification.
The National Olympte Commit-
tees will certify qualification of
each contestant as an amateur.
The committee said that false in-
formation given by atheltes per-
taining to their amateur standing
or nationality will disqualify them.
The committee announced that
all contestants will receive a com-
memorating badge and participa-
tion certificates. First place
winners will receive a vermeil
medal; second place, silver med-
als; and third place, bronze med-
als.
Florida A&M
Coach Clinic
Is 'Biggest'
TALLAHASSEE — Some 125 col_
lege and high school coarhes gath-
ered here last week for the 14th
annual Florida Adilei university
Coaching Clinic.
"It was the largest group to
attend the clinic, and I certainly
hope what they received here will
aid them in their program back
home," said Coach Jake Gaith-
er. Gaither has been the director
of the clinic since its inception in
Rival coaches of Gather from
Tennessee AiSa State university and
Morris Brown college attended the
clinic sponsored by the department
of physical education and health
and the athletic department of
Florida A&M university.
After soaking up 48 hours and
20 minutes of football lectures,
seeing six game movies and sev-
eral training films, one coach was
heard saying: "The saturation point
has set in." The group that re.
mained for the basketball section
heard eight more hours of lectures
by Ray Crowe and saw a film.
DOUBLE VISION —T It •
Haines twins, Robert (left) and
Robert, clutch the same bat
after signing with the PhIllies
for an undisclosed bonus. The
Montclair, N. J., high school
three letter athletes will start
their pro baseball career with •
the Johnson City, Tenn., farm
club Telephoto)
CLOWNS COME UP WITH
AMBIDEXTROUS HURLER
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. — The word
is out! Syd Pollock's Indianapolis
Clowns have come up with the
find of the 1958 baseball season.
A pitcher who can hurl from
either side of the rubber.
Ulysses Grant Greene, a 17-year-
old native of Tobaccos ille, N. C.,
is the "find." He signed a con-
tract little more than a month
ago and already has become the
big drawing card on the Clowns'
29th road tour.
Greene is already the topic of
conversation at Forbes Field, Pitts-
burgh, where the Clowns make
their next major league stop on
Monday night, July 7. Opposing
the four-time ex-Negro American
League champs will be the Los
Angeles Hawks. champs of the col-
ored Pacific League.
Getting back to Greene, this
youngster has all the poise of a
seasoned veteran and a variety of
pitches that would make many it
up and take notice.
This 6'1" 165-pounder has spent
his first few weeks with the
Clowns keeping opposing batters
bewildered with his double-deal-
ing And it's no wonder because ,
ambidextrous hurling is a rarity.
Greene likes to go right-handed
against the right-hand hatters, then
switch to southpaw for the left-
ies. The scouts are trying hard to
figure which is his natural throw-
ing arm as he bears down in true
Bob Feller fashion.
He's got good control and a
tremendous delivery, and already
has proven himself to be a draw-
ing card and novelty with the
club. He fits in perfectly with the
top-noteh diamond attractien which
is this season featuring in addition
to big-time baseball a variety of
tricks plus the fabulous Rock 'n
Roll Baseball Fun Show.
Greene is sure to break box of-
fice records wherever he appears,
were All the clinicians specialist Althea Tigress
in their lecture subjects. Woody
Hayes told of Ohio State's power —
and belly series, Georgia Tech's
Tonto Coleman stressed t h e In Defeating
kicking game.
Perry Moss of Wisconsin discuss.
ed develoment of quarterbacks,
m
and his Big Ten rival, Illinois' Burt
Ingwersen, talked about defensive
line play. Frank Howard of Clem-
son went even farther. He lectured
on offensive and defensive play
with his backfield coach Charlie
Waller.
Three Florida coaches and a
trainer got into the picture too
Coach Harvey Robinson of the
University of Florida explained
the UF offense. Florida State's
Tom Nugent talked about unbal-
anced lines with regular attacks.
UF's Sam Lankford gave tips on
training and conditioning.
Miami's Gene Ellenson passed
out hints on defense. His Hurri-
canes topped the nation in defense
in 1956.
Nick Kotys demonstrated points
in preparation and organization of
a winning high school football
team, lie was the "Coach of the
Year" in 1956 and is athletic di-
rector and head coach at Coral
Gables High.
"All in all," said Tonto Cole-
man, "it was a great clinic, and
I want you to know that Jake
is a mighty fine gentleman and
he is doing a wonderful job for
his people and the coaching pro-
fession."
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Pro-
motor Teddy Brenner agreed to
stage televised Monday night bouts
at St. Nicholas Arena at a reduc-
ed sponsor's rate of 53.500 per
show until Aug. 4, but the con-
tract will terminate beyond that
date.
Comniissioner Julius Helfand of
the New York State Athletic Com-
mission said that if Brenner sub-
mits a new- contract with another
TV sponsor. before the exairation
of the summer program, then the
commission will consider an ap.
Bernier, Salt Lake: Dave Pope,
San Diego; and Dusty Rhodes,
Phoenix.
The eight players selected by
Davis were Clay Dalrymple. catch-
er, Sacramento: Eddie Kazak, in-
fielder. San Diego: Jim McDaniel,
outfielder, Salt Lake; and pitchers
Bill Werle, San Diego; Dom Zanni,
Phoenix; Bud Watkins, Sacra
COLUMBUS, Ohio — UPI) —
George Trautman, president of the
Minor Leagues, applauded the ac-
tion of the House of Representa-
tives in passing the Walter-Keat-
ing sports bill.
! Trautman called the passage "a
truly team victory "
The minor league boss said h
By ROBERT C. DOWSON
WIMBLEDON. Eng. — (UPI) —
Althea Gibson of New York, de-
fending champion and No. 1 seed
in women's singles at the Wimble-
don championships, reached the
fourth round 'Thursday by defeat-
ing Yolanda Ramirez of Mexico,
9-7, 6.2.
Little Miss Ramirez, hitting longi
and accurate drives from the base-
line, shocked Miss Gibson by tak-
ing a 3-1 lead in the first set.
Passed repeatedly by the Mexi-
can's drives when she rushed the
net, Althea switched to Yoland's
baseline game. She finally pulled
even and won the first set by
breaking through in the 16th game.
In the final set. Althea again
remained in the hack court most
of the time, outdriving the Mexi-
can at her own game.
Second-seeded Christikne Tru-
man of England coasted into the
fourth round with a 30-minute, 5-3,
6•1 victory over Jill Rook of Eng-
land. Miss Truman, 17, a six-foot-
er who upset Althea in the recent
Wightman Cup play, simply
practiced her shots.
Preacher Roe Having
Woe With Thieves
WEST PLAINS, Mo. — (UPI) --
Preacher Roe, the former Brook-
lyn Dodger pitching star who was
hardly ever bothered by Fancy
Dan base stealers because of his
excellent pickoff motion, has been
bothered by other things.
Roe's supermarket in West
Plains was robbed of $1,000 some
two months ago and again of 6100
this week.
and like the fabulous Satchel Paige
he emits to pitah everyday — so
that could mean a daily record
at the turnstile for Sad Pollock's
high flying Clowns.
And speaking of Pollock, he has'
this to Say of Green's ability. !
He's got everything it takes to!
ALTHEA GIBSON. Wimble-
don singles champion, pictur-
ed as she comes through with
a backhand shot during her
match against Margaret Hell.
yer of Australia during second
HOUSTON, Tex. — (UPI) —
Champion Joe Brown has ended
what challenger Kenny Lane call-
ed two years of waiting by signing
a contract to defend his world
lightweight title in a 15-round
bout here July 23.
Brown, 33, will meet the first.
ranked Muskegon, Mich., contend-
er in a bout which is expected to
fill the 11,000 seat Houston Coli-
seum.
"Hell have to knock me out
to win and I don't think it will
go the full 15 rounds," Lane said.
Comparing his relative youth
with the seasoned Brown, 26-year
old Lane 'aid he could "set a
fast pace and keep it tip." He also
admitted Brown was a hard
puncher, but added "I'm a pretty
bard puncher myself."
Brown will take home 40 per
cent of the gate and 20 per cent
of the Wednesday night television
purse.
His southpaw challenger. who at
tinies sounded as if lie would fight
Brown for free, will receive the
underdog's cut of 20 per cent
of the gate and 20 per cent from
television.
Lane, excited about the pros-
pects of his initial try for the!
title after what he termed two
years of waiting and hoping, said
his msteh with Brown would be
"the greatest fight in the history
of the lightweight title."
He predicted. "It will also be
the roughest either Brown or I
have ever had."
Brown won the championship
from Wallace I Bud) Smith is'
1956. Since then he has success-
become a major league prospect,
and what a novelty he's become
on the road. He's only 17 and
should be adding to his 165 pound
weight as he develops. We're go-
ing to use him almost daily for a
few innings against all top oppo-
sition."
round singles action of Wim-
bledon tournament in Eng-
land, Althea came through in
fine fashion to win match, 6-0,
6-2, in 25 minutes. UPI tele-
photo,
fully defended the crown five timellthe latest against Ralph Dimas on
May 7 for a $36,000 payday, his'biggest in 12 years of profession-
al boxing.
In the event Lane wins the title,Brown gets a return match with-in 60 days with a 40 - 30 per cent
split between the champion andthe challenger.
Jorgenson Defeats
Rocky Randell In 10
HOUSTON. Tex. — (UPI)
Second
-ranked featherweight con-
tender Paul Jorgenson Tuesday
night punched out an easy
round decision over Texas hg
weight champion Rocky Handel(before a crowd of 3.000 that paida total gate of 18,000.
In a three r011nd exhibition onthe same card, Roy Harris, sched-
uled to fight for the heavyweight
championship Aug. 18 in Los An-geles, made his first ring appear-
since since last August.
Ringside observers, including
manager Lou Viscusi, said Harris
showed sharper punching and abetter jab than he had at anytime in his career.
Harris last bout was a 10
-rounddecision over Willi Besmanof inHouston just before he began a
six-month tour of duty in the armylast fall.
Texas leads in crowing spinachfor fresh market sale.
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Fisk  To Host Race Relations Institute
15th Event Set
For June 30
NASHVILLE, Tenn. -1 The an-
nual Institute of Race Relations
is scheduled to meet at Fisk uni
versity here from June 30 to July
11.
The upcoming Institute is t h e
15th co - sponsored by Fisk and
the Race Relations department of
the American Missionary Associa-
tion Board of Home Missions of
the Congregational Christian
church.
It will bring to Fisk university
some 140 industrialists, labor lead-
ers, educators, ministers, social
workers and other professional
leaders from 30 states. In addi-
tion, special delegations from Pu-
erto Rican, Indian - American and
Spanish - speaking groups will be
In attendance.
Some of the nation's top authori-
ties in the area of race relations
Will act as consultants for the In-
stitute. Included among them will
be:
THURGOOD MARSHALL, chief
legal counsel of the NAACP; the
, •
Niusiclans
By THEODORE C. STONE
Overwhelming and widespread
interest was displayed in Sunday
evening's presentation of t h e
Birth of the Spiritual" by the
Goodwill Spiritual chmr of Monu-
mental Baptist church under the
direction of Arthur Logan, direc-
tor.
A capacity audience was present
and from the outburst of applause,
from time to time the music as
well as the spoken word, a sort
of continuity given by Logan met
with favorable reception.
In time and space allotted for
such a program many songs were
sung and the introduction set forth
the following information.
In 1619 a Dutch vessel landed
20 African natives in America of
various tribes, with rhythms of
their wild barbaric drumbeats and
melodies still throbbing in their
hearts.
Logan Dr. Welch
I Many of them not speaking the
same language and each with a dif-
ferent rhythm or drumbeat in his
blood.
Suddenly transplanted in a new
land and thrust into bondage their
feelings and innermost emotions
were expressed through t h eir
songs.
A natural love for melody cou-
pled with dynamic rhythms an d
rhapsodic change the soul of the
Negro was expressed in the spirit-
ual.
So, as far as all records go this
was the 'Birth of the Spiritual.'
Many of these songs — spirituals
are taken from the King James
version of the Bible, with the
slaves adding their basic African
rhythms.
While many of the spirituals are
'classified as religious songs, they
fall in many categories.
During the course of the pro-
gram many new and unheard ex-
amples were brought forth and
while many 'old familiar friends'
were sung, the vast crowd had a
chance to explore through the in- t
dustry and effort of Logan a rich )
harvest of song.
The program included some typi-
cal examples of these categories
—chants, spirituals, jubilees, camp
meeting songs, semi - religious
songs, plantation melodies a n d
work songs and a segment from
gospel songs with Prof. Thomas f
A. Dorsey, America's foremost
writer and composer of the form
and his Celestrial Trio singing
some of them.
Dr. Rosa Page Welch, another c
guest gave only a few brief, but
well chosen remarks, and sang a
rarely heard spiritual. Dr. Welch t
was very effective.
MUSIC SCHOOL CONCERT
The 17th annual concert of thel t
Clarence Cameron White School'
of Music will be presented Sunday,
June 29. at 7 p.m. a
ill Lincoln Cen-
ter, 700 E. Oak-•
wood blvd.
This school
was organized in
1941 by Herman
Billingsley, and
n o w serving a
cultural purpose
In this commu-
atty. Goasette
Sunday's pro-
gram promises to be the moat out-,
standing from the point of per-
formance and variety given dur-
ing the past 17 years.
Walter E. Gossette, distinguish-i
ed musician, organist and veteran
organist is president of the schno1.1
THELMA LOY° IN PROGRAM
I REV. WILL CAMPBELL, South-
ern Regional Office National
Council of Churches, Nashville,
Tenn.; DON SHOEMAKER — ex-
ecutive director of the Southern
Education Reporting Servi Ce;
DR. G. McLEED BRYAN, profes-
sor in the School of religion,
Wake Forest college, Winston Sal-
em, N. C.; D. JOHN BURMA,
head, Department of Sociology,
Grinnell college, Grinnell,
Also DR. DAN DODSON, pro-
fessor of education and head of
the Institute for Human Relations,
New York university; HAROLD
FLEMING, executive director,
Southern Regional Council, At-
lanta, Ga.; DR. LEWIS W.
JONES, director, Southern Rural
Life Center, Tuskegee, A I a.'
FRED ROUTH, associate direc-
tor, Southern Regional Council,
Atlanta, Ga. and REV. CHES-
TF.R A. MARCU S. race relations
secretary,. Evangelical and Re-
formed church, Cleveland, Ohio.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Bessie Fears was hostess
to the Cream of Bessemer Savings
club, at her home recently.
Devotion was led by Mrs. Fears
and the singing of the hymn *Je-
sus Keep Me Near The Cross."
following by a reading of the 23rd
Psalm,
Mrs. Sallie Harris led the pray
er. After the meeting was over
refreshments were served. T h e
club is open for new members
and those interested should call
Mrs. Harris, at HA 8-3602.
Officers of the club are Mrs.
Harris, president; Mrs. Kathrine
Burks, vice president; Mrs. Clar-
ice Mims, recording secretary;
Mrs. Willie Mae Gilbert, corre-
sponding secretary; Mrs. Bessie
Fears. treasurer; Mrs. El/en
Beverly, assistant treasurer; Mrs.
Charlott Howard, critic' and Mrs.
Sarah Carr and Kate Fagan are
members.
Mrs. Laura Smith recently re
turned to the city after spending
two months with her daughter and
somin-aw Mr. and Mrs. James
Jones of Detroit, Mich. M r a
Jones recently gave birth to a
fine baby boy. Cedric George
Jones of which Mr, and Mrs.
Jones are very proud.
Jessie Fisher's foot required
five stitches when a rack fell on
him while working on his job at
Pine Mines.
Inge Miller of 9th St . is a pa-
tient-It the Veteran's hospital, Bin
mingham, Ala.
Our get well wiihes are to
Mrs. Mary Long. wife of J o e
Long who is a patient at the Bes-
semer general hospital.
Clarence Shafford and Miss Gus. 
aleLee Moore were visitors in the
morning worship at the St. John
Independent Methodist Church
June 1.
The Fourth Annual Men's Day
program was observed at the Sha-
dy Grove Missionary Baptist Sun-
day. June 8. Theme: Man's Nev-
er ending struggle to secure
World's Brotherhood. Introduction
of guest speaker, Rev. G. W.
Slone. Guest speaker Dr. Luke
Beard, pastor of the 16th St. Bap-
tist church, Birmingham. Deacon
A. L. Flanagan, master of cere-
monies, Rev. G. W. Slone pastor
Visiting ,in the morning worship
at the St. John Independent Meth-
odist church Sunday June 15, 1958
were Miss Joyce Harris, al i as
Brenda Gilder and Miss Betty
Joyce Gilder. Rev. R. G. Wit-
lams pastor.
Wedding ceremony of Miss Ber-
ha Cover, daughter of Mrs. (H-
ie Spencer, 410 Omega at., Bir-
mingham and Mr. Harold Sanders
son of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore
104 6th St., Lipscomb, was held
at the home of Mrs. Lula Pell
Campbell, 6624 3rd ave., N. Bir-
mingham, Sunday Jure 1 al 3:30
p.m Wedding ceremony was per-
ormed by the Rev. M. L. Curry,
matron of honor, Mrs. Arizona Mc
Carter; Best man, Glennivle Mc
Carter; Ring bearer. Miss Petri-
ia Cheryl Petters. Guest at the
eremony was the lovely Miss
Harold recently from Boston,
Mass. Mrs. Gertrude Welch, sis-
er of the former Miss Bertha Ca-
er and a friend, Miss Barbara
McCauley of Chicago, Ill. Recep-
ion was at the home of Mrs.
Lula Bell Campbell, Birmingham.
Sam Allen, son-in-law of Mr.
rid Mrs. Jessie Reed is visiting
is wife, Mrs. Arthur D. .411en,
who has been sick for some time.
us parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Allen, his sister. Mrs Geneva
Wiggins and other relatives and
riends of the city.
of Thelma D. Loyo will be held aC
the Lyon and Healy Concert hall,
Monday, July 14, at 8:15 p.m.
This is the annual recital by Pu-I
pits of Mrs. Loyo, one of the com-
munity's best known musicians.
Mrs. Loyo will also present as
guest artist the well known organ-,
let, Herman Taylor.
Taylor is organist choirmaster'
at Greater Bethesda B a ptist'
church and has played on a num-
ber of recitals throughout °Mea-
1 Pianorganza presenting pupilst (plead.
GIFTS FOR GOVERNOR—
elected to that office by Volun-
teer Girls' Staters at Tennes-
see State university, awards
were presented to Clarks‘ille's
16year-old Rosa Walker (right)
by Mrs. Wilma B. Dodd, anier•
ican Legion State auxiliary
president (left) and 11th dis-
trict president Mrs. Bertha
Estes (center). The 11th din-
CANTON pal of the Greater Rosenwald
A tea was given by the .IMA's high school.
of Mt. Zion Baptist church, at the! Many of the inservice teachers
home of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. John-1 spent 'Father's day' at t heir
son. Sunday, June 15, from 4 to homes.
P•ra• A Father's Day program Was
I Included among the delegates held at Anderson chapel of which
attending the National Baptist S. Rev. W. C. Armstrong is pastor.
C. and BTU Congress at Omaha Guest speaker was Dr. J. L. Tol-
Neb.. were Rev. W. L. Jones, Rev. bert New Albany, Miss., w h o
N. B. Jackson, Rev. S. W. Win- was introduced by Dr. F. F. Ran-
ston, Rev. Caleb Anthony, Rev, kin, president of Rust college.
and Mrs. P. F Parker and Mrs. A Male chorus was heard dur-
C. L. Johnson. The party traveled
by rail to the congress.
Mrs, Amelia Lloyd, Mr a n d
Mrs. Jim Jones and their niece
and nephew Shirley M. and Johr
Jones motored to Mobile. Ala.
last Sunday to visit with relatives
and friends.
Last rites were said for Clar-
ence Caldwell, Sunday, June 15, at
Mt. Hope Baptist church of which
he was a member for many years.
Crldwell Was also a member of
Vestal Lodge No. 3 30, Knights
of Pythias. He is survi,ed by a
wife, two sons, two daughters a
sister, several grand children, sev-
eral nieces and other relatives
and friends. Rev. W. L. Jones
pastor of the church officateed.
Peoples' Funeral home was in
charge of the service.
Mrs. Iris Bradley has returned
from a trip to Hattiesburg where
she attended the funeral of her
sister Mrs. Juanita Nicholson
who died recently.
Mrs. Katherine But'er and her
young son a sister of. Mrs. Brad-
ley after attending the funeral
visited in her home in Canton
before returning to Chicago Ill.
where they reside.
•
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
Vacation Bible school sessions i
were held at First Baptist church
with 135 students enrolled and all
St. Paul Methodist church with an
equally large number attending.
Classes at First Baptist were
held from June 9 to June 13 con-
cluding with a program on Sunday
June 15 and the classes at St.,
Paul started on June 2 to Jane!
11 with their program being held .
on June 15 also.
Death claimed Mrs. Clara Flagg
Mrs. Mollie Dixon's aunt.
Mr. Leonard Swanson and fam-
ily recently visited with his moth-
er Mrs. Susie Anne Swanson.
Swanson is a resident of Youngs-
town Ohio.
The Dunbar Social chit, met at
the home of Mrs. Lou Jane Hines
on Friday night, June 20. with a
goodly number of members pres-
ent.
There were several visitors pres-
ent also.
Miss Lois Ann Hines is vaca-
tioning in St. Louis for the rest
of the S'.1111010.:. Mrs. Sephronia
Cade, seam a week eith hee niece
in St. Lone; Mr. Edd Biths who
Lad been ill for aevetal weeks
died Siinday. June 22
The cengregations of Flirt Bap-
tist and Pilgrim Rest eaaed with
St. Paul Methodist church, in help-
ing with theic program last Suu-
day. Rev. .1. Gettys. pastor of,
First Baptist church was the main
speaker. Mr. and Mrs. Einry
her and Mrs. Margie Fudge of,
Chicago were called home to at-
tend their parents who are both
Mrs Sylvia Houston of Chicago
is visiting her sisters Mess El-
nora Brock and Mrs. Nancy Full-
er. She also Visited Mrs. Pinky'
James at Oknlena.
Rev. J. H. Washingtor, West
Point made a brief visit with his
mother Mrs. Sallie Washington
last week.
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
A CORRECTION PLEASE:
Dr. E. E. Rankin jr. is presi-
dent of M I. college and not Rust
college as was stated in a pre-
vious article.
Dr. Ernest Smith is president of
Rust college.
Prof. Fred Moore is the planet-
ing the program and the hymn
-Faith of Our Fathers" was also
sung on the occasion.
Prof. Joseph Ford, Jr., gave the
origin of 'father day.'
Prof. leleyd Miller, was chair-
man of the progrhm.
• • •
PICKENS
By MRS. GRACE B. STIGLER
After spending tv.o months with
her mother Mrs. Marie Ford, Mrs.
Linnie Henderson, has returned to
Chicago where she resides.
• • •
DUBELIN
Carrie Mae TicTivIch recently
attended a week's Bible study in
Clarksdale.
The KrisVate and Damehtrre of
Tabar held their anr.ual service
recently. Josie P. Fotd, reporter.
OKOLONA
Mrs. Lillie Word has reterned
home from a. trip to St. Louis
Mo.
News has reached this reporter
that anyone knowing the where.
abouts (if Brady Buchanan get in
!touch with his hister, Mrs. Ella
Mae Wilson, 211 Jefferson at Oko•
tons, or his brother, Sam Bawf-
ford, 11 Weymire at Webster
Grove, Mo.
He was last heard of in New
York City, M. Moore, reporter.
e •
COLD WATER
Men's day program held last
Sunday at Bates Chapel CME
church, Rev. C. Jones, pastor,
was quite a success.
The guest speaker was Muster
Hightower, Sandia, Miss.
Mr .and Mrs. Ror Phillips en-
tertained Mr. Hightower and his
wife at dinner following the pro-
gram.
Mrs. Eunice Caldwell and Mrs.
Eva Finley have retarred from
visits in Chicago and Detroit
where they spent some time.
While away they visited Mrs
Minnie Phillips, and Mrs. Jessie
Hatch.
Wartha Washington left Mon-
day for Chicago where he will vis-
it with his daughter and her fam-
ily.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Phillips, their
children Mrs. Eunice Caldwell,
Mrs. Mary Flenn and Barbara
Kimmer motored to Oxford, Miss.
Sunday to visit their uncle.
STARK VILLE
By MRS. FANNIE MOORE
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Sheridan
and little danghter, Heide Marie.
of Chicago, Ill., spent two weeks
Mrs Jessie Bishop the parents of
visiting in the home of Mr. am
Mrs. Sheridan.
They returned to their home last
Friday accompanied by Miss
Joyce Bishop to spend her vaca-
tion for the summer.
Miss Cora D. Cannon and Mr.
James Harvey Bardwell were
quietly married recently.
Miss Cannon iv the daaghter of
Mrs. Mary Lou Cannon of t e
Sand Creek Community. She at-
tended school at O. C'. T. S. and
graduated with her husband May
31
trict of the American Legion
was the sponsoring organize-
lion for the girls' state week-
long encampment at Tennessee
state. Photo by Clanton
bliz day at Mt. Gilead MR church,
Res'. T. L. Tipten, pastor.
Rev. Tipton gave the message
end ordained two young deacons
during the service.
The young deacons ordained
were Brother Rodell S,o ndren
Odell Draper and Bro, Lenton
gave the prayer which followed the
service.
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Fields
Milwaukee. Wis., and their two
children Marlyn and David Stan-
ley spent the week ni jure. 8 with
their parents Mr. and Mrs. David
Willy. •
They also visited Mr. and airs
Stanley Fields. sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Elaser Rratcher
jr., Memphis. and their children
were Fourth Sunday visitors with
their parents. Mr. and Mrs. Elas
Cr Bratcher, sr.
They also visited with Mrs. ,Tel
sic Hines.
Robert Joiner. who has hen In
the U. S. Navy has been dischat
ed and is now at home with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Joiner. Mrs. Lorense Ganghorn,
Memphis, was a visitor at the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jess Hines.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Hines, hrough
J W. Mackey, from Memphis to
spend some time with his sister,
Mrs. Beane Hines. Even tho Mr.
Mackey is slightly ill he came here
10 recuperate and to visit is i a
niece, Miss Imelene Fox and his
other sister, Mrs. Florence Golo-
day, from Oxford, who is also
here.
AUGUSTA
Mrs. Ilatlie Perry Was honored
recently with a surprise party at
the home of her daeghter and
sen-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Griffin, in celebration of her 71st
birthday.
The house was beautifnily dec-
orated with gladioli and other sea-
sonal flowers.
Among those present to enjoy
the affair were: Mr, and Mrs. Sim-
mie Perry Mr. and Mrs Chroni-
ele Perry, Mr. and Mrs. Roose-
velt Perry, Mr. Cleveland Perry,
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Cummings,
Mrs. Annie Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Dunn, Mrs. Mollie Aaron,i
airs. Nina Cheatem, Mrs. Mildred
Betimes, Mrs. Lucy Jordan,
Mrs. Loretta Samuels, M r I.
Mr. Bardwell is the grandson or
Mrs. Lula Bardwell.
• • •
BATESVILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER,
The Fourth Sendai, services at
New Enon MB church, Rev J. C.
Ilentr, pastor were very inspiring
with the pastor preaching a splen-
did sermon and Rev. Mabreaa al1101_
made remarks at the close of the
sees ice .
a&M PROFESSOR RETIRES
Charles C. Blasting. Sr. (third
afrom left) recently retired fol-
lowing 33 years yr service as
Instructor in tailoring at Flori-
Since being away from the inn
-1
mediate orders of our doctor we
feel free to attempt to send a bit
of late news from our city and
sicinity this week.
We begin with our feeling of
loneliness resulting from the ab-
sence of our sister, Mrs. I. N. Giv-
ens, who, accompanied by Mrs.
Maggie Aldrich, former supervisor
of schools in Tangipahoa Parish,
left Sunday afternoon for a enliSt
that includes, The Virgin Islands,
the Bahamas, and other points in
those vicinities.
Mrs. Givens' trip, financed by the
group of educators that she has
supervised for the past several
years, means much to help her
recuperate from the strenuous ac-
tivities of supervision and constant
driving to meetings, homes, etc
We are writing these "few lines,
this week," from llouston. Tex.,
ivhere we are recuperating in the
home of our our niece and neph-
ew, and where both Mr. and Mrs.
la. H. Purnell are really making
us feel at home.
Although we did not ask our doe.
tr'x permission, we hope to go
to the hospital where our niece,
Mrs. Zenobia Robers, Is, and has
been for. shout four weeks,
Here because of the hospitaliza-
tion of her sister, Mrs. Roberts,
is Mrs. Ora Mae Nance-Lewis,
of McComb. Miss., who with her
young son and daughter, Nathaniel
Lewis and Teryl Alice Lewis.
are visiting and giving all the pos-
sible assistance as they co-oper-
JACKSON tY
By C. A. AGNEW
Marian Pauline Murray was pre-
sented in her senior recital lay the
Lane College Music department
recently, and was accompanied at
the piano by Freddie L. Clarke,
a junior.
Miss Murray, a soprano of fine
quality was heard in a program
which included among the selec-
tions such widely separated arias
as Where'er You Walk, from"Se-
mele," by Handel: Ave Maria by
Shubert, and the Spiritual "Wade
In De Water" arranged by South
all.
Displaying her versatility Miss
Murray seated herself at the piano
arid performed beautifully Bee-
thoven's Sonata, No. 8, in C. Minor
Pathetique
Possessed not only with a lovely
voice of range and color, Miss
Murray has a radiant personality
which was maintained throughout
the recital. She held her audience
spellbound.
A reception was held in honor of
the singer after the recital in the
Isaac .1. Berry Music Hall.
In addition to giving this recital,
Miss Murray has auditioned for
a concert manager.
Fir. and Mrs. A. L. Murray are
the parents of the singer and Mr
and Mrs. L. Clark of Jackson are
the parents of the accompanist.
• • •
NEWBERN
By ARCHIA WOODS
Rey. Edding and his brother
were dinner guests at the home
of Mrs. Mary E. Jennings the past
Sunday.
Ethel Curry, Deacon Frank Poe-
um, Mrs. Gladys Stewart and chil-
dren, Cleveland, Vivian A., and
Christine, Mr. Dave Parks, Mr.
Robert Parks, Mr. Julanie Lamp-
kin, Miss Joyce Perry and Miss,
Eleanor Parka.
da AAA. In recognition of his
outstanding service and inspi-
ration to countless students and
friends, he was presented a
ate with doctors and nurses In
their efforts to help Mrs. Roberta
regain her usual good health.
It is not easy to forge the dis-
plays, the march through prin-
cipal pails of our city, the interest-
ing programtnes rendered every
day, or the many other out-
standing activities carried out by
the officers and members of Louis-
iana's Bayou Boys State during
their State Session held in Southern
university last week,
All state officers were elected.
Their Governor and his staff rode
"in state" as they followed the
large, representative parade. Es-
pecially were the ninny who came
from distances, elated and encour-
aged over recognition shown these
boys.
We did not get to see the parade
of Girls State officials and mem-
bers hut we learned that they
showed the type of failure women
leadet a of whoni we will surely
be proud. Then too, this group will
have new ideas and aspiration to
go back home and do more to
make for upright, law abiding
Citizens of our stata.
For just as Inert TI. 'nicker,
jr., merited being elected Govern
or of Bayou Boys State and wa
formally installed before that large
appreciative appreciat se group o
citizens, at a 4 p. in ceremony
in McKinley Senior 1'0 !With,
ium, so, may other deseving boys
be recognized in the future.
Their former friends arre wet.
coming Mrs. Rosa Feauchanip
Kennedy and her sister, Mrs. Lena
Mrs. Mary Lou Hamilton attend
ed the Missionary Officers train
ing Institute at Lane college at
Jackson. Tenn., recently.
The Baptist Missionary Society
met at the home of Miss Willie
Mae Johnson, Monday night of
last week and Mrs. Addie John-
son and Mrs. Mattie Watson were
hostesses.
St. Paul's Missionary Society
met at the home of Mrs. Meddle
Bell Jones Tuesday night.
Mra. Alice Harris gave a dinner
party in honor of her father Mr.
Brice Woods recently. Other guest
present were Mrs. Archie Woods,
Earl Woods and Mary Lou Ham-
ilton.
Funeral services were held for
Rev. P. Haskins last Sunday and
the funeral was well attended.
• • •
BOLIV A It
By JENNIE PRICH
The County Council of If 0 m t
Demonstration Club of Bolivar
held their regular meeting on
Saturday, June It, at the Bolivar
Industrial school.
Mr. E. R. Shockley, assistant
county agent of Negro work in
Hardeman County was honored
at the meeting.
Mr. Shockley retired from this
position on June 30.
A panel discussion Was held on
the subject "To Serve Our Chil-
dren,' and was led by Mrs. Z. R.
Shockley.
Among those attending the meet.
Mg were Mrs. Blanche Breen,
Whiteville, Tenn.; Mrs. Catherine
B. Leake, Stanton. Tenn and Mrs.
Elizabeth Lake, Bolivar.
A presentation of the 'Leaders'
award' was made by Mr. W. H.
Williamson, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Williamson is an assistant
State Agent.
Out of town guests were James
Gregory, Assistant, County Agent
of Fayette County, Somerville,
Tenn. and Curtis D. Koonce, As-
sistant County Agent of Crockett
neat 5, his friends, students,
former students and colleagues,
Among those present for the
presentation were, left to right,
Sat., July 5, 1958
Beauchamp - Lewis, both of Los
Angles Calif., as they returned
to their former here te be with
their invalid father day mg the time
that their sister, Miss Estelle
Beauchamp is attending the dele-
gate to the National meeting of
the Sunday School Congress and
the National Baptist Training tin-
ion.
We ea-oyed a delightful evening
In the home of Mr. aid Nies. Stan-
ford G. (Billie) Purnell, and es-
pecially enjoyed the cooling lunch-
eon served our group by beauti.
ful, talented Mrs. Purnell. Both
are teachers in this city. Others in
the group included Mr. and Mrs.
T. Harang, also educators of Hous-
ton.
In a call from Mrs. I. N. Givens
as they stopped off in Miami, Fla.,
we learned that Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert Clayton visited them the
day they were leaving to begin
their cruise in the Bahama and
other Islands, and were kind
enough to drive them to New Or-
leans thus saving that much tire-
some train riding as they began
their trip for the ocean cruise.
We were so glad to learn that
our neighbors, both Mrs. Martha
Burris and Mrs. lienrietta Hol-
man are able to be released frore
the hospital and are now in their
homes where relatives gladly de
their bit to aid in their early re-
covery.
Our other neighbor, Miss Mary
Kingsberry was not so fortunate.
She was furneralized last week,
Instead of recovering as all of
us hoped she would.
Mr. John Douse, another well-
known citizen from a well known,
respected family was funeralized
talao from our city. Our sum-
pathy to his dear wife and the
members of his immediate family.
oFr TO EUROPE Miss Coe,
stance Oden, of Bath, N. C., a JUIN
graduate of Bennett college, shown
Just before leaving for Europe on
July 3 on the United States Lines
"Independence." The trip iu
graduation present, and Miss Oden,
who will travel alone plans to visit
the World's Fair in Brussels and
also see parts of England. Switz-
erland, Germany and Italy. She
will return by air on July 26.
County, Aim, Tenn.
Refreshments were served bat
the group, Mr. and Mrs. Shockley
received many gifts,.
WILLARD
By C. P. GIVENS
A number of our town's people
are on the sick list but are re-
covering. Those confined are Mrs.
Mary Catherine Givens, Mrs. A.
Beecham, H r s. C. Mister,
Mrs. I. Taylor. Mrs. C. Johnson
who spent some time in St. Lotr
Is. Mo., has setinnee to the city,
Mrs. Johnson's grand eon, Jr..
McKinney has rcterned to camp.
John W. Boarilley, Mrs. Ray*
ling, Harold Jenkins, S. L.
Beasley, sr., and President and
Mrs. George W. Gore, Jr.
4 TI-STATE DEFENDER
AlMill, 1958
• A son, Alonzo, tr., to Mr. and
Sirs. Alenzo Avant of 513 E. Mee.
A daughter, Joyce Ann, to Mr.
and lere, John H. Hardaway of
3427 Cooks rd.
A son Willie James, to Mr. And
Mrs. Tommy la Williams of 820
Fields rd.
A son, Aryls O'Neal, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elton Jackson of 1378 Tex-
as.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs
Will Cox of 1451 Britton.
A daughter, Chariee Laverne,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mills
of 2161 Brown.
A daughter, Sally Marie, to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin W, Coleman of
174 Silverage.
A son, Michael Deweyne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis D. Garner of
567 Carpenter.
June 22, 1951
A son, Ronald Wayne, to Mr.
end Sirs. Winfred Roberts of 833
Heiskell.
A son, James K., to Mr. and
Sirs. Lewis C. Walker of 124 Wis-
consin.
A daughter, Betty Jean. to Mr.
and Mrs. Jodie Lobbins of 304
W. Dison.
A daughter, Shirley Dinese, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eutibee Coats of
3052 Nathan.
A daughter, Gloria Jean. to Mr.
and Mrs. George Currie of 25e
Vance.
A son, Lawrence L. Michael, to
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Walker
of 250 Ayers.
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs
A. C. Williams of 290 Olmstead.
A son, Willie Gene, to Mr. and
Mrs. C. D. Dailey of 1249 Fire-
stone.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Keller of 929 Thomas.
A daughter, Debra Lynn. to Mr.
and Mrs. Ervin Pinson of 814 Wit-
hams.
A son, Edward Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eligah Walker of 1597 Aley.
A daughter, Moselle Lorece, to
Mr. and Mrs. Stone Hart of 702
Frovine.
Adaughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Sirs. John L. Pointer of 621 Lip.
ford.
June 23, 1958
A daughter, Jacquelyn Elaine.
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin J. Smith,
Of 517 1-2 N. Fourth.
A daughter, Carolyn Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. John Tobias of 930 N.
Front.
A son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Currie of 433 E. Trigg.
A daughter, Debra Ann. to Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Ford of 47
Lucas.
A son, Terry Dickerson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe L. Dickerson of 2217
Clayton.
A son, Leslie Renard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Vann of 1641 Kan.
5113.
A son, Ronald Wayne. to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Slaughter of 1479 Or-
iole.
A daughter, Joyce Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. George CleveIan of 1573
S. Orleans.
A son, Willie Eddie, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs, Willie E. Macomb of
832 N. Main.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Perry of 620 Stephens.
June 25. 1958
A son. Alphonzo, to Mr. and Mrs
Robert 11. Hurd of 351 Oklahoma.
A son. Leroy, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Leroy Anderson of 1360 Ethel
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John
E. Estridge of 265 Kirk.
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr.,
and Mrs. Walter A. Harrell of
2614 Clifton.
A son. Rufus, jr.. to Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Terrell of 2216 Marble.
A son Edward Audwin, to Mr
and Mrs. Edward L. Currie
of 591 Brown Mall.
A daughter, Ora, to Mr. and
Mrs. Oinson S. Griffin of 488 Brook
rd.
A daughter, Norris Jean, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Ambrose of
814 Harahan.
Twin daughters, Anita Lynn and
Penita Fay, to Met. and Mrs.
James Hoskins of 1419 Nteihigan.
A laughter. Sandra Bernice. to
Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Sanders
of 791 Louise.
A son. Artlee jr.. to Mr. and
Mrs. Artlee Shields of 1617 Gill
A daughter. Celia Marie. to Mr
and Mrs. Climmie R. Harden of
723 Walnut.
June 26, 1958
A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Quincy Brown of 1328
Rayburn.
A son, Deadrick. to Mr. and Mrs.
('barks W. Thomas of 676 Hazel-
A son, Phillip Lamar, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Palmer of 2200
Curry.
A son, Tony Houston, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ike Neal of 751 Robe-
son.
A daughter, Donna. to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel L. Dennis of 1463
Rayner.
June 27, ISSS
A daughter, Artelia, To Mr. and
Mrs. Morrise Miller of 311 Gleneoe.
A son, Robert Earl. to Mr. and
Mrs. Elias Jordan of 1807 Nedra.
A son, Reginald. to Mr. and Mrs.
Sank Adams of 1.338 Humber.
A daughter, Dorothy Lee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Tommie L. Davenport
of 768 Fleet.
A son, Alvin Leon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Harris of 718 Beale.
A son. William Harrell, to Mr.
and Mrs. William L. Anderson,
of 28.5 Cambridge.
A son, Carroll Eugene to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie W. Fulwiley of 58
Boyd.
A son, Darrell Lynn, to Mr. andl
Mrs. Robert L. Wright of 441 S
Lauderdale.
A daughter, Theresa, to Mr
and Mrs. Alfred Avery of 793 Dud-,
Icy (R.)
A son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs
Earl Jackson of 187 Alston Mall.
A son, Ervin, to Mr. and Mn,
James Oliver of 1441 Emerson.
A daughter Karen to Mr. and,
Mrs. Roosevelt Sherrod of 3519Ca-
zassa.
A son, te Mr. and Mrs. Fred L.
Johnson of 1592 Gabay.
A daughter, Ruby Dianne, to
Mr. and hem Boaz Shelley of 1970
Kansas
Urge Negroes To Enter
University Of Florida
NEW YORK CITY - Thurgood
Marshall, director counsel of the
Legal Defense and Educational
Fund of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People, last week heiled the or-
der of U. S. District Judge Dozier
Devans. which opened the Univer-
sity of Florida's gradate and pro-
fessional schools to Negroes as a
major victory in the drive to de-
segregate public educational tacit.
ities in the South.
The Federal Judge's order end.
A daughter, Georgia Ann, to Mr., ed a nine year court fight in the
and Mrs. Frank J. Miller of l42,7. ease of Virgil Hawkins. a Daytona,
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Johnson of in 1949. At that time the state
velon Michaela in the Supreme Court of Florida'
An tapert936 LeSloyne dr. Supreme Court refused to order.Jtme 21, 1953 his admission on the basis that
Negroes at Florida A. and Researcherlaw school had been provided foryersity
Following the S. Supreme
Court's May 17, 1954 decision out- The Third Annual Chicago Dc-laving segregation in public
.choole the case was returned to
the Florida court for reconsidera-
tion, and the Florida Supreme
Court appointed a commissioner
to determine when Sir. Hawkins 
Mr. Allen Is a professor of jourcould be admitted without "pub. 
nalism and director of research atSe mischief."
the aledill School of Journalism.
Northwestern university, Evanston
111.
A onetime publisher (three pa-
pers.) Dr. Allen is the author of
six books on journalism. Ire has
conducted more than 85 reader.
ship polls for newspapers in theDevane ordered the University of Midwest, East and South.
been made available to them as
a result of the judge's order. He
said that it would not be neces-
sary to bring a new law suit to
enter the graduate and profession-
al schools of Florida State univer-
sity at Tallahassee, because the,
"good faith'' on th. part of thp
Board of Control of Florida would,
make that unnecessary.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
ItICORD1 103 IialtrONE
304 Peeler et Lamilectleki
Paw, JA 1-8341
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
WHIRS FOLKS lies coil
Gf7 PRI FERMI/Al
SIR vICI"
At one time Federal Judge De. 
vanedenied a rehearing of the
case on the grounds that he would
have to hear in full, but he wee
reversed by the U. S Court of Ap-
peals. The case came to trial on
June and two days later Judge
Florida to open its doors to Negro
students.
Mr. Marshall. one of Mr. Haw-
kins' lawyers in the case, called
upon Negro citizens of Florida to
take advantage of the new edu-
cational opportunities which have
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fender Consumer Market Survey
was conducted by Dr. Charles L.
Allen, who also conducted the first
and second market surveys for
the Defender.
During World War If he was
chief of the news bureau of the
office of War Information, respon•
sible for planning and producing
special reports on the U. S. war
effort. issuing press releases and
clearing agency reports for pub-
lication.
Dr. Alien has achieved mostjournalistic recognition for his
work with the Appleton (Wis.)Post-Crescent, Wisconsin Home-
town Newspapers and the Sun-
Times Pantry Poll which he
originated and directed.
He has supervised more than a
dozen readership and market 
stirveys in Negro communication .
Last year. Dr. Allen was retain-
ed as consultant in management'
and market research by the Stand -
dad Newspapers of Hong Kong
wLs invited to direct the cc-
tablishment of an Institute of Corn-GO Bir' Bus„,„„„„„,„,„„H„i many awards and honors, includi, ,munications in Manila.He has been the recipient of
re=• mg the Amos Award, the highest
honor the National Editorial As-
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
- MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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sociation can bestow.
Kansas City Won
More From Yanks
This Year Than Last
= KANSAS CITY -- (UPI) - TheRE Kansas City Athletics already
= have beaten the New York Yan-
= tees more times this season than
they did all last year.
The Athletics' 12-6 victory Sun.
day was their fourth of the ycau
over the Yankees. They beat New
York only three times in 22 meet
logs in 1957.
A FASHION SHOW, with Mrs.
Daisy Bates of Little Rock,
Ark„ as luncheon guest speak-
er is one of the highlights
planned for wives of dentists
who will be attending the Na•
tional Dental Association con.
sention to be held in Pitt-
sburgh at the Penn Sheraton
hotel from Aug. 3 to 7. The
hostesses for the affair will be
the Ladies Auxiliary of the
Western Pennsylvania Dental
Society, working with Mrs.
Ethyl Venson, the national
president of Memphis. The
hostesses for the meet are,
front row, from left, Mes-
dames J. D. Avent, Jr., J. P.
Howell, H. R. Primes, jr., H.
World's Destiny Being
Directed With Silence
By EDGAR T. STEWART After reading Dr. Fosdicl.'s Sr-
During these times when evil tick, my mind weld hack to theis running rampart, when it is following facts and old savings.
even dangerous for students to God loves all of us, and only .1be decent, and for faculty mem- god could love sonic of us. Heleers to stand up for that which gives us a chance to get rigt.t.they know to be right; when sons God moves in mysterious ways
are killing fathers, and fathers his wonders to perform. -The
murdering sons; when nations are wicked arc coming down while
outlawing religion, and while or they think that they are on the.ganizations for human betterment way up Hainan was hanged on
are being directed by immoral gallows that he had prepared for
men and outright crooks; and asi Mordecai. Judas executed himself.
rare, class, and religious hatreds: Neither time nor death can get in
are still with us, one might reasS God's nay,
onably wonder why Cod keeps sil- NOISE INCITE MOBSant. The birth if Isale to Abraham
Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick, the and Sarah when they were beyondgreat New York theologian, schole the age to have chi!dren is an
ar, and former pastor of the famed; example of the former, and the
Riverside church, has nritten a . raising of Lazarus an example ofbook entitled "A Great Time To the latter. Thunder makes t h eBe Alive." noise, but the lightning does the,i 
In the volume. Dr. Fosdick citH 
Reasoning does not affect
work.
voted an entire chapter to the sub-ject' 'Why God Keeps Silent' ere"ds• but loud shouting does.
While Evil Rages." In it he said.. Hitler knew that. Slobs are form•
among other things. that "God is edby noise leaders, missions of
silent in a world filled with noisy' mercy by quiet thoughtful leaders.
evil because he moves like A stilL An empty wagon creates the most
small voice." • noise, as does an empty head.
SILENT PROGRESS / agree with Or. Fosdick that
the No one can crowd the explana-1 destiny of Creation is in thehandsa forces that make nolion of an infinite universe into/
nolse-a finite head, so he cannot ans.' ..
wer the full question. He explain ,
ed that the great power of grat.i Back In Win Columntation is noiseless, as are the pro
ceases of growth. Belshazzar,
t 
the i PHILADELPHIA - (UPI) -king of Babylon, male a lo of Jack Meyer, relief pitcher for the
Philadelphia Phillies. is finallynoise at the feast, but it was a
"um. back in the "win column."silent hand which wrote
Mene Tekel Uphersin"-weighed Meyer, who gained credit forin the balance and found wanting Sunday's 5-4 sictory over the Car-
- upon the wall. The sun risesidtnala. hadn't won a game sincealso without the accompaniment!Aug 10, 1956.
of great sounds. and we some- 
. 
times find the least and mastl To control certain injurious in-invaluable things creating bedi sects, cranberry bogs are period-lam, icaly flooded.
Fashion and Formfit go to all lengths In flatter your figure.From their Designers Collection are three "Viva" pantie girdles,with naturally contoured back panels, to underline your Sum-mer sports wardrobe
-from swimsuit, to long skinny pants.The Jokesmiths may have to
abandon one of their favorite
subjects for wiaecracks this
sunimer-women in shorts and
slacks.
Not that the gals are goingto give rip wearing them. The
answer hes in some clever un-dercover strategy plotted byItalian designer Emilio Pucci
and The Formfit Company.They have combined forces
' to create a marvelous new pan-tie girdle design which is in-
visible under shorts, swimsuits,
slacks or tapered pants.
It's called "Viva".
The secret of its no-girdlelook iR a naturally contouredback panel of cotton and de'
croft. The rest of the garmentis floe nylon power net which
slims and controls the figurebeautifully. The effect is flat-tery at its best-firm, youth-ful, naturally rounded lines.
To accommodate v a rioui
werdrobe requirements and fig-
me problems. the "Viva" pantie
conies in three different lengths'
-a very brief style In wean
under swimsuits and short
shorts (and anything else for
the slim of thigh), a regularlength which smooths the too
of the thigh for wear underJamaica or Bermuda shorts;
and an extra long length withhidden' detachable garters for
complete coverage of the thighsto give a trim, unbroken line
under fitted Capri pants and
slacks.
Newest of all is a "Viva" for
the ultra-slim gal whose figureinclines more to angles than
curves This new style, while
retaining the natural contours
of .the original design, has theplus feature of lightweightfoam rubber padding in thebark panels.
The results: no more baggypants. instead, smoothly fitting
slacks and ithorts--dresses, too
-and soft, feminine curves.
All of the "Viva" pantie gir-dles come in easy-to-fit regular
misses dress sizes. From Form-firs Designers Collection, they
range in P7 ICD from about 38.9,5for the brief to about 918.50for the lightly padded style.
Bush, from Detroit, Mich., Mrs. L.
Greer, from Memphis, Tenn., and
ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Townsel
gers -grandmother, Mrs. Almedia
Mrs. Mattie Taylor, of 210 N. 14th
at.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rodgers,
from Cleveland, Ohio were re.
cent guests of Mrs. Rodgers, par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. James Towsnsel
of 2223 N. Autumn, and Mrs. Rod-
gers grandmother, Mre. Amedia
Polk, of Memphis and her aunt,
Mrs. Mattie Taylor. of 10 N. 14th
The Pleasant Green M. B.
church, 1251 Necholas at., Mem-
phis, pastored by Rev. S. L. Hamp-
ton, celebrated its annual men's
day Sunday recently. The speaker
for the event was Prophet I. Toy.
Their goal was set for $1,000. Rev.
Hampton also pastored the Beauti-
neral Home was in charge. MI Zion N. B. church, South 15th
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Collins of at.
311 N 10th st., had as their guests
Friday afternoon Mn, and Mrs.
John C. Morris, sr., and their
daughter, Miss Valda 1. Morris,
of Clarksdale. Miss. Mr. Morris
is the brother of Mrs. Collins.
Miss Morris who was enroute to
Lansing, Mich ,. for her Summer
vacation also visited Miss Char-
S. 15th st., are planning to spend;Ietha White, a recent graduate of
held. Wonder High school, their vacation in Virginia visiting
• . • Miss Clark, mother of Mrs. Mat-
h e!
Bethel AME church, after
You are invited to attend a 
ai 
 
tieMCrslarkW
.
illie Steinback, of 1242Fashion Show and tea at YWCA
sermon delivered by the pastor.i 541 Vance ave.. Memphis, Sunday, Sardis st , Memphis, and her niece,
7
Rev. 0. T. Hooks. The pastor alsot Aug. 3. 4 to 7 p. sponsored by Miss Ruth Gammon, of 1580S. Bell.
gave a sermon at 30 p or. Tickets al McGill Barber, and evice blvd., Memphis, spent their
vacation in Chicago and Gary. Ind.
visiting relatives and friends. Miss
Gammon is the daughter of Mr.
starts at slip a. ni . and Mrs ell and Mr Henry. from Los An. and Mrs. Berry Gammon and
Louise Haynes president of the geles, Calif.. Mr. and Mrs. Jo- a student at Hamilton High school,
,eeh Wilson. from Chicago. Mr. Memphis.A. C. E. League which starts a'
-p. m. on SUCK11!. S.
It. Prilnas, Sr., and Dr. R. W.
Dixon. On back row, same or-
der, are Mesdames B. 0. Hol-
land. R. C. Bolden, W. M.
Cuthbert, U. W. Williams, F.
Childs, and R. T. Anderson,
the president of the auxiliary.
An out door picnic and a tour
of the city is also planned for
the visitors.
Corn !minion services were
last Sunday morning at t
Prot W. E. Scott is superinten.
dent of the Sunday School which
Happy 414113
Homemade
Strawberry
Ice Cream
time So
smooth &jut .4tosa,,e Scott
creamy and only 30e a quart
when made with Carnatien Eva)).
crated Milk. Frozen dessert•
made With whipped Carnation
are always crystal free - a tea.
lure you don't get with other
forms of milk. Homemade Straw.
berry Ice Cream is so easy to
make. No extra stirring neces.
airy as it freezes. Just pour into
refrigerator trays and forget
about it until serving time. Bo
prepared tor calls for 'seconds" ,
-you're sure to get them.
HOMEMADE STRAWSERRY
ICE CREAM
(Make, 2, (marts)
1 cups It pinil sliced fresh
strew/be, ries
1/2
 cup sugar
11/2
 cups 18-mince jar)
marshmallow whip
1% cups (large can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED
MAX
1/4 cup lemon juice
Mash strawberries in bowl. Add
sugar and marshmallow whip.
Allow to stand for 25 minutes.Stir occasionally until wellblended. Chill Carnation in re-frigerator tray until soft ice
crystals form around edges oftray (about 25 to 30 minutes).Whip Carnation until stiff(about 2 minutes). Add lemonjuice. Whip very stiff (about 2
minutes longer). Fold strew,berry mixture into whipped Car.
nation. Spoon into refrigeratortrays. Freese until firm (about3 hours).
Lee Payne, 81, formerly of Hul-
bert, and West Memphis, Ark., re-
tired section foreman who work.
ed for the Missouri Pacific Rail-
road for 34 years, died June 15, at
the John Gaston hospital.
Mr Payne was the husband of
the late Mrs. Harriet Payne,
father of Mrs. Anna Henry, of
Los Angeles, Mrs. Lola Greer, of
Memphis Mrs. M. Reed, of West
Memphis, Ark., brother of Jessie
Payne, of Chicago, Ill. Ite had
eight grandchildren and 18 great
grandchildren; was father-in-law of
Ferguson Henry, of Los Angeles,
Walter Greer, of Memphis, and
James Reed, of West Memphis.
Funeral services Were at New
Salon) Bapptist church of 955 S.
Fourth st., Memphis, Tenn. Rev'
Charles Patterson, officiated. Bur-
ial was in Paradise Gardens ceme-
tery. Edmondson, Southern Fu'
Beauty Shop, 1043 Miss,
Memphis, or call WH 8-9167.
Mrs Anna Henry, Mrs. McDow.
Re ALEXANDER DELOACH, JR.'
Hello you sports fans. We are
back again this week with more
news frem the baseball diamonds.
The rain has held up a number
of games here in Memphis, but
last Sunday it held up, and the
semipro leagues resumed the
playing.
At Klondike park. in the first
game. Leafoyne Magicians defeat-
ed the Klonkyke Athletics 7 to 3,
to claim second place in the Num-
ber 2 division. And now t he de-
feated team will have to go
against the Hardwood Stars for
the championship.
In the second game the War-
riors shut out the Beavers 4 to 0
to claim the.title in the Number.
division.
Now let's go bark to the first'
game. In the top of the first in-
ning, the Magicians scored two
runs after Athletics hurler, Ben-
nie W. Lange gave up two walks,
and first baseman Amos Johnson
KNOXVILLE, Tents-Dr. Joseph
L. Iferrison, professor ofbioligy
at Knoxville College, received the
Doctor of Philoaciphy degree in
Zoology at the June 13 Commence-
ment of the State University of
Iowa, Iowa City. Heand his family
returned to Knoxville last week.
Langston, Hughes To
Read Poetry, 'Jazz'
At Canadian Fiesta
TORONTO-1.angston Hughes,
eminent American Negro poet
and author, will appear twice at
Stratford on July 23, once in a
poetry-with-jam presentation as
part of the Festival jazz series.
Earlier in the day. Mr. Hughes
will rive a solo performance of.
his work as part of the two-
Day Folksong and Jazz Session
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The Last Word In Driving Luxury
Easy On The Pocketbook
Beautiful in any cor — with new, lovely, matching color
trims.
Performance you never have known before .. . Ask any-
body who owns one 
'Then treat yourself to a wonderful experience . . .
not just air-conditioned driving . . . but A.R.A. air-
Mr. and Mrs 0. B. Fair of 217
S. 15th st., are the proud parents
of a baby girl, who has been
named Linda Rehell Fair, weighs
6 1-2 lbs.
Miss Carolyn Jean Clark and
Joann Duncan who reside at 433
got a hit. In the bottom of the
same inning, the Athletics were
stopped in order.
In the second inning, both teams
got busy, and the Magicians scor-
ed a pair of runs off an error,
and when Frank Hale doubled. In
the bottom. the Athletics came
up with two runs, but still behind
by one score.
The Magicians moved up with
three more tallies on the score-
board as two errors were com-
mitted, and third sacker Waliace
Johnson stole home from third.
In the fourth inning the Athletics
scored again, but the Magicians
had the game, 7 to 3.
In the second game the War-
riors broke through in the third
inning with one run as first sacker
James Brown scored from third
on a blast from James Brown,
vitilts,io plays at third. In the fourth 
Winning the arriore scored an-
other run as they beat out three
l
The most exciting moment of
the game was the sixth inning,
as Bill Fowlkee hit the Imigest
ball of the evening, a three-bag.
ger. They won 4 to 0.
IF YOU
CAN
FINDS .
BETTER
BOURBON
..BUY IT.
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Kt.t.k), St.& Bourben yonssi, • 6 in. Oka
" Pro01 • pkicIts1 Ags Dist. Co.. f wildest iIJ
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TODAY'S MOST ElitMIG
SINGING STAR -IN A
STIRRING ORAMATX
PERFORMANCE
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Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
Your scribe has been away at.tending the Tennessee Leadership
Training School at Lane collegein Jackson, Tenn., as guest ofMr. and Mrs Sherrod Lovettealong with her daughter, JohnEtta.
We have very little time to as-
semble your column and most ofit will appeear in the next, issue.Since I have been away for avery good purpose I am sure youwilt forgive me.
Mrs. Farrah lvie, and Mie.Lucy Overall attended a session
with other laymen at the St. PaulCME church this week. Rev. W.R. McClain was an attendant ofthe Leadership Training school
and a young man from his church1
won second place in the oratori-
cal contest.
Miss Rose Mary Rogers wonfirst place in the vocal divisionof music at the Jubilee. We are
very proud of our young lady.
Others from this area who at-tended were Mrs. Louise Carnes
and Miss Evelyn Marsh.
Our new bishop, the Rt. Rev.B. Julian Smith attended andheld several meetings with vari-
ous groups during the week. I
am so full of the meeting and thegood gained from it that I canhardly get into another train of
thought.
The funeral of the late Rev.
Felix Wilkins was held at Dyer
LAIE church Sunday and aside jfrom his wife, Mrs. Nan Lou
Wilkins, those from St. Louis who
attended include, his step-daugh•
ters, and their families, Mr.
and Mrs. Andy Anderson anddaughters. Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Light, Mrs. Dorothy Hackley. his
sons and their families. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wilkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Wilkins. other rela-
tives, George Irvin and A. D.
Clayton, Mrs. Lula Pearson and
a Mend Mrs. Ave Fisher.
From Memphis, his daughter,
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Lawrence and children.
The eulogy was given by Rev.
P. E. Womack of Jackson, who
was accompanied here by Mrs.
Womack and Mrs. Elese Hutson.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Barnett and
'daughter and Mrs. Barnett's sis-
; ter, Mrs. I. H. Garcia of Detroit
Mich. visited the Jerry Lees this
week.
Mrs. C B. Seat has gone to
visit in New York, New Jersey
and en route home she will attend'
the N.E.A. which convenes in
Cleveland. Dr. and Mrs 0. W
Boush have left for an extended
vacation to the eastern states .
starting in Washington, D. C and
on up the coastal states with stopsin New Yerk, New Jersey, Penn.
sylvania and other states in that
area.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis of Decatur,
are visiting Mrs. Lizzie Har-
ris. Mrs. Davis is a member of
the PriMitive Baptist church andis working as a missionary and
a healer of the sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson of Benton
Harbor are visiting their mother,
Mrs. Gene Thompson.
Just a few of the sick: Mrs.
Martha Nell LaRue, Mrs. Lou
Featherston, airs. Fannie Abbott.
Mr. Cottrell Edmunds, and still
others that I will have to report
next week. Mrs. W. L. Barnettehas been very ill but is much
better now. Mrs. Morella Mayshas been ill this week.
Prof. W. L. Burnette. president
of the West Tennessee Confer.
race Board of Christian Educa-
tion, has been attending the Lead-
ership Training School and held
the regular meeting of the board.
Others from Gibson County who
attended this particular ifleeting
were Miss Ethel Seets, Mrs. Pearl
Sims, Mrs. F. 'vie and your
scribe.
Mrs. lzetta Lovette is visiting
relatives and friends in Dyer
this week-end.
Billy Copeland has re - enelist-
ed in the Armed Forces.
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Dickey,
Herbert O'Daniel, Donald Over-
all and Miss Norine Overall of ISt. Louis are visiting friends and
relatives here this weekend.
There is an article about big
happenings at the Mt. Pilgrim
CME church, hut we will be
forced to report that next week
and we will also give an account
of an Indianapolis wedding.
NEW YORK — Depressed husi
nets conditions, far from deter-
ring the grs appliance and equip-
ment industry, seem to be help-
ing to prove that the a g e of
enterprise has not departed the
American economic scene.
The Gas Appliance Manufactur-
ers Association, spokesman f o r
570 firms that make 98 percent
of all the domestic, commercial
and industrial gas eqt•ipment pro-
duced in the U. S., pointed out
that the industry is "competing
successfally on all fronts despite
the fact that there isn't a 'titan'
in the whole lot."
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APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - A. 7-2631
22611 Park Ava.-FA. 3-$507
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Accuracy Hard
To Achieve In
Liquor Surveys
One of the most difficult
areas of questioning in market
surveys is that of hard liquor
consumption. Over the years,
survey taker, have learned to
avoid it becalm two kinds of
inaccuracies constantly turn
up.
The first is that many people
will under report their con.
, eumption if they discuss It at
all, The other is that many
will name only the brands to
which they feel most preetige
intaches, whether this is the
brand they consume most
Often or not.
The first inaccuracy rinds
its origib in the Purltan-Prot-
esant roots of American found-
ing but this is being slowly
overcome as Americans come
to eccept good livig as a right'
ful part of their heritage.
The other Inaccuracy Onds
its origin in the present day
culture, in which money and
the evidence of high busing
power are popular goals. It in
responsible in part for con-
stant "uptrading" in which
Americans willingly participate
and as such makes a contri-
bution to increased consump-
tion and improved product
quality.
I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111,
Last sites for the Rev. M. IR
Beteg 78-years-old Baptist clergy
man, will be held here, Sunday
June 29. The clergyman, father of
L. C. Bates, publisher of the
Arkansas State Press, died in a
Little Rock hospital on June 241
after a prolonged illness.
COMMENCEMENT EXER•
CISES for the J. L. Campbell
School of Religion were held
recently at Macedonia Baptist
church in Jackson, Tenn., and
seaen persons were graduated
from the school, which is a
unit of the American Baptist
Theological seminary. Pictured
DISH FIT FOR A KING
A whole stuffed fish is a treat
anyone will welcome. During this
fishing season you are sure to
have a nice big fish brought home
by that lucky fisherman. So keep
this recipe close at hand If you
don't want to wait for fisherman's
lack just pick a striped bass at
the fish market.
The stuffing is delicately season-
ed with herbs, and has a sur-
prise ingredient, flaked crab meat-
BAKED STRIPED BASS IN MILK
•
3-5 pound striped bass
1 tablespoon chopped onion
1-4 cUp chopped celery
Si cup butter
ta teaspoon salt
1.4 teaspoon pepper
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
tis teaspoon savory
2 cups soft bread crumbs
1 cup flaked crabmeat
3 cups milk
I large onion, shred
Dear Carlotta:
I am writing on behalf of my
brother, John. Two years ago he
married a young woman named
Anne, who had been tragically
widowed at the age of 21. She is
now 25. Judging from her actions,
it seems that she married only to
obtain a home for her "lung son,
She pays scant attenthin to my
brother, and seems to like being
with her girl friends better. A
picture of her first husband is
still on her desk, and she wears
the ring that he gave her on a
chain.
The woman is a good house-
keeper and a devoted mother, but
she seems to lack something as
wife. Bess.
Dear Bess:
I would advise Anne to come
out of the dream world of her
first marriage. Before her present'
one becomes a nightmare. Giving
third hand advice is a most un-
satisfactory way of handling a
problem, but I can tell you what
should be done, and you can trans-
mit it to John, who is, after all,
the only person who can handle
the situation.
He doubtless feels that if he tries
to bring his wile out of the trance,
he will be exhibiting a callous
attitude, but this ls not so. If
he continues to permit her to
live in a dream world, he will be
doing both himself and his wife
a grave injustice.
Some day she will have to real-
ize that this is another year, k 
with graduates are members
of the faculty, the guest speak.
Cr, and some members of next
year's class. From left, on
front row, are Mrs. Mary Mc-
Mullens, Mrs. M. Cole,Rev,
Preston De Berry, and Mrs.
Gertrude Knight. On second
row, same order, are Rev. Wil-
liams A. Allen, Mrs. Dorothy
Bake it in milk, with large clices
of juicy onion and you II have a
dish fit for a king. Serve it any
night for a family dinner, and it
is just as welcome for a company
affair.
You can substitute your "caught
fish" or any for this recipe. And
do serve a fresh vegetable salad
with this dish. There is a great
variety Of vegetables on the mar-
ket now, for your choosing. A
tossed salad using sour-sweet
cream dressing just can't be beat.
Wash fish, rub inside and ant with
salt. Saute onion and celery in 1-4
cup butter until golden brown; 1
add salt, pepper, parsley, savory,
bread crumbs and crabmeat. Stuff
fish with bread mixture. Sew or
skewer edges of fish together.
Place in shallow baking pan: melt
remaining 1-4 cup butter and pour
onto fish. Add milk and sliced
onion. Bake in moderate oven, 350,
45 minutes or until fish Is tender.
Garnish with lemon and parsley.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
and that she will have to live ac-
cordingly. It might as well be now.
Up. to 10 tons of ice is needed
for a railway refrigerator car on
a long trip.
Words of the Wise
Life is an art, not a science.
It Is mastered by experience,
and patience, and infinite be-
ginnings again.
— (Dr. Frank Creme)
There is a reason why people like
P. de business with us You, too,
will like our courteous treatment
and desir• to WI, yen.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P.M.
Saturday, 9-00 to 100
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
Horne Operated - Home Ownite
Phona JA 5-7611
Marie Carroll, Miss Lucy De.
Berry, and Rev. Clevant L.
Derricks. On rear row, from
left, are Dr. A. F. Campbell,
Dr. A, H. Rice, Dr. Joe Con.
ley, Rev. A. J. Campbell, presi-
dent of the, school; Dr. Charles
H. Fitzgerald. guest speaker,
and Rev. W C Jackson.
A vacation Bible School clinic
was held at the Holly Grove Bap-
tist church from June 9 through
12 from 730 p.m. until 9:00 p.m.
and in charge were Rev and Mrs.
W. E Walker of Memphis, along
with eight associates. There were
82 people representing It churches
present.0
The Vacation Bible School start-
ed on June 16 and lasted until
June 20. There were 14 teachers,
anti 116 children enrolled. The
daily average attendance was 99.
Here from Owen college in Stem.
,phis to work with the teachers
were Misses Corine Ratcliff, Jo
Anne Lackey, and Johnnie Spivey.
The teaching staff included 1,ady
M. Carter, Dora Willie Vaughns,
Mary Mosby, Berneice Mackey,
Frances Mantis, Viola Carroll
Mildred Williams, Willie Mae
Coats, Rose Watkins, Ruby Win•
ston, Genetic 0 Nelson, Thomas
Halliburton, and (Westin- John-
son.
WS, Rosa I,. Nelson was super-
intendeot, Miss Johnnie Spivey,
principal: Rev.' L. Nelson, coun-
selor; and Rev. A. Terrell, pastor
of the church.
Miss Lou Ella Morgan has ap-
plied for entrance to Owen college
in Memphis this Fall. Miss Donis
Jarrett visited Henderson Busi-
ness college recently, and she
expects to study there this Fall.
Both young women are recent
graduates of Lauderdale Hi, and
students of business education.
Miss Sarah Halliburton has gone
to Dearoit, and is presently em-
ployed as a stenographer.
Miss Virginia Lee Smith left
here recently for Chicago where
she plans to enter nurse training.
Miss Dorothy Jean Smith was
married recently, and is now Mrs.
Dorothy Jean King.
G. R. Williams and L- 0. Gilles-
pie attended the Summer confer-
ence of agriculture teachers at
Tennessee A. and I. State univer-
sity recently. It was heavily at-
tended by instructors from all
over the state.
Mrs. Gesner Boone, of Dyers-
burg, spent last Wednesday in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Half-
acre. Mrs. Boone is the sister of
Mrs. Nannie Harris.
Mrs. Viola Carroll attended the
Tennessee Federation of Colored
Women's annual session in chatta.
none recently. and represented
the .A. club of Ripley. The
lai !elegation in the history
of organization was reported
An overnight stay at a Japan-
ese inn is one item that visitors
to the land of the cherry blossoms
should mark with a definite "must'',
In their tour program. Aside from
the pocketbook angle ( native-stylt
foreign style hotels.) it pays big
dividends in new and delightful ex-
periences that you will long re-
member and cherish.
Best of all, says the Japan Tour-
ist Association, it will enable you
to gain a glimpse of how the
Japanese people live, an aspect
which most of the tourists who
flock to these islands annually
have heretofore very seldom seen.
More than 50,000 of these es-
tablishments a r e scattered
throughout the country. Some
are gigantic and others quite di-
minutive in scale, but they all
have two common denominatort,
novelty and charm.
It doesn't matter whether the inn
of your choice is hidden away
in some nook of a busy, bustling
city or situated on the sunny hill.
aide of a quiet hot spring town.
For delightful adventure awaits
you is your car rolls up the grav-
eled driveway and comes to a halt
before the wide, spick.anctspan en-
trance.
Two banto-sans (porters) in blue
happi coats appear from some-
where — one smilingly opens the
car door while the other scurries
to pick up your travel gear from
the luggage compartment.
Entering the doorway, a pair of
kimono-clad maid-sans bow low in
welcome as you change from shoes
to slippers and soon you are es-
corted through a male of shiny
corridors to your suite that opens
onto a miniature garden.
RESTFUL ATMOSPHERE
PREVAILS
Sealed off from the rest of the
world by a natural wall of trees
and rocks that form the backdrop
for a small, flower-bordered pond,
you are afforded a sense of se-
clusion and privacy that can never
be gained within the four walls
of a modern Western-style hotel.
Here, you can luxuriate in peace
and comfort amid surroundings
that resemble the interior set in
"Sayonara
With formalities over, the bath-
boy appears to announce that pre-
parations have been completed
for the honorable bath. Changing
Into the "yakata," n cotton kimono
;which Is provided by the manage-
ment, you are escorted to the hot
spring pool, a gigantic affair in
tile that puts the grandeur of an-
cient Rome to shame. It is true
that the size and depth of these
massive bahtubs vary with each
establishment but there are many
that can accommodate over a hun-
dred persons at one time with no
undue crowding.
Mixed bathing Is not to popular
as it was in former days but
there is no law against it and the
custome is still practiced, with no
evident sign of blushes, at many
resorts. Of course, there are sep-
to have been present.
The Federation's convention of
1959 will be held in Humboldt.
umilmommimiminumonommonommin
2 Abraham Lincolns
To Help Observe
Abe's 150th Birthday
Among the 50 persons op.
pointed by Gov- Stratton to
serve as members of the Illi-
nois Lincoln Sesquicentennial
Commission who will plan and
coordinate the State's part In
the observance next year of the
150th anniversary of Lincoln's
birth were two Chicagoans
named Abraham Lincoln.
They are the Rev. A. Lincoln
James, pastor of Greater Be-
thesda Baptist church, at 53rd
and Michigan and Judge Abra-
ham Lincoln Marovitz, a tin.
eoln student and member of the
Abraham Lincoln Heritage, Civil
War Round Table.
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(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 61 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she nee to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her ,14ere
at all times. (She never had an office :n West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours P a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Re sure
to look for the right sign and the right name,
'I 151,' ablutionary tat:Mlle for the
distaff side if modesty demands
but the vast volume of steam that
arises from the pool usually pro-
vides an adequate screen for all
except the overly timid.
SUPPER-TIME PLEASLRES
The approach of supper time
becomes evident as the maid-sac
again appears on the scene, this
time to clear the table and ar-
dange t h e various paraphernalia
for the approaching repast, a n d
you become aware of another
pleasant feature of the Japanese
inn. For here, one does not need
to dress for his meals. Once the
guest dons the "yukata," that gar-
ment becomes a part of him and
stays with him until the time of
his departure.
One word of advice, however, to
those planning on spending a
night under a Japanese roof —
especially coffee addicts Except
in cities, the Japanese concept of
the Brazilian brew is still veryi
primitive. Hence, it is always a
good idea to include a jar of in-
stant coffee in your bag.
TIME TO RETIRE
Bedtime comes rather early at
a Japanese inn. Of course. it ?Is
of concern to the m a natantost
If the guest becomes so engrosii-
ed in enjoying the atmosphere that
he stays up till the wee hours,
but around ten o'clock the maid-
sin comes around to prepare the
beds.
— sometimes three — fluf-
fy quilts, their softness maintain-
ed by daily sunning. are first laid
on the "tatami" over which comes
a white sheet, freshly laundered.
The silken quilt, also enclosed in
white, may be light or heavy de-
pending on the season and the
pillow. usually of soft foam-rub-
ber, should prove satisfactory for
the most hard-headed guest.
The quiet Japanese night swift-
ly deepens. You settle between the
sheets and soon a peaceful lang-
uor nrevades your entite being.
The last thing you remember as
you drop off to dreamless sleep
are the night sounds that creep
in from beyond the garden wall ...
the sleepy chirp of a cricket, the
faraway notes of a noodle-vend-
or's pipe and the soft mclody of
a rivulet that ripples the surface
of the garden pool.
The June meeting of the Min-
isters' Wives was held at the
home of Rev. and Mrs. R. J.
Christmas serving as the hostess.
The meeting was opened vith a
short devotion by Mrs. S. L. Al-
len. and after a short business
session, a buffet supper was serv- 1
ed.
Other members present were
Mrs. Herbert Scott, Mrs. C. W.
Pitts, Mrs. I. L. Pitts, Mrs. A.
Harris, Mrsr. James F. Cooley,
Mrs. F. M. Mc Clendond, Mrs.
Delaney, and Mrs. F. M. Jamison
Mn. Delaney will be the July
hostess for the wives.
The Eureka club met recently,
at the home of Mrs. Wilma Suggs,1
on Oak ave., and alter a short'
business session the members
heard raports from delegates who
were present at the State Meet-
ing in Pine Bluff.
During the social hour, a very
attractive salad plate was served.
The club's next meeting will be
held in July at the home of Mrs
M. 0. Livingston.
Seven persons from here will
be present for the National Fel-
lowship Conference of Presbyte-
rian youths when it convenes on
the campus of Stillman college.
Tuscaloosa. Ala. They are Robert
Wise, Clarence Jones, Burdie
Lee Martin, Lillie Mae Thomas,
Mae Virginia Dean. and Rev.
James ('noley. Miss Lurita
Dean is youth advisor.
Mrs. B. C. Williams. social eri.
ence inetructer, is attending Fisk
university in Nashville this sum-
mer on an all ,paid fellowship. She
is a graduate of Philander Smith
college, and has done further
study at the University of Ark.
ba 
-
ansas. a at  
Beth
e  
Salem Baptist church rei
d
its 38th anniversary last
t.-
Sunday. The participants were
Mrs. Obie Brooks Mrs. Wilma
Suggs, Mrs. Mettle Turner, Mrs.
John Jeffery, Mrs. Neal Wade
Mrs. Caroline James, Rev. G. W.
Pitts, and Miss Ethel Jean Wiley.
ROUND 'N' BOUT
Miss Barbara Jean Brooks left
here for Detroit recently to visit
a sister. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Cato Brooks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Youpg
and daughters of Kansas City
were the guests of their parents
over the week-end, Mr. and Mrs.
Godfrey Young, and Mrs. Annie
Price. New York State director or est&
culture. "The wild deer in captiv-
ity calmed down to the tameness
of a domestic animal." he said.
Crumbly and Mr. and Mrs. r.
Smith.
Mrs. Henry Porter and Mrs
Will Bond will attend a Health
Workshop in Hot Springs. They
are both Forrest City elementary
school teachers.
Recent visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Parker
were their daughters and families.
They were Mrs. Sam Phillips, of
St. Louis: and Dr. and Mrs. R.
C. Jackson and children of Rich-
mond. Va. Mrs. Jackson is the
former Miss Velma Parker.
Mrs. Alice Flemmings left here
recently to attend a Presbyterian
workshop on the campus of Phi-
lender Smith college in Little
Rock.
Down in Atlanta for a 10-day
visit are Mr. and Mrs, T. R. De-
laney.
Rev. and Mrs. W A. Owens, of
Humboldt, Tenn., were overnight
guests of Mrs. Artis M. Roberts.
Miss Carylon Frazier of Mag-
nolia, Ark., is the house guest of
Mrs. Clarence Chambers, on Mon-
day Miss Grace Wiley will join
the two and they will leave for
Chicago, III.. where they will at-
tend the wedding of Miss Irene
Griffin of Chicago.
Joseph Ellison and son of Kan-
sas City visited with his father
and sister over the week-end. They
are Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Williams
and E. Ellision.
Mrs. Mettle Crutcber and Mrs.
Sylvester Bailey attended the Na-
(tonal PTA meeting in Pine Bluff,
Ark.
Get well wishes go to Loistine
Hurst and Mrs. Gussie Roseman
who are confined to hospitals.
Happy birthday wishes go to,
Mrs. Herbert Scott, Chaney mars
garet Jeffers. J. H. Blount, and
Willie C. Guess.
The Nacirema Club, and their
guests will hold their annual club
picnic at the John Gammon
plantation, July 4, at Marian.
Arkansas with Mr. and Mrs. Jes-
sie Mason as host arm hostess.
If you have any news please
phone It to Mrs. F. M. Jeffers,
MEIrose 3-1206. Thank you.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Crumbly
are here from Chicago visiting
their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
TRANQUILIZED DEER
BUFFALO, N.Y. — (UPI)
A new use for tranquilizers — tO
calm frightened deer is a success,
according to Dr. James R. Hay,
A. T. 'QUICK CASH" JONES
Loans Arranged
SIGNATURE - AUTO - FURNITURE
No Waiting - No Red Tape - We Arrange Everything
Cluster.
Remarks were made by the
vice president, Johnnie Lee John-
son at the meet at which Ray-
mond Lymon served as master of
ceremonies.
' Mrs. Bessie Forrest is president
'of the club. and Mrs. Julia Bend-
Craton, reporter.
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• ▪ Dead and Dangerous
• Trees Removed
NI "Quality Work- •
• 
Courteous Service" II
• TRI-STATE
• TREE SURGERY
a▪ (Licensed and Insured) •
a Phone MU 3-5015 j
• 2308 HENRIETTA ROAD].
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Trees are like human beings,
iind at times they must have sur-
gery if they are to remain alive
and in good health.
The lofty plants also fall victim
to diseases, and many of them
could be aaved if their sicknesses
were diagnosed and treated in
time. Cavities also develop in
trees, and if scientifically filled
and treated they could cdntinue
leading useful lives.
Keeping trees alive and in good
health is the profession of J. W.
Russell, and his brother in-law,
Pete Taverns, both of whom live
at 2308 Henrietta rd., here in
Memphis, and they are known as
tree surgeons.
Up until last year, Mr. Russell
regarded tree surgery only as a
hobby, and was in the heating and
air conditioning business. He sold
out his interest, and joined with
Evers Gives
Talk On Negro
in The South
' A banquet was held recently at
the Lelia Walker Club house by
the H. A. Foster Civic club, and
0. Z. Evers, the principal speak-
er, gave a talk on the condition
of Negroes in this area and the
South.
Also on the program was Mrs.
Mary Clark Shaw, who gave a
10 - minute address on the Ad-
vantages of the Negro Youth. A
Mr. Taverns. They purchased a
truck. I saws, and other instru-
ments needed for the business,
and now the pair — Mr. Taverna
has been practicing for three
years — stand ready to go calling
on their "patients," any of whom
may live within a hundred mile
radius of the city.
TREES DEDUCTIBLE
It is unfortunate, the pair said,
that many people do not realize
just how valuable trees are. They
increase the price of property,
and when they die and have to
be removed they Can be deducted
from the property owners income
tax, as they are a property loss,
regardless of who removes them.
The tree surgeons jobs entail
the removal of dead trees, am-
putating dead branches, shaping
trees more artistically so as to
beautify the landscape, and spray-
ing them to kill parasitic insects
and fungus. The pair also examine
trees to see of they can be saved
Insurance, they say is necessary
for a licensed tree surgeon, and
they have insurance on persons
and property in the amount of
$50,000.
Mr. Russell and Mr. Taverns
have made a study of trees, and
all of their work is done on a
scientific basis.
Dallas Board
Again Bans
Integration
DALLAS Tex — (UPI) — The
welcome was given to the grout Dallas School Board has skirted
by Miss Little Holiday, arid a la.- the U. S. Supreme Court's ruling
sponse was made by Mrs. Alice to integrate all schools by voting
that the city's 141 public schools
remain segregated during the next
school year.
School Board President Dr. Ed-
win L. Rippy announced Wednes-
day:
"The school board has instruct-
ed the superintendent of schools
that there shall be no alteration
of the present status regarding
segregation of the races within the
schools of this district for the
school year beginning M Septem-
ber, 1958". 
RULING APPLAUDED
The board's unanimous ruling
was received with applause.
Another resolution asked Andrew
Thuss, the school board's at-
torney, to begin new litigation In
resolve differences between federal
and state law,
The Dallas school system has
been caught between a federal rul-
ing which requires integration
with all possible speed and a state returned to Memphis last week
law which forbids school integral after having attended a school for
tion without a popular ballot, agency management conducted by
the Life Insurance Agency Man-
agement Association at Lakeville,
Conn.
Mr. Dumas was one of 76 di-
strict managers and field super-
visors from 21 different insurance
companies to attend the session
which lasted from June 7 through
20. They came from 22 states and
from Canada to be present.
According to Mr. Dumas, insur-
ance executives who were present
put in 10 hours of classwork a
day for 14 days. and studied such
subjects as debit management,
personnel, selling, leadership,
public relations, supervision, and
training.
After the suecessful completion
of a project entitled, "The De-
velopment of Plans for Training
and Superviion of New and Old
Agents," which is actually a
WINNERS Hi THE BABY
contest sponsored by the Civil
Liberties department of the
IBPOEW were announced last
week. They are (at left) Wan-
da Lynn Lockhart, one-year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar M. Lockhart, of 2112
Farrington, who won the first
prize of a $25 bond; at center,
Evere Lee Presley, two-year-
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Presley, sr., of 8 South
Parkway E., who captured
second prize of $15; and, at
right, Nanette Gandy, eleven
months old, daughter of Mr.
Mothers Club Raises
Funds For Boy Scouts
This year 30 Memphis boys will
be able to attend the Boy Scout
camp in Fuller park during its
three - week encampment by pay-
ing only five dollars. The other
five dollars have been paid by
sponsors solicited by the Mothers
club of the Mississippi Blvd.
Christian church.
It was several years ago, when
the organization was led by Mrs.
Rosa Brown Bracy that the idea
of having members of the church
sponsor camping trips for young-
sters who otherwise would not
have art opportunity to attend the
meets was born.
Women interested in working on piecework basis in
own home. Sewing background helpful but not neces-
sary. Will train at our expense. Write name, address
and phone to Box 352, Memphis, Tennessee.
Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Experts who know best say most people under-
estimate their financial needs for the retire- .
ment years. Now, why not determine to save
a little more out of every pay check; and next
payday, start doing so in a bank savings
account with us. Have your own growing bank
balance to supplement your social security!
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
Another person who has pro-
moted the Boy Scout activities at
the Miss. Blvd. Christian Church
is M. L. Bonner, who was a
pioneer in the scout movement in
Memphis. Today the program
which he started is being lad by
J. T. Chandler, the institutional re-
presentative of the church.
Each Thursday night the Boy
Scouts meet at the church under
the direction of Charles Chat-
man, a veteran scoutmaster, who
is assisted by George Parker.
Troop 115 and Cub Pack 135 are
sponsored by the church.
According to Mrs. Bracy, the
Alexander P. Dumas, district
manager of the North Carolina
Mutual Life Insurance company
Mothers club was formed especial-
ly for the purpose of giving as-
sistance to Boys Scout leaders.
Mrs. Willa B. James is now the
president of the organization.
This year's sponsors for camp-
Pers are Dr. Julian Kelso, Dr. J.
E. Walker, B. G. Olive, A Maceo
Walker, Miss Ida Mae Walker, W.
W. Walker Elder Blair T. Hunt,
Mrs. Corine Rownan, and .1, T.
Chandler.
Others who contributed are
Harvey Doran, C. W. Lowe,
Dempsy Gates, J. A. Oliver, H.
A. Gilliam, E. D. White, Willie
Fitzpatrick, Mrs. Celia Poston),
Mrs. Cora West, Mrs. Eva Brake,
Dr. and Mrs. D. H. Westbrooks,
and Ulysses Hunt.
Bituminous coal mining in the
US is twice as safe as it was
back in 1910, considering hours
worked, the volume of production,
and other economic factors.
Copper is added to some steel
in small amounts to increase re-
sistance to atmospheric corrosion
also some times to inere sae
thesis, Mr. Dumas will be entitled
to a diploma for having attended
the school. His project will have
to be completed and mailed in
by July En.
The Life Insurance Agency
Management Association was or-
ganized in 1922, and its present
membership is 306 companies in
Europe, Canada and America who
handle 92 per cent of the world's
total insurance in force. It is the
major publishing house in the field
of life insurance agency manage-
ment, and only personnel from
member companies were allowed
to attend the classes at Lakeville.
Mr. Dumas recently completed
his twentieth year with North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
companies, having joined t h e
Philadelphia office in June, 1938
as assistant manager. He came to
Memphis in 1950.
Ile organized and has taught
Life Underwriting classes here
since 1951, and holds a teaching
certificate from the Life Under-
writers Training Council.
and Mrs. Roy Gandy, of Route
3, Box 825, who won the third
prize of 510. The crowning cer-
emony was held at the resi-
dence of Mrs. Louise Davis.
Mrs. Jana M. Porter is daugh-
ter ruler; Mrs. M. King, fi-
nancial secretary and Mrs.
Ruth E. Perry is directress.
The great debate ever the ef-
fectiveness — and even the moral-
ity — of applying the findings of
motivation research to advertising
is still raging.
Time may show that a consumer
can and will blow the whistle on
his subconscious "buy it now" urg-
ings despite symbol manipulation
by advertisers, but on the other
hand, motivation research may
well tell advertisers what not to
do.
Psychiatrists and psychologists
have long known of myriad ways'
in which individuals compensate
for defeats and frustrations, and
they are well informed on what
race prejudice does to its victims.
It is remarkable that this knowl-
edge has not formed the basis
for motivation studies of the Ne-
gro despite many scientists' ob-
jections to research for advertis-
ing.
The U. S. Supreme court has
pointed out that enforced segre-
"gallon in education of itself in-
flicts emotional damage upon the
segregated Negro child, and one
question researchers might ask
themselves is:
"How does this and other dis-
criminations affect the Negro's re-
actions to symbols used in com-
munication',"
From this point on it will be
easy to discover the staggering pos
sibilities of success and error in
the Negro market inherent in the
symbols used to present corporate,
images, brand images and sales 1
messages.
A motivation study of the Negro  
were it undertaken, would not be
simple by any means. Some re-
search done by a Chicago pay-
cholocist on reactions of Negroes
to thematic apperception tests
demonstrated that responses to ra-
cial symbols are markedly differ-
ent among Negroes according to
their educational and economic
status.
One paradox certain to be dis-
covered in such a study will be
the existence of strong racial pride
and violent rejection of things
wholly Negro side by side in the
Negro community (and perhaps
in the Negro individual.)
Probably the most important
purpose such a study can serve
is to discover the relationship in
which significant groupings of Ne-
groes see themselves to whites,
for it is to whites that the major
advertising appeals and market-
ing efforts have been directed.
But can New York, Baltimore,
Atlanta, St. Louis, Houston_ LoS
Angeles, Detroit, Philadelphia,
Cleveland, Chicago, or a dozen
other markets be approacned
2571 CARNES — Across From Evensky's Variety Store
Seek Magic
'Watchman'
For Schools
The Board of Education is con-
sidering a method for attacking
intruders and vandalism in the
schools.
General Superintendent Benja-
min Willis disclosed Wednesday
that his staff is considering in-
stalling an electronic device called
"an audio-survelliance" system to
detect intruders in school build-
ings.
This system would permit police
to hear any sound in a school by
transmitting a signal to the police.
Dr. Willis said the staff is still
studying to see whether this in-
stallation is possible and to de-
termine whether the cost is pro-
hibitive.
He added that despite all of the
programs the board has carried on
through the years to cut down on
vandalism, window damage and
break-ins are at a new high.
Group Elects
former Editor
As PR Leader
PHILADELPHIA, — Joseph V.
Baker, resident of the public re-
lations firm bearing his name,
has been unanimously elected
president of the Philadelphia
Chapter of the Public Relations
Society of America, a national af-
filiation of leading professionals,
in the field.
The former newspaper report-
er and editor is executive director
of the Institute of Industrial Race
Relations, a non - profit education-
al organization which has for its
objective the "closing of the think-
ing gap" between Negroes and the
whole of industry.
Mr. Baker is also active in a
number of charitable, religious
and community organizations, in-
cluding the Christian Street
Branch Y M C A.
IN THE FAMILY
NOBLESVfLLE, Ind.—(UPI) —
Sherry Bowman won a four-year
college scholarship awarded each
year to the boy or girl Nobles-
ville High School graduate with
the highest four-year average. She
is the third in her family to win
the award. Sherry's grandmother
won the first scholarship in 1906,
and her brother, Don, won it five
years ago.
NO BARKER
MASSENA, N.Y. 
—
At a recent carnival here custom-
ers were lured into the side show
tent by a tape recorder spieling
out the wonders to be found with-
in.
FAO), in terms of whites? Boy-
cotts now being connUcted against
three different products in widely
separated parts of the coutry sug-
gest that they cannot.
Parents of children suffering
from cerebral palsy and other
handicapped young persons met
last week in the home of Mrs.
Cora Harris, of 1455 Locust 5E,
and organized the Zuber • Bynum
chapter of parents of handicapped
children.
The chapter was named in
memory of two of the handicapped
children who died recently. Mrs.
Minerva T. Hancock was elected
president of the organization. The
speaker for the meting was
Elvern Garber, who is a member
of another chapter in the city.
The club's purpose is to pro-
vide equipment for the children,
and at present summer recrea-
tional equipmebt is needed. A day
care program is also to be pro-
vided for crippled and handicap-
ped children and adults.
Persons who know of uncared
for children and adults in need
of assistance are asked to call the
Zuber - Bynum chapter at WHite-
hall 6-9579, along with other per-
sons who would like to become
members of the chapter.
The newly organized club is is
need of funds, wheel chairs,
bicycles, and other equipment
used by handicappped children.
and donors are asked to contact
Mrs. Annette Williams, at JAck-
son 6-9820,
Negro Publisher Named
A Negro publisher, Thomas W.
Young, president and general
manager of the Norfolk Journal
and Guide, Norfolk, Va., has been
appointed to the Civil Rights Com-
mission as a consultant on public
information, it was announced
reeently.
The announcement was made by
Gordon M. Tiffany, the commis-
sions; staff director.
Also named to the staff at the
same time was Malcolm E. Oliver,
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Two Out Of Three
Nearly two out of etery three
adults in the Negro market is
employed.
This is a fact of tremendous
significance in understanding
what kinds of merchandise
and services gain high accept-
ance, For example, it helps
account for the tremendously
large number of "take out"
food shops, and for the high
demand for canned and pro-
cessed foods in grocery stores.
Working mothers and wives
just do not spend as much
time in the kitchen as full
time housewives.
This fact helps account for
the great success of launder•
rates. It also has a marked
effect on the working hours of
insurance collectors and door
to door salesmen, and sharply
curbs the potential use of
home deliveries in milk and
other commodities.
The Third Consumer Mar-
ket Survey shows that there
are 2.1 persons over 18 years
of age In the average Defender.
land family, and 1.3 penes
employed.
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SERVE COKE ...WORLD'S
FA VORITR SPARKLING DRINK!
BARBECUED CHICKEN
Brush halved broiler-
rhrrkone with barbecue
mum broil 12 incites
from beat about 1.!4
hours, turning and but-
ing frequently. Serve
with Coke,
a former reporter for the Inter-
national News Service, which
was recently incorporated with
the United Press to become United
Press International.
Originally the commission had
planned to withhold the announce-
ment of the man to the Commis-
sion until after its July 1 meeting
on the campus of Michigan State
university, but a reporter acci-
dentally ran into Mr. Young while
he was in the office of the com-
mission.
The story was published in a
Richmond, Va., newspaper, and it
was confirmed when a wire serv-
ice reporter called and asked for
a verification.
EXPECTS REGULAR POST
Mr. Young said that he expects
to be attached to the staff on a
regular basis as a member of the
Reports and Analysis Division,
but at present he is on a cross
country visit of newspaper offices,
after having been present at the
annual meeting of National News-
paper Publishers Association in
Philadelphia.
Former Gov. John S. Battlee. of
Virginia, is a member of the com-
mittee, but it was not learned as
to whether he was consulted shout
Mr. Young's appointment to the
staff.
IF YOU
CAN
FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON'
. . BUY IT!
Invite a gang, or just the family, to a delicious outdoor treat!
And don't forget to include ice-cold Coca-Cola. With pre-meal
snacks, with the meal itself, there's just nothing like the
cheerful lift, the special good taste of Coke to brighten up s
hot summer holiday. Better have plenty of Coke on handl
FOIL POTATOell
Rake potatoes before-
hand, bring them along
wrapped in aluminum
foil. Then juit reheat
them over the coals.
Great with Coca-Cola
...favorite of the world.
SUPER SALAD
Serve a green salad,
tossed with dressing,
sliced stuffed olives.
Gloats will enjoy sip-
ping Coke with this.
Coca-Cola no good to
taste, in such good towns.
Cat Cups
Heat canned cranberryjelly until melted, pour
into squeezed-out half
shells of oranges. Chill
until wt. Pot extra cur-
lily. uncap the Coke and
swim ies-eoirl.
REGULAR KING SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
5nttl.41 tonelt, motheeity el Ti,. Cota-Cola Ay Coce-Cota toffUng Company of MonpAis. Tampion
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